2364981  17/07/2012
STAR INDIA PVT. LTD.
FIRST FLOOR, CENTRAL WING, THAPAR HOUSE, 124, JANPATH, NEW DELHI - 110001
SERVICES
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF PROGRAMS FOR TELEVISION, CABLE TELEVISION, RADIO, ON-LINE BROADCASTING AND INTERACTIVE SERVICES; PRODUCTION, PRESENTATION, DISTRIBUTION, SYNDICATION AND RENTAL OF AUDIO, VIDEO, STILL AND MOVING IMAGES AND DATA WHETHER IN COMPRESSED OR UNCOMPRESSED FORM: PUBLISHING, ORGANIZATION PRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION OF SHOWS, CONTESTS, CONCERTS AND EVENTS: INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES FOR AFORESAID SERVICES:
2643356  16/12/2013
ENEXT SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
1, HEDAVKAR ESTATE, MASTER COMPUTECH, BHAVANI S. ROAD, DADAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400 028.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
E LEARNING ONLINE EDUCATION COURSES, DISTANCE LEARNING, ONLINE EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE, ONLINE
EDUCATION, INTERNET BASED LEARNING, ONLINE UNIVERSITY, INTERNET EDUCATION, CONTINUING EDUCATIONAL
SERVICES, ONLINE PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AND COACHING, ONLINE CLASSES, ONLINE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES,
EDUCATION SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING LIVE AND ON-LINE IN THE FIELD OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY,
MANAGEMENT, ON-LINE EDUCATION CREDIT AND DEGREE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON SERVICES, PROVIDING
INFORMATION ABOUT ONLINE EDUCATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
2659418  15/01/2014
MODELS NIGHT PVT. LTD
trading as ;MODELS NIGHT PVT. LTD
11-9, 1ST FLOOR, FLAT NO. L-1,KISHAN GARH, VASANT KUNJ,DELHI-110070
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AND ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL, ENTERTAINMENT COMPETITIONS AND SHOWS: PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH CLUB SERVICES; RECREATION AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; EVENT MANAGEMENT, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; STUDIO AND THEATRE FACILITIES, MUSIC HALLS, ORCHESTRA SERVICES; PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS ON-LINE, ARRANGING OF BEAUTY CONTESTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
SHRI KARNI U.K SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL
2661392    17/01/2014
DALIP SINGH RATHORE
trading as ;SHRI KARNI U.K. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL
591-2ND FLOOR, CHIRAG DELHI, DELHI
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
EDUCATION CENTRE, TUITION CLASSES, SCHOOL, COACHING CLASSES, COLLEGES, ACADEMICS, CONDUCTING CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, BOARDING SCHOOLS, PUBLICATION, CORRESPONDENCES COURSES, RELIGIOUS EDUCATION, EDUCATION INFORMATION, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL EXHIBITIONS, HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES, LIBRARIES, LIVE PERFORMANCES, NURSERY SCHOOLS, PRACTICAL TRAINING INCLUDED M CLASS 41.
2682887   20/02/2014

JKC HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
C-1, SECTOR 3, NOIDA-201301, UP
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Used Since :16/12/2012

DELHI

EDUCATION, ENTERTAINMENT, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2682896. MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “DELHI” AND OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN...
WAVE

2683128  20/02/2014

JKC HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
C-1, SECTOR 3, NOIDA-201301, UP

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Used Since :01/06/1999

DELHI

EDUCATION, ENTERTAINMENT, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
2746265  29/05/2014
GRAY MATTERS INDIA PVT LTD
trading as; GRAY MATTERS INDIA PVT LTD
8-2-269/S/52, PLOT NO. 52, SAGAR SOCIETY, ROAD NO. 2, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD 500034, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAKSHMIKUMARAN & SRIDHARAN
B-6/10, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, N. DELHI-29.
Used Since: 10/05/2011
To be associated with:
2746261
CHENNAI
Education Services; School rating services; school improvement services; school consulting; parent advocacy; data analytics services; solution showcase services; school accreditation services; school analytics services; services relating to class report, school report, teacher report, student report
Subject to association with 2746261.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901 , 13/05/2019 Class 41

2777027  19/07/2014
AGAM VERMA
trading as ;AGAM VERMA
43/15-B/1, SEC - 15, AVAS VIKAS COLONY, AGRA
SERVICE PROVIDER.
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK K. BANSAL
AGRA TRADE MARK SERVICES 14/6 EMPORIUM BLOCK, SANJAY PLACE, AGRA
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI

Education, providing of training, Teaching, software training, computer coaching.
2778659    22/07/2014
AECC INDIA PVT. LTD.
262 2ND FLOOR, CHIRANJIV TOWER 43, NEHRU PLACE NEW DELHI 110019
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
EDUCATION PROVIDING CONSULTANCY, EDUCATION CENTRE, TUITION CLASSES, COACHING CLASSES, COLLEGES, ACADEMICS, CONDUCTING CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, BOARDING SCHOOLS, PUBLICATION, CORRESPONDENCES COURSES, RELIGIOUS EDUCATION, EDUCATION INFORMATION, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL EXHIBITIONS, HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES, LIBRARIES, LIVE PERFORMANCES, NURSERY SCHOOLS, PRACTICAL TRAINING INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.

There shall be no right for the descriptive matters except as substantially shown on the label.
2797122  25/08/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2737275, 2737285, 2737290

DELHI
Education, training, entertainment and cultural activities including Grooming school, Institute, Business School, Museum.
2827340  15/10/2014

WORLD VISION INTERNATIONAL
800 WEST CHESTNUT AVENUE, MONROVIA, CALIFORNIA 91016-3198, U.S.A.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

L.S. DAVAR & CO.
5/1, FIRST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION., NEW DELHI - 110 019. INDIA.

Used Since  :01/12/1998

To be associated with:

1275849

DELHI

“Mentoring of school age children. Mentoring in the fields of health and well-being, life-skills preparedness, values, ethics, and social issues in class 41
2835615 01/11/2014
SMT. TARAWANTI EDUCATIONAL TRUST
trading as ;Smt. Tarawanti Educational Trust
18- Modern Colony, Jalandhar (Pb.)
Service Provider
A Society Registered Under Society Act 1860
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAJ RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :04/02/2004
DELHI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
KAPIL KUMAR
trading as ;M/S. PARTH MEDIA WORKS
129, STREET NO.-4, CHATTARPUR PAHARI, CHATTARPUR, NEW DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
2871251  28/12/2014
SHIVANI PALL
1049, C6, Opposite DLF Summit, DLF Phase-V, Gurgaon, Haryana-1220016
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MRS. MEENA BANSAL
96, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-25
Used Since :03/12/2014
DELHI
Practical training [demonstration], Education information, Health club services [health and fitness training], Teaching, Arranging and conducting of workshops [training], Vocational guidance [education or training advice], Arranging and conducting of conferences, Arranging and conducting of seminars.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
BELLEVILLE PARK

2871838  30/12/2014
JKC HOLDINGS PVT.LTD.
C-1 SEC-3, NOIDA-201301 U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2682869

DELHI
EDUCATION, ENTERTAINMENT, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
2889561    27/01/2015
MRS. JYOTI SINGH
trading as; MADE EASY PUBLICATIONS
44-A/1 KALU SARAI (NEAR HAUZ KHAS METRO STATION), NEW DELHI 110016
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GLOBAL TRADE MARK BUREAU
SECTOR C, POCKET 8, 8414, VASANT KUNJ, NEW DELHI-70
Used Since :09/01/2013
To be associated with:
2140608, 2140609, 2140611
DELHI
EDUCATION SERVICES & PROVIDING OF TRAINING INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2140607, 2140608 & 2140609.
2892263  29/01/2015
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (ISED)
trading as ;INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (ISED)
No 17/569, 17th Cross, Kanaka Nagar, R.T. Nagar Post, Bangalore-560032
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SENTHIL KUMAR N
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT. LTD., 176, INDRA COMPLEX, SARAKKI MAIN ROAD, SARAKKI, JP NAGAR 1ST PHASE, BANGALORE - 560 078, KARNATAKA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EDUCATION; TRAINING; TEACHER EDUCATION, ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ESTABLISHING OF ACADEMIES, INSTITUTES, SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES, ARRANGING & CONDUCTING TUITION, FINE & PERFORMING ARTS; VOCATIONAL & SKILL DEVELOPMENT, RESEARCH, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, EXHIBITIONS AND COMPETITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL, LIBRARY SERVICES, TRANSLATION AND INTERPRETATION, CAREER COUNSELLING; BOARDING SCHOOLS ALL LEVELS; AFTER SCHOOL EDUCATIONAL SERVICES FOR ALL; PRIMARY, SECONDARY AND HIGHER EDUCATION SERVICES; CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT, EXCHANGE VISITS (STAFF & PUPILS), ACCREDITATION, AFFILIATION; EDUCATION MATERIAL AND VIDEO/AUDIO EDUCATIONAL TAPES, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS ACADEMIC & OTHER, E BOOKS AND JOURNALS, EDUCATIONAL CONSULTING SERVICES PROVIDED TO OTHERS IN ALL LEVELS, TEACHER ASSESSMENT AND ALL OTHER SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
No exclusive claim over descriptive words.
GUJJUBHAI
2892907 28/01/2015
SIDDHARTH RANDERIA
trading as SIDDHARTH RANDERIA PRODUCTIONS
24 RANDERIA HOUSE, 1ST CROSS LANE, CEASAR ROAD, AMBOLI, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI- 400 058
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN PROPRIORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. K. SABOO & ASSOCIATES
M.K. Saboo & Associates, C/o. Jhawar Cement & Steels, Gandhi Mansion, 3rd Floor, Bomanjee Master Lane, Kalbadevi Road, Mumbai-400 002, Maharashtra
Used Since :01/05/2005
MUMBAI
DUBBING, EDITING, ENTERTAINMENT, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, FILM PRODUCTION, EDUCATION INFORMATION, RECREATION INFORMATION, MODELING FOR ARTISTS, RENTAL OF MOTION PICTURES, MOVIE STUDIOS, MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS, ORGANIZATIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS, RADIO ENTERTAINMENT, MOVIE STUDIOS, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS, THEATRE SETS, THEATRE PRODUCTIONS AND VIDEOTAPE FILM PRODUCTION.
2906984  20/02/2015
HCIL (HONDA CARS INDIA LIMITED)
409, Tower-B, DLF Commercial Complex, Jasola New Delhi-110025.
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :31/01/2015
DELHI
Create road safety awareness; road safety education; education and training pertaining to traffic safety; self realization.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MASCOT.
Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PROVIDING ONLINE EDUCATION FOR THE PREPARATION OF VARIOUS COMPETITIONS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE TERM "EXAM" AND OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON LABEL.
मैं भी ऐसा कर सकता हूँ

2942452  16/04/2015
UMA SHANKAR TIWARI
B-196 HIND NAGAR OPP KOMAL ICE CREAM LUCKNOW 226012 U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANOJ GUPTA (AD)
209 WEST END ROAD MEERUT CANTT U.P-250001
Used Since :01/09/2014
DELHI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURE ACTIVITIES.
THE DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL GHAZIABAD SOCIETY
SITE NO # 03 MEERUT ROAD GHAZIABAD UP 201003
Service Provider
A SOCIETY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU,
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW DELHI-110005
Used Since :10/04/1981
To be associated with:
2536997

DELHI
Education and training, entertainment, sporting & cultural activities, providing education and training through academies, schools, institutes, educational centers, universities, correspondence, instruction services, web, internet, teaching, tuition, libraries, publication of books (texts & electronic), bookmobile service, arranging and conducting colloquium, conferences, congresses, seminars, symposiums, workshops, organizing competitions, vocational guidance, physical education & training.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS SEPARATELY FOR DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL GHAZIABAD.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019, Class 41

2969428 22/05/2015
UPL LTD.
UNIPHOS HOUSE, MADHU PARK, 11TH ROAD, KHAND (WEST), MUMBAI-400052, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2969423
MUMBAI
SPORTING AND CULTURAL
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
2983913  11/06/2015
SIGMA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING
trading as ;SIGMA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERING
BAKROL, AJWA NIMETA ROAD, OPP MADHAV NAGAR, VADODARA
SERVICE PROVIDER
TRUST
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH SURYAWALA
N/7, 1st floor, Dhavalgiri Aprtment, B/h Dr. Swadiya"s Hospital, Nr. Kuber Bhuvan, Kothi, Vadodara, Gujarat.
Used Since :08/01/2004
AHMEDABAD
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; Organizing show & exhibition for education
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2983912.
OPTIMAL X

2992554  23/06/2015
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Entertainment services including on-line such as the web carnival involving contests, quizzes, live chats with celebrities, auctions; radio and TV entertainment; cultural activities, road shows, music programs, cinema & theatre facilities, movie studios, recording studio services, live performances, contests over a global computer network; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; publication of texts, electronic books and journals; other than publicity texts.
EDULEVER
2996624  30/06/2015
EDULEVER CONSULTING COMPANY PVT. LTD
6-E, 6TH FLOOR, M-6 UPPAL PLAZA, JASOLA DISTRICT CENTRE, NEW DELHI 110025
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRI ROHIT JAIN
ND 33, VISHAKHA ENCLAVE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI 110034
Used Since :28/04/2011
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT AND SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES. SERVICES OF ALL KINDS RELATING TO EDUCATION AND TRAINING, AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDING PROVIDING EDUCATION AND TRAINING THROUGH SCHOOLS, INSTITUTES, EDUCATIONAL CENTRES, UNIVERSITIES, TUITIONS, PRIVATE AND PUBLIC COMPANIES, WEBSITES, BOOKMOBILE SERVICES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOP, ORGANIZING COMPETITIONS, EXHIBITIONS AND OTHER SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3017810  26/07/2015
SAMNIDHY STUDENT MANAGED INVESTMENT FUND
trading as ;M/S Samnidhy Student Managed Investment Fund
T.A. PAI Management Institute, Post Box No. 9, Manipal, Karnataka- 576104
SERVICE PROVIDER; Student Body / Organisation
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. BHAVYA GOYAL ADV.,
INTELLILOCUS IP SERVICES 53/6,THIRD FLOOR, OLD RAJINDER NAGAR NEW DELHI-110060
Used Since :30/06/2015
CHENNAI
Education ; Training (practical)
3038834  21/08/2015
HARPREET SINGH
trading as ;HAPPS MUSIC
Sheron, Dhotian, Tarn Taran, Punjab- 143411
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
Used Since :20/08/2015

DELHI
PRODUCTION & RECORDING OF MUSIC ALBUMS (AUDIO & VIDEO), LYRICS, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, PRODUCTION OF VIDEO PROGRAMMES, PRODUCTION OF RADIO PROGRAMMES, JINGLES, THEATRE PRODUCTIONS, SHOOTING, VIDEO TAPE EDITING, DUBBING, AUDIO RECORDING, VIDEO & SOUND STUDIO SERVICES, MAKING OF DVDS, CDS AND CHANNEL COPIES, PRESENTATION OF LIVE SHOWS AND PERFORMANCES, CULTURAL EVENTS, RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES; ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3043486  30/08/2015

PAWAN KUMAR
SANJAY KUMAR

trading as ;M/S. JOIN PRODUCT INDIA

VILLAGE-REWAR, TEHSIL-NARWANA-126116, DISTRICT-JIND, HARYANA

service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
3045380  02/09/2015
MRS. Pooja Sahu
Dr. Ashutosh Aggarwal
Trading as; TEAM MOTIVATION
114 Basement Sudarshan Apartment Gautam Nagar, New Delhi 110049
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. Singh & Associates
213, 3rd Floor Parmand Colony, Dr. Mukherjee Nagar Delhi-9
Used Since: 15/10/2014
Delhi
Coaching Academy, Education, Coaching Classes.
No Exclusive Right over the Descriptive Matter Appearing on Label...
3047148 03/09/2015
GYANESH KUMAR
BHUMESH KUMAR
HAZARI LAL AGARWAL
SHASHANK BANSAL
trading as ;M/S. HIMALAYA ECO PARK AND RESORT
VILLAGE-BATEDI RAJPUTAN, NH-58, ROORKEE HARIDWAR ROAD, TEHSIL-ROORKEE, DISTRICT HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/07/2006
DELHI
Amusement parks and water park services having basic aim for entertaining, providing amusement arcade services for the purpose of entertainment, amusement and recreation of people basically for the purpose of entertainment
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE "Amusement and water park " APPEARING ON LABEL...
SHANE ALI  
J-3A/3, Khirki Extension, Malviya Nagar, New Delhi - 110017  
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA  
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046  
Used Since :20/10/2014

DELHI  
Organization of Boxing Matches, Training Academy, Entertainment, Club Services [entertainment / education], Cultural Activities, Educational Services, Organisation of Games, Athletic and Sports Event Services namely, arranging, organizing, operating and conducting marathon races, Radio Entertainment, Television Entertainment, Production of Radio and Television Programmes, Production of Shows, Providing Sports Facilities, Stage, Event Management, Provision of information relating to Live Performances, Road Shows and Live Stage Events.
3054976   14/09/2015
CENTER FOR SOCIAL INTEGRATION AND BORDERLESS WORLD
House No.1194, Sector-5, Vasundhra, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh
Service Providers
An Indian company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :30/11/2014
DELHI
Arranging and conducting of networking seminars.
3061808  23/09/2015
IL&FS EDUCATION AND TECHNOLOGY SERVICES LTD.
IST, 2ND & 3RD FLOOR, NTBCL BUILDING TOLL PLAZA DND FLYWAY NOIDA 201301 U.P
SERVICES
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GYAN PRAKASH BANSAL
204 KRISHNA TOWER-2 PLOT NO-1 POCKET-7 SECTOR-12 DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075
Used Since :17/05/2015
To be associated with:
3040156
DELHI
EDUCATION & TRAINING SERVICES, PROVIDING ON LINE EMPLOYMENT TRAINING, LIBRARIES, ON-LINE ACADEMIC
LIBRARY SERVICES, BUSINESS TRAINING CONSULTANCY SERVICES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3040156..
3062408   22/09/2015
RSPL LTD.
119-121 (PART) BLOCK P & T FAZALGANJ KALPI ROAD, KANPUR 208012 U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/03/2014
DELHI
Group discussion, computer training & coaching institute, providing education, tuition and training, conducting,
conferences, seminars, workshops, education information, education services, education exhibitions, event management,
entertainment, live performance and personality development
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE "ASLI KHUBSOORTI KE NAAM".
MIND DETOX MEDITATIONS

3068792  01/10/2015
OWA HOLDINGS LTD.
trading as ;OWA Holdings Ltd.
71-75, Shelton Street, Covent Garden, London WC2H 9JQ, UK
SERVICE PROVIDERS
a UK company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION SERVICES; EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING
MOTIVATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL SPEAKERS IN THE FIELD OF SELF- AND PERSONAL IMPROVEMENT; PROVIDING
OF TRAINING, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCES, ARRANGING OF EXHIBITIONS,
SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES; TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT, PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMES AND
SHOWS, FILM PRODUCTION, RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, DUBBING
Golden Arrow Times Sports League Awards

3081004  16/10/2015
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Providers
an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Organizing events to acknowledge and honor/award various categories of excellence in the sporting league of the country, entertainment services, web carnival involving contests, quizzes, live chats with celebrities, radio and TV entertainment; cultural activities, providing sports training/ coaching, sports officiating, organize sports events, road shows, music programs, cinema & theatre facilities, live performances, contests over a global computer network; providing on-line electronic publications, publication services, electronic books and journals.
3084314  20/10/2015
DHIRENDERA NATH TRIVEDY
516, 5TH FLOOR, WAVE SILVER TOWER, SECTOR 18, NOIDA, UP -201301.
THE SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-85
Used Since :31/03/2004
To be associated with:
2538818
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
MRV

3085816  27/10/2015
KAUSHAL KUMAR LUTHRA
WZ-36-A, STREET NO. -17, KRISHNA PARK EXTN., TILAK NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110018.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :16/08/2011
DELHI
EDUCATION - PLAY WAY SCHOOL, NURSERY SCHOOL, PRIMARY SCHOOL, HIGH SCHOOL, COLLEGE - INTERMEDIATE, DEGREE, ENGINEERING, MEDICAL, MUSICAL AND ALL OTHER COMPETITIVE COACHING IN IIT, IIT-JEE, EAMCET, ALL INDIA MEDICAL EXAMINATION ALLIED SERVICES RELATED THERE TO, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3086174  26/10/2015
YES BANK LIMITED
48, NYAYA MARG, CHANAKYAPURI, NEW DELHI-110021 ALSO AT 9TH FLOOR, NEHRU CENTRE, DISCOVERY OF INDIA,
DR. A B ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018
Service Providers
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :22/01/2015
To be associated with:
3086172
DELHI
Publication of books, newspapers, magazines and other printed matter, including in electronic publication; Arranging of
conferences, workshops, seminars, exhibitions and award ceremonies; Organization of recreational, sports and cultural
activities; Arrangement and presentation of events; Awards programme for major corporations, individuals and groups
who have made significant contributions in various fields; Providing recognition and incentives by the way of awards to
demonstrate excellence in various fields;
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “CFO AND INSIGHTS “ SEPARATELY APART FROM THE MARK
AS SHOWN..
LINGUA MULTISERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED

3090266  02/11/2015
LINGUA MULTISERVICES PVT. LTD.
1/48, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-110092.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :20/10/2015
To be associated with:
3090265
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; PUBLICATION, ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
Mark shall be used as a device as represented with no right over the word Lingua.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3090265.
3092598  04/11/2015
MRS. JAYA BAHIL
MRS. SUMATI MAKHIJA
trading as ;GOLDEN BASIL
15/20, EAST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110008.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :16/10/2015
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
The Hot Pink Cake Studio

3098645  16/11/2015
IPSHITA CHAKLADAR
Sharmila Basu
trading as ;The Hot Pink Cake Studio by Ipshita
C-7 Soami Nagar (South), New Delhi- 110017
Manufacturers, Merchants & Service Providers
Indian National

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since :01/09/2015

DELHI
Providing of Training

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD Cake and studio. Mark should be used as whole.
BERKLEE ONLINE

3103957  23/11/2015

BERKLEE COLLEGE OF MUSIC, INC.
1140 Boylston Street Boston MASSACHUSETTS 02215, U.S.A.

Service Providers
non-profit corporation MASSACHUSETTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; Educational services, namely, providing on-line courses, certificate programs, degrees, and on-line tutoring in a wide variety of subject areas at the college level falling in class 41.
3115065  03/12/2015
MR. DEEPAK ANAND
trading as ;M/S. JR WELKIN ACADEMY
685, Nawada Bazar, Najafgarh, New Delhi-110043
Educational Services
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :03/12/2015
To be associated with:
2796595
DELHI
Education, Providing of training, Entertainment, Sporting And Cultural Activities.
योग गुरु बाबा रामदेवजी महाराज

3115556  04/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.

Used Since : 31/12/1996

To be associated with:
3108491, 3108544, 3108603, 3108648, 3111806, 3112418, 3112530, 3112575, 3115511

DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; EDUCATION SERVICES RELATING TO AYURVED

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.. 3112418, 3108530.
YOG GURU SWAMI RAMDEV

3115607    04/12/2015
Patanjali Ayurved Ltd
D-38 Industrial Area Haridwar-249401, Uttarakhand, India
Manufacturer & Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Bansal & Company
210, JOP Plaza, {OPP. MC DONALD"S} P-2, Sector-18, Noida-201 301, NCR Delhi {India}

Used Since : 31/12/1996

To be associated with:
3108491, 3108544, 3108603, 3108648, 3111806, 3112418, 3112530, 3112575, 3112625, 3112670, 3115511, 3115556

Delhi
Education; Providing of Training; Entertainment; Sporting and Cultural Activities; Education Services relating to Ayurved

This is subject to association with registered/pending registration no..3108476, 3108530.
3129507   16/12/2015
RACHAPPA R MUNDRUGI
trading as ;INDIAN TECH - KEYS
H.NO 50/1, SHREE LAKSMI VENKATESHWARA SWAMI NILAYA, SHIVAPPA GARDEN, NEAR KSVK SCHOOL, OLD POST ROAD, CHENNASANDRA, BANGALORE – 560067, KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SENTHIL KUMAR N
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT. LTD., 176, INDRA COMPLEX, SARAKKI MAIN ROAD, SARAKKI, JP NAGAR 1ST PHASE, BANGALORE - 560 078, KARNATAKA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PROVIDING OF TRAINING, NAMELY, ROBOTICS TRAINING CLASS AND WORKSHOP, TRAINING FOR PLACEMENTS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS FOR PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
DISCLAIM GENERIC WORDS SHOWN IN IMAGE.
The mark should be used as a whole.
3131400    19/12/2015
GOYAL FASHIONS PVT. LTD.
GOYAL HOUSE 24, AJMER ROAD, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, INDIA
Service provider as
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since: 01/01/2007
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3154562  11/01/2016
TAMARA LEISURE EXPERIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;TAMARA LEISURE EXPERIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
INNOVATIONS, 58, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 2ND PHASE, J.P. NAGAR, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA, INDIA – 560078
SERVICE PROVIDER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIVAKUMAR & SURESH
Shivakumar and Suresh, Advocates, New No. 4, Old No. 48, 3rd Street, East Abirampuram, Mylapore, Chennai 600 004.
Used Since :28/08/2015
CHENNAI
ENTERTAINMENT.
3190356  19/02/2016
SPACE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDIES
NISHNA. V
THUSHARA PADMANABHAN.K
NEAR BSNL EXCHANGE, PANOOOR-PO, THALASSERY-VIA, KANNUR-DIST, KERALA 670692
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
Used Since : 12/01/2014
CHENNAI
MEDICAL & ENGINEERING ENTRANCE COACHING CENTERS, SCIENCE TUITION AND ENGLISH MEDIUM SCHOOL; ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3198992  01/03/2016
CORPORATE BRIDGE CONSULTANCY PVT. LTD.
A-301, ANTARIKSH BUILDING, MAKWANA ROAD, NEXT TO TIMMY ARCADE, MAROL, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :02/11/2015
MUMBAI
PROVIDING ONLINE EDUCATION AND ONLINE TRAINING SERVICES IN CLASS 41
3220532  28/03/2016
M/S. SKAN AFTER MY SCHOOL PVT LTD
trading as ; M/S. SKAN AFTER MY SCHOOL PVT LTD
# 702, EMERALD HOUSE, S.D. ROAD, SECUNDERABAD - 500003, TELANGANA STATE.,
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A Private limited company incorporated under the companies act 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121
Used Since :02/02/2016

CHENNAI
EDUCATION, ENTERTAINMENT AND SPORTS, CONFERENCES, EXHIBITIONS AND COMPETITIONS, SPORTS AND FITNESS, LIBRARY SERVICES, EDUCATION AND INSTRUCTION
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND RESTRICT THE AREA TO ANDHREA AND TELANGANA.
KIDS KEMP ENGLISH MEDIUM PRE-SCHOOL

3237975  20/04/2016

MRS. KRISHNAVENI IYER

trading as ;KIDS KEMP NURSERY SCHOOL

2, DYNASTY PARK, JAGTAP MALA, NEAR SWMMING POOL, NASIK ROAD, NASIK-422 101

SERVICE PROVIDER

AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

HARSHWARDHAN

plot no. 44, sukhmohini bungalow, near CNP press wall, jijamatanagara, nasikroad, nasik 422101

Used Since :01/06/2001

MUMBAI

SERVICES RELATING TO PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL SERVICES RELATING TO NURSERY KINDERGARTEN, PLAYGROUP, AND PRE-SCHOOL, OTHER EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3256003  10/05/2016
SHIVANI GIRISH SINGAL
trading as ;HIGHFLIERS CAREER CONSULTANTS
TF/304,KAMDHENU COMPLEX,11 SABAR KUNJ, OPP. SALES INDIA ASHRAM ROAD,AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT,INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRITERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :04/05/2016
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING.
3327645   04/08/2016
SHREEPRAKASH JALUKA
A 304, JAY RUDRA CO-OP HSG. SOC. LTD., J. P. THAKUR MARG, (THAKUR GALLI) BHAYANDAR WEST, DIST. THANE-401101
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/07/2016
MUMBAI
DERMATOGlyphICS MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCE COUNSELING, GRAPHOLOGY COUNSELING, CAREER COUNSELING, TRAINING.

Your Potential is in Your Hand.
EUROSTAR EDUCITY
3329937  06/08/2016
HARESH TEJUMAL JETHWANI
trading as ;EUROSTAR EDUCITY
PENT HOUSE AT “RESIDENCY”, APT NOS.1001 & 1002, 3,4,5 SARDAR PATEL ROAD, BEHIND RAMCO SYSTEMS, CHENNAI – 600113
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020
Used Since :01/08/2016
CHENNAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE.
3352049    02/09/2016
VIJAY SHEKHAR ACADEMY PVT. LTD
205, TAKSHASHILA COMMERCIAL CENTRE, J. NEHRU ROAD, OFF. R H B ROAD, BEHIND BANK OF BARODA, MULUND (WEST), MUMBAI-400080.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2015
MUMBAI
CONDUCTING ACADEMY INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3406117    08/11/2016
VEDANG SAMITI
N-92, KENDRIYA VIHAR, SECTOR-6, VIDHYADHAR NAGAR, JAIPUR- 302039, RAJASTHAN.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :06/10/2016
AHMEDABAD
Services restricted in the state of Rajasthan only.
3408345   12/11/2016
ASHOK RAJORIA
404/16, DAMODAR PEARL, SHIVAJI MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR-302001, RAJASTHAN.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since : 26/01/2000
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "YOGA".
KOOLKAMPUS

3411950 17/11/2016
KOOLKAMPUS KNOWLEDGE PVT LTD
601/A, Tolaram Smruti CHS., Chembur Colony, Chembur, Mumbai - 400074, Maharashtra
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education, providing of training
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901 ,  13/05/2019          Class 41

3454626  10/01/2017
GITA FOUNDATION
5/702 Anand Vihar, Kharegaon, Kalwa, Thane-400605
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/03/2016

MUMBAI
Education services, Educational information
VECTORS
3454643  11/01/2017
CONTAGIOUS ONLINE MEDIA NETWORK PRIVATE. LTD.
NO. 503, SAMEER APARTMENTS, VERSOVA VIPUL CHS LTD; YARI ROAD, VERSOVA, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI - 400061
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Used Since :05/07/2016

MUMBAI
PROVISION OF ENTERTAINMENT RELATED SERVICES MORE SPECIFICALLY RENTAL OF CINE-FILMS/MOTION PICTURES/SOUND RECORDINGS, RENTAL OF LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR THEATRICAL SETS OR TELEVISION STUDIOS, CINEMA PRESENTATIONS/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS, DUBBING, ENTERTAINMENT/AMUSEMENTS, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, FILM PRODUCTION, OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS, LENDING LIBRARIES, PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ONLINE MUSIC, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ONLINE VIDEOS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, ORGANISATION OF SHOWS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, RADIO ENTERTAINMENT, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT, MOVIE STUDIO SERVICES, MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES, RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, ACADEMIES (EDUCATION), ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES/IN PERSON EDUCATIONAL FORUMS WORKSHOPS, PRODUCTION OF MUSIC, SUBTITLING, SCREENPLAY WRITING, SCRIPTWRITING, OTHER THAN FOR ADVERTISING, SONGWRITING, EDUCATIONAL/INSTRUCTION SERVICES, WRITING OF TEXTS OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS, ORGANISATION OF COMPETITIONS, THEATRE PRODUCTIONS, VIDEOTAPING, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3466872    25/01/2017
ALLANALYTICS DRS PVT. LTD.
505, 5th Flr, Avior, Nirmal Galaxy, L.B.S. Marg, Mulund West, Mumbai - 400080, Mumbai City, Maharashtra.

Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :13/10/2016

MUMBAI
Consultancy services relating to education and training.
3470724   01/02/2017
TECH MAHINDRA LIMITED
CORPORATE BLOCK, PLOT NO.1, PHASE III, RAJIV GANDHI INFOTECH PARK, HINJEWADI, PUNE 411057,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
TRADER AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Used Since: 17/01/2017
MUMBAI
ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL COMPETITIONS AND SHOWS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING COLLOQUIUMS,
CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIUMS, TRAINING WORKSHOPS; VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE (EDUCATION OR
TRAINING ADVICE); EDUCATION ACADEMIES, SCHOOL TEACHING; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, PUBLICATION OF
ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS ON-LINE, LIBRARY SERVICES
3474232   06/02/2017
SMT. KANTI L. TIWARI
trading as ;EDUCATION SOCIETY
NAVGHAR ROAD, KASTURI PARK, BHAYANDER EAST THANE-401105 MAHARASHTRA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/11/2016
MUMBAI
SERVICE PROVIDER OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3482371  15/02/2017
MR. M. M. DESAI
trading as ;M/S. FOTOWALE
Shop No.-9, Kedardham Apartment, Nr.Gail Tower, Anand Mahal Road, Adajan, Surat, (Gujarat) India.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C.MANKOLERKAR, ADVOCATE
C-443, B.G.TOWERS, OUT SIDE DELHI GATE, SHAHIBAUG ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 004
Used Since :04/08/2016
AHMEDABAD
AUDIO, VIDEO AND MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTION, AND PHOTOGRAPHY.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word PHOTOWALE/FOTOWALE.
Proposed to be Used

AMUSEMENT, ENTERTAINMENT, RECREATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES OFFERED IN A THEME PARK, WATER PARK AND AMUSEMENT PARK, SNOWBOARD INSTRUCTION, STAGE SHOWS, SPORTS AND GAMES, PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT, PROVIDING HEALTH CLUB AND GYMNASIUM SERVICES, PROVISION OF SPORTING AND LEISURE FACILITIES, SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, WATER SPORTS ACTIVITIES, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION SERVICES, GAMING SERVICES, TRAINING AND EDUCATION SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3482440  14/02/2017

ANAGHA THAKUR 

trading as ;CLOUD 9 CONSULTANCY 

A-402, SHILP ARON, SINDHU BHAVAN ROAD, OPP. ARMIEDA, NEAR PAKWAN CIRCLE, AHMEDABAD-380054, GUJARAT-INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Used Since : 13/08/2016

AHMEDABAD

EDUCATION SERVICES, PROVIDING OF EDUCATIONAL TRAINING; EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANCY INCLUDED IN CLASS-41

subject to restriction of services in the state of GUJARAT only.
3485390  17/02/2017
LOL ANIMATION PRIVATE LIMITED
503, 5TH FLOOR, CENTRE POINT, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, J.B.NAGAR, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400059
SERVICE PROVIDER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEKHESH DHOLAKIA
G-19, Everest Building, Tardeo, Mumbai
Used Since :17/02/2017
MUMBAI
ENTERTAINMENT
3485391  17/02/2017
LOL ANIMATION PRIVATE LIMITED
503, 5TH FLOOR, CENTRE POINT, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, J.B.NAGAR, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400059
SERVICE PROVIDER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEKHESH DHOLAKIA
G-19, Everest Building, Tardeo, Mumbai
Used Since :17/02/2017
MUMBAI
ENTERTAINMENT
3488848    21/02/2017
NARENDRA BHAI VALLABHBHAI NALIYADRA
trading as ;ANGEL GARBA CLASSES
321, 322 KAJAL APPARTMENT, BHARAT NAGAR SOCIETY, SHERI NO-1, L.H.ROAD, NR. MARUTI CHOWK, SURAT.
GUJARAT – INDIA.
SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :25/12/2015
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO DANCE CLASSES AND (GARBA) CLASSES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 41.
3496496  02/03/2017

SHASHIKANT TAWERE

trading as ; GALAXY FITNESS CLUB AND SERVICES

GROUND FLOOR 48, DARYA SA RANG CO-OPERATIV SOCIETY, GENERAL ARUNKUMAR VAIIDYA MARG, MAHIM (WEST) MUMBAI 400016

SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since : 20/08/2015

MUMBAI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
ALLIANCE KNOWLEDGE FORUM
3502024 03/03/2017
ALLIANCE DRUGS PVT.LTD.
Tulinj, Atma Vallabh Society, Nallasopara(E), 401209 Dist. Palghar
Service Provider
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
academies (education) and educational services; online coaching classes; lending libraries; organization of competitions (education or entertainment); tuitions services, school services, educational services provided by academies; technological educational services; sport education services; organizing of sports event and sports competition; boarding; school courses relating to study assistance; information services relating to schools, education and institution; management educational services; university education services
3510472  18/03/2017
PAMIR YOGESHBHAI SHAH
DYNAMIC WARRIOR MARTIAL ART ACADEMY, PLOT NO. 38-39, SHRAMJIVI SOC- 2, UMRA GAM, UMRA, SURAT - 395007, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :09/03/2015
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING MARTIAL ART TRAINING
NA.
3512705   23/03/2017
LOMESH UPADHYAY
AT & POST - KOTHAMBA, TALUKA- LUNAWADA, DISTRICT - MAHISAGAR - 389220, GUJARAT, INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.K.SUTHAR & ASSOCIATES
T-3, YARDHMANKRUPA, NEAR SATTADHAR BUS STOP, SOLA ROAD, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 061

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING EDUCATION AND TRAINING THROUGH PRE SCHOOL AND SCHOOLS, ACADEMIC INSTITUTES, TEACHING, EDUCATIONAL CENTER, EDUCATION SERVICES, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matters.
restriction of services for providing in the state of GUJARAT only.
3518067   01/04/2017
TINA GAURANGKUMAR PATEL
GUIDANCE TUTORIALS, 103, 1ST FLOOR, TRADE CENTRE, OPP. ZAPATA XEROX, VALSAD - 396001
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION, PROVIDING TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE services is restricted in the state of Gujrat only..
3520135  05/04/2017
U DIGITAL CONTENT PVT. LTD.
Saturn CHS, C-279, Flat No 2, Palimala Road, Mumbai 400050
BODY INCORPORATE-Company registered under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2950791

MUMBAI
Entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, editing, entertainer services, entertainment information, film production, presentation of live performances, video production, production of radio and television programmes, organisation of competitions in various talents, videotape film production, production of television serials, production of shows
NIL
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2950791..
3532259  24/04/2017
LAL NOTANDAS TANWANI
trading as ;SHREE BALAJI ASSOCIATES
FLAT NO.204, 2ND FLOOR, RANI MAA APARTMENT, HILL AREA, ULHASNAGAR-421003, DIST. THANE, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION AND PROVIDING TRAINING ENTERTAINMENT SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Black Forest
3546975  11/05/2017
AMRISH SHAH
53A, Belle View, 85 Warden Road, Breach Candy, Mumbai - 400026
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Publishing of books, Education, entertainment, Film and video film production, Music video production.
3557915 26/05/2017
LANDMARK AUTOMOBILES PVT LTD
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Company's Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WADIA GHANDY & CO
N. M. WADIA BUILDING, 123, MAHATMA GANDHI ROAD, BOMBAY-400 023.
Used Since :01/04/2000
AHMEDABAD
Providing training of Motor Driving and Vehicle Driving; arranging and conducting sporting activities such as rally’s and race.
3563073  03/06/2017
HEMENDRASINH AMARSINH SOLANKI
ALL INDIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNICAL SCIENCE, 317 TO 320, 2ND FLOOR, SERENE MALL, OPP. RAILWAY STATION, KOSAMBA, SURAT - 394120
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATIONAL SERVICE IN THE NATURE OF COACHING, COMPUTER EDUCATION TRAINING AND LANGUAGE TRAINING

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words ALL INDIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNICAL SCIENCE & other descriptive matters.
3617765   22/08/2017
BENEDIC SOLOMON MATTHEW A L
Grace Bible Fellowship, No 49, First Floor, Chinna Swamy Nagar, 3rd Street, Chinna Mathur, Chennai – 600068, Tamil Nadu
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/06/2017

CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES, PRODUCTION OF MUSIC, PROVIDING ON-LINE MUSIC, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ON-LINE VIDEOS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, SONGWRITING
LITTLE BRAIN WORKS PRIVATE LIMITED  
D. NO. 8-31-229, Plot No. 12, Narasimha Nagar, Thotapalem, Vizianagaram – 535003, Andhra Pradesh, INDIA  
Private Limited Company  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
TECHLEGIS ADVOCATES & SOLICITORS  
DHARAMPUR CASTLE MARRIS ROAD ALIGARH  
Used Since :18/12/2015  
CHENNAI  
On-line content services including web based educational content, learning videos disseminated via social media, video sharing websites and on TV, Motion Pictures and Digital Media Covered under Class 41.  
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE WORD SUPER SEPERATELY.
RAGINI MMS RETURNS

3629397    07/09/2017
ALT DIGITAL MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT LTD
C-13, BALAJI HOUSE, DALIA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI(WEST), MUMBAI- 400053, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GRAVITAS LEGAL
58/64, Hari Chambers, Office No-301, Shahid Bhagat Singh Road, Mumbai-400023

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3245286

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3639261  20/09/2017
ANANTH JINA NAGENDRA KUMAR
15/16, 4TH CROSS, JAYANAGAR, 1ST BLOCK, BANGALORE SOUTH, KARNATAKA – 560 011
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJIT KUMAR JHA
804/2, KALIKAPUR ROAD, KOLKATA -700099
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SOFTWARE TRAINING INSTITUTION, TRAINING INSTITUTE, EDUCATIONAL INSTITUES INCLUDING INSTITUTIONS FOR S.A.P. AND OTHER SOFTWARE TRAINING
WHACKY FILMS

3648090  03/10/2017

WHACKY FILMS PRIVATE LIMITED
405, Shirin Shorab Palace, Nariman Road, Vile Parle-East, Mumbai – 400057

Company incorporated under Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PSK LEGALIZE
Plot No. 360-A, Sector 31-A, Near Kerala House, Vashi, Navi Mumbai-400703

Used Since :01/01/2010

MUMBAI

Film productions; Post production activities of motion pictures, Television programmes, Video productions, Videotape editing
ATUL GUPTA
BUJURG ROAD, DURGESH COLONY, GALI NO-1, WARD NO.-27, NEAR MATA MANDIR, DABRA, DIST.-GWALIOR,
MADHYA PRADESH-475110.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL. NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

PROPOSED TO BE USED

MUMBAI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3667158  01/11/2017
Rahul.S.Anil
Chathanat Building, 1st floor, Veliyathamparambu, Vypin, Ernakulam, Pin-682509
Nil
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAZARUS WAY
LAZARUS WAY, 2nd FLOOR, ROMEL MAHAL, N.CHITTOOR ROAD, ERNAKULAM, KERALA, INDIA-682018
Used Since: 17/04/2017
CHENNAI
Photography, cinematographic entertainment services, video recording, video production, video editing and photo editing services.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
WHISTLING RECORDS

3677747  14/11/2017

MRS. RANI RANJAN OJHA
181/3 Batty Vaddo, Parra, Bardez, Goa - 403510

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VENKATESH AMEYA NAYAK SALATRY
#401 Citi Center, Patto Plaza, Panaji, Goa

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
3697039 07/12/2017
SUN TV NETWORK LIMITED
trading as ;SUN TV NETWORK LIMITED
NO.73, MURASOLI MARAN TOWERS, MRC NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 028.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BALA KUMAR CHANDRASEKARAN.
FLAT NO. 6, 2ND FLOOR, 60 KASTURBAI NAGAR, 3RD MAIN ROAD, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 20.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MOVIES, TELEVISION SHOWS, INFORMATION, REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING MOVIES AND SHOWS; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING TELEVISION SHOWS, MOVIES AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT AND INFORMATION, REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ABOUT SUCH MOVIES, SHOWS ETC, PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA BLOGS IN THE FIELD OF GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT AND RELATED INFORMATION; DIGITAL VIDEO, AUDIO ENTERTAINMENT PUBLISHING SERVICES AND ONLINE DIGITAL PUBLISHING SERVICES"
3697044    07/12/2017
KAL RADIO LIMITED
trading as ;KAL RADIO LIMITED
NO.73, MURASOLI MARAN TOWERS, MRC NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 028
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BALA KUMAR CHANDRASEKARAN.
FLAT NO. 6, 2ND FLOOR, 60 KASTURBAI NAGAR, 3RD MAIN ROAD, ADYAR, CHENNAI - 20.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING MOVIES, TELEVISION SHOWS, INFORMATION, REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING MOVIES AND SHOWS; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING TELEVISION SHOWS, MOVIES AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT AND INFORMATION, REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ABOUT SUCH MOVIES, SHOWS ETC, PROVIDING INFORMATION VIA BLOGS IN THE FIELD OF GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT AND RELATED INFORMATION; DIGITAL VIDEO, AUDIO ENTERTAINMENT PUBLISHING SERVICES AND ONLINE DIGITAL PUBLISHING SERVICES"
HITESH ISRANI
trading as ;PRIME MARKETING

PLOT 168 A, 25TH ROAD, WAGLE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE MARKETING
KARTA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Event management, entertainment, stage & television shows.
3704906   18/12/2017
SANDEEP JAGDISH DUBEY
trading as ;SSD HINDI EXCELLENCE CENTRE
A/302, SAI ENCLAVES NO. 1, PLEASANT PARK, MIRA BHYANDAR ROAD, NEAR S. R. HOSPITAL MARG, MIRA ROAD
EAST THANE-401107, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CLASS 41: EDUCATION, PROVIDING TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3710438 23/12/2017
“KNOW FITNESS” A PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM, REPRESENTED BY ITS PROPRIETOR, MR. SURESH ARADHYA. I. M
MIG-B-279, Block No. 19, KHB Colony, Kengeri Satellite Town, Bengaluru-560060
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTELECTIA
35/6, II FLOOR, KRISHNA RESIDENCY, LANGFORD ROAD CROSS, BANGALORE 25,
Used Since :07/07/2013
CHENNAI
Description: Recreation, Coaching, Tuition, Information, Advisory, Consultancy Exercise & Sports Instructions, Education, Gymnasium, Health, Sports, Fitness Club & Training Services; Sporting & Fitness Games Activities; Producing & Conducting Exercise to Music Classes & Programmes; Provision of Exercise Facilities; Renting Sports & Exercise Equipment; Services, Publication of Printed Matter and Electronic Media including Music and Video & Training Materials in Digital Format Relating to the aforesaid
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER “HIGH INTENSITY TRAINING SESSION” EXCEPT FOR THE COMBINATION, subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
RAJA RAMAMURTHY TRADING AS PLAN V PRODUCTIONS
No.6 Prakasam Street T Nagar Chennai 600017, Tamil Nadu, India
Individual

Address for service in India/Angents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Used Since: 30/09/2007

CHENNAI
Entertainment services; cinema presentations; dubbing; entertainment information; film production, other than advertising films; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services; movie studio services; music composition services; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; production of radio and television programmes; recording studio services; screenplay writing; production of shows; subtitling; television entertainment; providing television programmes, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services;

subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

ARRANGING & CONDUCTING OF SEMINARS, CONFERENCES, SYMPOSIUMS, ARRANGING & CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS (TRAINING) AND ARRANGING & CONDUCTING OF COLLOQUIUMS.

3716855  02/01/2018
MANPREET SINGH CHADHA
111, 1st Floor, Sukh Sagar Building, Shere Punjab, Andheri East, Mumbai-400093
Advertising, Marketing, Photography, Filmography, Event Management Services
INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
FILMOGRAPHY SERVICES, VIDEOGRAPHY, PHOTOGRAPHY, VIDEO COMMERCIALS, SHORT FILMS.
BESANT TECHNOLOGIES

3735514  24/01/2018

M/S. BDREAMZ GLOBAL SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No.119, Old No.8, 11th Main Road, Vijayanagar, Velacherry - 600 042
Company Incorporated

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. RAJAKUMAR
Inpro Trade Mark Services, 16/19, Jayalakshmipuram 1st street, Nungambakkam, Chennai-600 034.

Used Since :26/06/2011

CHENNAI

Education, providing of training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities, education and training services, advisory services relating to training, business training consultancy service, career advisory services (Training Advice), employment training, personal development training, technical training.

This application may be associated with Trade Mark No. 3516839 in Class-41. associated with the application no. 3516839.
SAY YES TO SPORTS

3739605  30/01/2018
NEERAJ P. LULLA
101, RAJPARASHAR BUILDING, INDRANARAYAN LANE, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI-400054
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

BOOKING OF SPORTS FACILITIES; PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES, SPORT CAMP SERVICES; CLUB SPORTING
FACILITIES; COACHING SERVICES FOR SPORTING ACTIVITIES; COACHING AND TRAINING OF PLAYERS; CRICKET
COACHING AND ACADEMIES; EDUCATION AND TRAINING SERVICES RELATING TO SPORTS; HIRE OF EQUIPMENT
FOR SPORTS; SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT) SERVICE; ORGANIZATION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS; TICKET
INFORMATIONS AND PROCUREMENT SERVICES FOR SPORTING EVENTS; ELECTRONIC GAMES SERVICES; CRICKET
GAMES; GAME ARCADE SERVICES
3744333    03/02/2018
MUHAMMED SHAKKIR BS
Salamath Mahal, Vadikkal, Madayi, Kannur, Kerala - 670304
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAMMED HUSSAIN S.
45/1, NOOR MAHAL, SIVARAM NAGAR, 2ND CROSS, SUNGAM, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-45.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
Hit Pain 2X Harder

3749067  09/02/2018

SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED
SUN HOUSE, 201 B/1, WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI - 400063
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
Body Incorporate

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
3749719  08/02/2018
ASHOK CHRISTOPHER ABRAHAM
61/1, PERUMAL NAGAR, KOVAIPUDUR, COIMBATORE - 641042
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Recording, production and distribution of films, video and audio recordings, radio and television programmes, Provision and management of sporting events, Live entertainment, Musical entertainment, Production of musical recordings, Production of sound recordings.
3750824  12/02/2018
ZEE AKASH NEWS PRIVATE LIMITED
CONTINENTAL BUILDING, 135, DR. ANNI BASANT ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400018
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since: 08/02/2018
MUMBAI
ENTERTAINMENT; ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR
CULTURAVEDUCATIONAL/ ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS; CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS;
MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; PRODUCTION/ ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE
PERFORMANCES; PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES;
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/ RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS; PUBLICATION OF
EBOOKS/ JOURNALS ON-LINE; RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING; TELEVISION AND
RADIO ENTERTAINMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 41

Trade Mark: ZEE 24 GHANTA
3754530  15/02/2018

ASIAN DENTAL ACADEMY
D.No.11-9-309, 3rd Floor, Kothapet, Saroornagar, Hyderabad – 500 035 (T.S) India.
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Used Since: 05/03/2015

CHENNAI
Teaching services relating to the dental field.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE WORD ASIAN SEPERATELY..
(B.B.S.)-Business Breakthrough Seminar

3763673    25/02/2018
M/s. QUANTUM LEAP LEARNING SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
110, Ground Floor, Railway Parallel Road, Kumara Park West, Bangalore-560020, KARNATAKA, INDIA
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
TRUMARX, 1ST FLOOR, NO.2, 5TH CROSS, 80 FEET ROAD, INDIRA NAGAR, 1ST STAGE (NEXT CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL), MICHEL PALYA, BANGALORE-560038.

Used Since: 05/05/2016

CHENNAI
Business training; Business training consultancy; Organising of business training; Training in business management; Training in business skills; Business training consultancy services; Training services related to business; Business training provided through a game; Provision of training services for business; Training services relating to business management; Education services relating to business training; Providing training courses on business management; Business training provided through a simulation structure; Training in the field of business management; Education and training services in relation to business management; Teaching and training in business, industry and information technology; Training courses in strategic planning relating to advertising, promotion, marketing and business; Teaching and training services in the fields of business, industry and information technology; Training of personnel in the areas of recruitment, human resources and business management.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE.
P.A.C.E
3763679  25/02/2018
M/s.QUANTUM LEAP LEARNING SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
110, Ground Floor, Railway Parallel Road, Kumara Park West, Bangalore-560020, KARNATAKA, INDIA
A Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
TRUMARX, 1ST FLOOR,NO.2, 5TH CROSS,, 80 FEET ROAD, INDIRA NAGAR, 1ST STAGE(NEXT CV Raman General Hospital), MICHELPAULA, BANGALORE-560038.
Used Since :05/05/2016
CHENNAI
Business training; Business training consultancy; Organising of business training; Training in business management; Training in business skills; Business training consultancy services; Training services related to business; Business training provided through a game; Provision of training services for business; Training services relating to business management; Education services relating to business training; Providing training courses on business management; Business training provided through a simulation structure; Training in the field of business management; Education and training services in relation to business management; Teaching and training in business, industry and information technology; Training courses in strategic planning relating to advertising, promotion, marketing and business; Teaching and training services in the fields of business, industry and information technology; Training of personnel in the areas of recruitment, human resources and business management.
3763685  25/02/2018
M/s. QUANTUM LEAP LEARNING SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
110, Ground Floor, Railway Parallel Road, Kumara Park West, Bangalore-560020, KARNATAKA, INDIA
A Company Incorporated Under the Indian Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
TRUMARX, 1ST FLOOR, NO.2, 5TH CROSS, 80 FEET ROAD, INDIRA NAGAR, 1ST STAGE (NEXT CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL), MICHELPALYA, BANGALORE-560038.
Used Since :29/06/2017
CHENNAI
Business training; Business training consultancy; Organising of business training; Training in business management; Training in business skills; Business training consultancy services; Training services related to business; Business training provided through a game; Provision of training services for business; Training services relating to business management; Education services relating to business training; Providing training courses on business management; Business training provided through a simulation structure; Training in the field of business management; Education and training in the field of business management; Education and training services in relation to business management; Teaching and training in business, industry and information technology; Training courses in strategic planning relating to advertising, promotion, marketing and business; Teaching and training services in the fields of business, industry and information technology; Training of personnel in the areas of recruitment, human resources and business management.
Subject to restrict the area to South India only.
WOW WORK PLACES

3763686    25/02/2018
M/s. QUANTUM LEAP LEARNING SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
110, Ground Floor, Railway Parallel Road, Kumara Park West, Bangalore-560020, KARNATAKA, INDIA
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
TRUMARX, 1ST FLOOR,NO.2, 5TH CROSS,. 80 FEET ROAD, INDIRA NAGAR, 1ST STAGE(NEXT CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL), MICHELPAHYLA, BANGALORE-560038.

Used Since : 29/06/2017

CHENNAI

Business training; Business training consultancy; Organising of business training; Training in business management; Training in business skills; Business training consultancy services; Training services related to business; Business training provided through a game; Provision of training services for business; Training services relating to business management; Education services relating to business training; Providing training courses on business management; Business training provided through a simulation structure; Training in the field of business management; Education and training in the field of business management; Education and training services in relation to business management; Teaching and training in business, industry and information technology; Training courses in strategic planning relating to advertising, promotion, marketing and business; Teaching and training services in the fields of business, industry and information technology; Training of personnel in the areas of recruitment, human resources and business management.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3771710  07/03/2018

VIKASH JAISWAL
trading as ;GAMETION

NRI Complex, Phase 2, Flat 1101, Building 55, Sector 54, 56, 58, NERUL (West) Navi Mumbai 400706, Maharashtra, India

SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR
Used Since :13/01/2016

MUMBAI

GAME SERVICES PROVIDED ONLINE FROM A COMPUTER NETWORK OR MOBILE PHONE NETWORK INCLUDING IN CLASS 41.

Subject to no exclusive right over the mark "LUDO" separately & mark will be consider as a whole as substantially shown in the label.
3772232  07/03/2018
S. RAMILA BANU
14-3-161/1, TNDS COMPUTER EDUCATION UPSTAIRS, MAIN BAZAAR, NEAR THEARADY, UTHAMAPALAYAM – 625533
THENI Dist
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
No exclusive right over the descriptive element.
3780335 16/03/2018
M/S VASI REDDY EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY REPRESENTED BY MRS N.K.USHA RANI (GENERAL SECRETARY)
FLAT.NO: 405, SHUBAM APPTS, OPP: GOLD SPOT, AMEERPET, HYDERABAD-500016, TELANGANA STATE, INDIA
Service provider
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALVA NIRMAL KUMAR
FLAT NO. 309, "B" BLOCK, MAHAVEER APARTMENTS, KING KOTHI, HYDERABAD - 500 029, A.P.
Used Since :16/07/2003
CHENNAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES BEING SERVICES
INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019

3787117 23/03/2018

M/S. BALAJI ENTERPRISES
1-1-241-354, BHAVANI NAGAR, 9S, ECIL, HYDERABAD – 500062
Partnership firm incorporated under the Indian Partnership Act, 1932

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.
Used Since: 25/11/2017

CHENNAI

Sports activities; Sports club services; Providing sports facilities; Rental of sports grounds; Conducting of sports events; Rental of sports facilities; Organization of sports tournaments; Officiating at sports contests; Arranging of film events, musical events, cultural and sporting events and live entertainment events; Arranging of film events, live musical events, and cultural and sporting events; Organisation of entertainment events; Organisation of sporting events; Organization of cosplay entertainment events; Conducting of live entertainment events; Arranging of entertainment events; Conducting entertainment events, cultural events, live sports events, educational events, and entertainment and cultural activities.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF ANDHRA PRADESH AND TELANGANA STATES ONLY.
M/S. TRAYON GLOBAL CONCEPTS PRIVATE LIMITED (U74999KL2017PTC050689)
Building No. 147-152, 154-157, 159-161, Excel Tower, Ward No. 14, CH Byepass, Manjeri, PIN- 676 121, Malappuram District, Kerala, India represented by its Managing Director Nayeem Ali Shihab
Body Incorporate, duly represented by its Managing Director.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :11/10/2017

CHENNAI
Providing of training in the field of hygiene for the catering industry, Conducting entertainment events, cultural events, live sports events, educational events, and entertainment and cultural activities, Provision of information relating to entertainment, music, live performances and entertainment events, Consultancy relating to reservation services for sporting, scientific and cultural events provided via telephone call centres and hotlines, Organisation, production, presentation and conducting of music concerts, festivals, tours and other musical and cultural performances, events and activities, Organization and arranging of seminars, conferences, training courses and further training, Education and entertainment services.
3983397    26/10/2018
ARJUMAND ZAIDI
trading as ;YOUTH FOR HUMAN RIGHTS INDIA
ST. XAVIER S CONVENT CAMPUS, VINEET KHAN-D-2, GOMTINAGAR, LUCKNOW, U.P.-226010
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION, TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ; ACADEMIES EDUCATION, EDUCATIONAL EXAMINATION, PROVIDING EXHIBITIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE WORD(S) HUMAN RIGHTS AND / OR INDIA
4030056   18/12/2018
PRATAP BABURAO SARNAIK, SARNAIK PURVESHP RATAP
trading as ;VIHANG PRODUCTIONS LLP
12TH FLOOR, DEV CORPORA, CADBURY JUNCTION, KHOPAT, THANE 400601 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ORGANIZING SPORTING EVENTS, SPORTS EVENTS
4062816    21/01/2019
AJAY KUMAR PANDEY
KHARHAR SIPAH MAHERI RANIGANJ PRATAPGARH 230001
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI NATH TIWARI
88/31 B STANLY ROAD ALLAHABAD

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Organization who provide Education, Counseling, Training.
4096511    22/02/2019

V SRAVANI
D.No: 24-12-115,Nallacheruvu 0/6 Lane,Guntur-522004, Andhra Pradesh
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES

Trade Mark : H6NEWS 24x7- PRAJA SREYASSE MAA LAKSHAM
4108923    06/03/2019
ASHISH SHARMA
RAM BHAWAN SHIV MANDIR RAJENDRA MARG BAPU NAGAR, JAIPUR
INDIVIDUAL, INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL SONI
C-365, NIRMAN NAGAR, KINGS ROAD, JAIPUR-302019. RAJASTHAN
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ENTERTAINER SERVICES, FILM PRODUCTION, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS, SCRIPTWRITING SERVICES, VIDEOTAPE EDITING, THEATRE PRODUCTIONS, TEACHING / EDUCATIONAL SERVICES / INSTRUCTION SERVICES, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT INCLUDING IN CLASS 41
4110720  08/03/2019
NEW DELHI TELEVISION LIMITED
402, Archana, B - Block Road, Archana, Greater Kailash - I, New Delhi-110048
Service providers
A Public Limited Company
UBER INDIA SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
Level 13, Platinum Techno Park, Plot No. 17/18, Sec-30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai, 400705 India
Service providers
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PANDEY
N 19 C, Saket, New Delhi 17
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
news and current affairs programmes, news program services, news reporters services, online (electronic) publication of news, production of news and current affairs programmes, publication of news, entertainment services in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of motion picture films, television shows, special events, and multimedia entertainment content; entertainment services in the nature of a live theatrical, musical and comedic performances; fan club services; production and distribution of motion picture films and television shows; providing entertainment services via a global communication network in the nature of online games and websites featuring a wide variety of general interest entertainment information relating to motion picture films, television show programs, musical videos, related film clips, photographs; Publication of manuals, Publication of multimedia material online
4116719  13/03/2019
GOREC EVENT & PRODUCTION PRIVATE LIMITED
005/F.F , YASH COMPLEX,., B/H DR. PURANSING DISPENSARY , MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT-380008
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R.SRINATH
NO.38, ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
event and movie production
4117047  14/03/2019
SUNEJA CARD EMPORIUM PVT. LTD.
A-44, FIRST FLOOR, PHASE-II, NARAYANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110028.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/01/2016

DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION OF ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS, DANCE EVENTS, CULTURAL EVENTS, EDUCATIONAL EVENTS, SPORTS EVENTS, MUSICAL EVENTS, WEDDING CELEBRATIONS (ORGANISATION OF ENTERTAINMENT FOR -), CINEMA ENTERTAINMENT, CINEMATOGRAPHIC ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, CINEMA STUDIOS AND PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION AND CINEMA FILMS
4117166  14/03/2019
M/S. R.M.P.T COLLEGE
62-A/3, LAXMI MARKET, MUNIRKA, NEW DELHI - 110067, INDIA
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.D. & ASSOCIATES
4/5039 NETAJI SUBHASH MARG DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI 110002 INDIA
Used Since :01/05/2016
DELHI
EDUCATION AND COACHING SERVICES
4117432    14/03/2019
DIHA TRUST
No.232, V.M.Street, Mylapore, Chennai - 600004
Trust
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4117431

CHENNAI
Education and Training Services Including Education Programmes and Education Institution Services Being Services included in Class 41

THE APPLICANT SHALL NOT USE THE CROSS DEVICE IN RED OR IN ANY SIMILAR COLOUR OR IN MANNER PROHIBITED UNDER GENEVA CONVENTION ACT, 1960 OR WHITE CROSS ON GREEN BACKGROUND.
4117433  14/03/2019
DIHA TRUST
No.232, V.M.Street, Mylapore, Chennai - 600004
Trust
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4117431

CHENNAI
Education and Training Services Including Education Programmes and Education Institution Services Being Services included in Class 41
THE APPLICANT SHALL NOT USE THE CROSS DEVICE IN RED OR IN ANY SIMILAR COLOUR OR IN MANNER PROHIBITED UNDER GENEVA CONVENTION ACT, 1960 OR WHITE CROSS ON GREEN BACKGROUND.
4117599    14/03/2019
GOPI RAJESH SHARMA
D-218 Radhe Bunglows, Part 1, Near Khokhra Circle, Maninagar East, Ahmedabad 380008, Gujarat, India.
Natural Person

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Education, providing of training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities; Education and entertainment services, namely, providing over electronic media or the internet or other communications network, providing on-line non-downloadable video content, using a video sharing portal, internet or other communication network, interactive entertainment services, online entertainment services; Education and entertainment services featuring electronic media, multimedia content, and related information via computer and communications networks, uploading, downloading, capturing, posting, showing, editing playing streaming, viewing previewing displaying, tagging, blogging, vlogging, sharing, manipulating, distributing, publishing, reproducing, or otherwise providing electronic media, videos, movies, pictures, images, text, photos, games, audio content, and information via the internet or other computer and communications networks, promotional services on behalf of others, promotional services in the form of online entertainment and education, digital video, audio and multimedia entertainment and education, multimedia entertainment publishing services, hosting multimedia entertainment and educational content for others; Education and entertainment services, namely, production, distribution and exhibition of cinematographic, digital film, TV, internet; Education, entertainment, training, sporting and cultural activities services, namely, basic and advanced training for human resources development, educational consultancy, organizing, arranging, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events, Conferences, Congresses Seminars, Concerts, Symposium, Workshops, Sporting Activities, Sports Events, events & exhibitions, organizing competitions.
4117772  14/03/2019
DIYA JAIN.
N-32, GREEN PARK EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110016.
INDIVIDUAL NAME

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Film production, Film production services, Motion picture film production, Production of cinematographic films, Film
production for entertainment purposes, DVD and CD-ROM film production, Animation production services and Special
effects animation services for film and video included in Class 41.
MAXX FITNESS MANAGEMENT PVT. LTD.
2nd Floor, Good Wood Building, Patanwala Compound, Opp. Shreyas Cinema,Off. LBS Road, Ghatkoper (W) - 400086,
A Company Incorporated under Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Providing fitness facilities; Physical fitness training; Conducting prenatal fitness classes; Yoga Classes; Martial arts instruction
B.RAMYA (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS EMPIRIC INSTITUTE OF FASHION TECHNOLOGY
No : 6/1C, Arunagiri Nathar Street, Bharathipuram, Pallapalayam, Coimbatore - 641103, Tamil Nadu
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
4118879  15/03/2019
SANAMDEEP SINGH
96 97, MEHTA ROAD, NEAR THANA MAQBOOL PURA, FOCAL POINT, AMRITSAR-1, AMRITSAR, PUNJAB-143001
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIJAY JAIN
ABHISHEK BUSINESS CENTRE, 307, 3RD FLOOR, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4118873
DELHI
EDUCATION
4119100  15/03/2019
RAKESH KUMAR SARAVGI
1303, CASTLE TOWER PLOT NO R 12, ANAND NAGAR, OPP HEERA, PANNA MALL, JOGESHWARI WEST, MUMBAI, MUMBAI SUBURBAN, MAHARASHTRA-400102
THE TRADEMARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
4119101  15/03/2019
RAKESH KUMAR SARAVGI
1303, CASTLE TOWER PLOT NO R 12, ANAND NAGAR, OPP HEERA, PANNA MALL, JOGESHWARI WEST, MUMBAI, MUMBAI SUBURBAN, MAHARASHTRA-400102
THE TRADEMARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
SHRUTI KHANDELWAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S TURPAI
117, GROUND FLOOR, MALL 21, OPP. RAJ MANDIR CINEMA, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN - 302001
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021

Used Since: 04/04/2017

AHMEDABAD

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, TRAINING, TRAININGS RELATED TO PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT, SKILL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING, EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, PROVIDING GROUP COACHING AND IN-PERSON LEARNING FORUMS IN THE FIELD OF LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT, ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS INCLUDING FASHION SHOWS, COMPETITIONS, EVENTS, ENTERTAINMENTS UNDER CLASS 41.
4120117  16/03/2019

KASHMIR LAL TRADING AS KASH COLOR MASTER
NEAR TELEPHONE EXCHANGE, ABOHAR-MALOUT ROAD, BALLUANA, DISTT. FAZILKA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :10/12/2018

DELHI

Educational and Training Services in the field of Beauty Salon Services, Skin Care Salon Services, Nail Studio Services, Make-up Consultation & Application Services and Spa Services, Online Training & Educational Programmes.
4120225  16/03/2019
MILIND DATTATRAY JOSHI
7, Shriram Nagar, Near Z.B. Patil College, Wadi-Bhokar Road, Deopur, Dhule-424002
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Used Since :14/01/2010
MUMBAI
PROVIDING EDUCATION & TRAINING IN THE FILED OF 11TH,12TH,CET,NEET JEE (PHYSICS) CLASSES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019  Class 41

4120288  16/03/2019
KHALEEQUE AHMED SAIED
FLAT NO. 11, CARNATION CHS, 3RD FLOOR, KADESWARI MANDIR MARG, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI – 400050
AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

FILM PRODUCTION OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS, FILM DISTRIBUTION, FILM DIRECTING OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONCERTS, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS [IMPRESARIO SERVICES]
4120381  16/03/2019
AKUL CHOPRA
House No. 1295, First Floor, Sector 18C, Chandigarh
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education and training in the field of financial planning and investment
EPISIRUS SCIENTIFIC EVENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
BHOOMI-3-FL NO-3B INDA NEAR INDA GIRLS SCHOOL KHARAGPUR WEST MIDNAPORE -721305

THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Arranging and conducting of conferences, congresses, seminars and workshops
4121129  18/03/2019
CLIMBER KNOWLEDGE AND CAREERS PVT LTD
C/O EVEREST SCIENTIFIC, BESIDE ANUJ DAIRY, RESIDENCY ROAD SADAR NAGPUR - 440001
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :15/11/2014
MUMBAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
4121171   18/03/2019
ROOP CHAND JAIN
H. NO-70 NAVSHKATI SADAN PLOT NO- 27, SECTOR-13, ROHINI, SECTOR- 7, NORTH WEST DELHI – 110085, INDIA
PROPRIETOR - INSPERANTE ARTS & DESIGN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION, EDUCATION SERVICES, EDUCATION EXAMINATION, BUSINESS EDUCATION, PRODUCTION OF COURSE MATERIAL DISTRIBUTED AT PROFESSIONAL COURSES, TEACHING BY CORRESPONDENCE COURSES.
4121220  18/03/2019
MR. SOURABH DEVPURA
152, SHREE YANTRA NAGAR, KHANDWA ROAD, SECTOR - B, INDORE M.P. INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ GUPTA
1314 DWARKAPURI ROAD 60 FEET ROAD INDORE

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing online videos, not downloadable, Providing online non-downloadable videos featuring music, Video entertainment services.
4121440 18/03/2019
SH. ATIPRIYE S/O SH. ANAND PRIYA
HOUSE NO. 27BD, STREET NO. 5- B, GNE COLLAGE, WARD NO. 61, GURU NANAK COLONY, BLOCK-B, LUDHIANA,
PUNJAB-141006
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PC & ASSOCIATES
775 FOUR STOREY RAJOURI GARDEN, NEAR VISHAL ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110027
Used Since :01/04/2018

To be associated with:
3965256

DELHI

Academics [education], Advisory service relating to education, Arranging and conducting educational seminar, Boarding schools, Computer assisted education services, Education and instruction services, Kindergarten services [education or entertainment], Pre-school teaching, Pre-School Education, Personal development course, Preparatory Schools, Publishing of books, Nursery Schools, Training for parents in parenting skills, Training and education service, Teaching service, Services of schools.
4121593  18/03/2019
GURWINDE SINGH TRADING AS GOOD VIBES MUSIC
HOUSE NO. 273, HIRA ENCLAVE, NABHA-147201
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/01/2019
DELHI
Amusement Service Provided Through Live, Recorded Performance of Events, Festivals, Fests, Stage Performance, DJ, Radio, TV, You tube Channels, Online Streaming Platforms, Music, Film Production, Recording Studio Services, Audio & Video Recording Services.
4122024 19/03/2019
KNIMBUS ONLINE PRIVATE LIMITED
408A, 4TH FLOOR, PLOT NO. D-2, SOUTHERN PARK, SAKET DISTRICT, NEW DELHI-110017
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Used Since: 17/11/2011
DELHI
EDUCATION
ROBOMAX

4122130  19/03/2019

SANDEEP GARG
244A, WARD-17, NEAR HUDA COMPLEX, VIJAY NAGAR
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

YOGESH GUPTA
293/6, Partap Mohalla, Rohtak

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Providing Educational Services, Coaching, Training And Teaching In Academics, Tuition And Tutorial Services In Robotic Science
4122345  19/03/2019
AJITH GEORGE SAMUEL
EC 65-A 101/102, MANGAL DHARA, EVERSHINE CITY, VASAI ROAD (EAST), THANE- 401205, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
BRAIN PEAK PERFORMANCE TRAINING AND COACHING, TESTING AND EVALUATION, GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING, EDUCATION CLASSES, EVENTS, SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS., ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
HIMALAYAN

4122501  19/03/2019
JEEN FOUNDATION
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, NEW DELHI-110092, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2548570, 3837609

DELHI
PROVIDING OF EDUCATION LIKE UNDERGRADUATE, SENIOR SECONDARY & SECONDARY SCHOOL, PRIMARY SCHOOL, DI D NETWORKS, AUDIO VISUAL DISPLAY PRESENTATION & TRAINING THROUGH ACADEMIES, INSTITUTES, CENTRES, INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES; TEACHING INCLUDING CORRESPONDENCE COURSES, EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, TUITIONS, CONDUCTING OF EXAMS, BOARDING SCHOOLS VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE, PLAY SCHOOL, EARLY LEARNING CENTRES, NURSERY SCHOOL, LIBRARY SERVICES (MOBILE), PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES FOREIGN EDUCATION SERVICES, ARRANGING OF SYMPOSIUMS, ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS (IMPresario SERVICES) TRAINING CENTRE FOR TEACHING VARIOUS EDUCATIONAL COURSES, ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION OF SEMINARS, EXHIBITIONS, CONFERENCES, SPORTS MATCHES AND PUBLICATIONS OF BOOKS & TEXTS AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
4123061  19/03/2019
MISO STUDY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
65A, OMPRO TOWER, KALU SARAI, NEW DELHI-110016
BODY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
Rahimullah Ansari Advocate F-12/9, G.F, Sir Syed Road, Joga Bai Jamia Nagar, New Delhi 110025 India. Mob: 9871127869

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
4123144 19/03/2019
KALPESH BHAI AMARSHIBHAI PANDAV
229, YAMUNA PARK SOCIETY, OPP. MANIBAA SCHOOL, DABHOLI ROAD, SURAT
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARSHWARDHAN NAVINCHANDRA JOSHI, ADVOCATE
FLAT NO. 204, BLOCK O2, ADANI PRATHAM, BEHIND NIRMA UNIVERSITY, S.G HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD 382481,
GUJARAT

Used Since: 01/03/2011

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO PHOTOGRAPHY, VIDEO RECORDINGS, DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY, EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF
PHOTOGRAPHY AND ENTERTAINMENT ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
KOUMODINI

4123298   20/03/2019
KOUMODINI PVT LTD
Plot No 122/123, Survey No 106, D G Tukum, Tadoba Road, Opp Mahesh Wine Bar, Chandrapur-442401
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
B/4-2, Bansi Ratna, Mahesh Nagar, S. V.Road, Goregaon west, Mumbai - 400062
Used Since :13/05/2017

Mumbai
Providing Training on Meditations, Face Reading, Astrology, Horoscope AND Conducting Workshop for Meditations, Horoscope, Astrology
SIWON

4123523  20/03/2019

VINOD KUMAR

H.NO. 330-B, MIANWALI COLONY, GURUGRAM,122001, HARYANA

INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

EDUCATION, COACHING, TRAINING AND ALLIED SERVICES
4123778  20/03/2019
MR. ABHIJEET KADAM TRADING AS ABHISS
Office No. 5 & 6 Second Floor, Above Metro Shoes Premier Plaza Mall, Nr Big Bazaar, Chinchwad, Pune-411019
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Used Since :19/05/2009
MUMBAI
PROVIDING EDUCATION & TRAINING IN THE FIELD OF BEAUTY SALON
4123788    20/03/2019
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
An Indian company within the meaning of the Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Entertainment services radio and television entertainment, television & radio programs, music production, cultural activities, arranging and conducting music programs, video and audiotapes and compact discs editing and production, TV, cinema and theatre facilities, film, movie studios, music composition and recording studio services, music halls, movie studios, orchestra services, presentation of live performances, organization of shows, music publication, education.
4123957  20/03/2019  
KOLLOL KUMAR DUTTA  
BALARAMPUR, RANGADIH, (LAND MARK:- NEAR P.W.D OFFICE) PURULIA, 723143  
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
VANCHINATHAN  
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031  

Proposed to be Used  
KOLKATA  
Education, Computer education training, Computer-based simulation training services in the field of education, Computer education training services Arranging of training courses in teaching institutes.
4123987    20/03/2019
PIXIE PLAY
NO.25, 4TH CROSS STREET, DHANDEESWARAM NAGAR, VELACHERY, CHENNAI-600042
The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
LEGALKART
4124173  20/03/2019
BLACK COAT TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
1115, BASEMENT FlR. SECTOR 47, SOHNA ROAD, GURUGRAM - 122018
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHASH BHUTORIA
D 905, Basement, New Friends Colony, new Delhi 110025
Used Since :27/06/2018
DELHI
PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING SERVICES; COUNSELING SERVICES TO ASSIST STUDENTS IN PLANNING AND PREPARING FOR HIGHER EDUCATION INCLUDING THROUGH ONLINE PORTALS; ON-LINE JOURNALS, BLOGS, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, LETTERS AND LEAFLETS ON VARIOUS TOPICS; CAREER INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES (EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADVICE) INCLUDING THROUGH ONLINE PORTALS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS, JOINT DEGREES, WORKSHOPS, EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, PROVISION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO ANY OF THE AFORESAID VIA THE INTERNET
4124204  20/03/2019
GOWRI VASUDEVAN, PROPRIETRIX OF M/S. GOWRIS ENGLISH ACADEMY,
NO: 270/1, OLD RAMESH THEATRE, KURINJI NAGAR, TRICHY MAIN ROAD, GANESHPURAM (PO), NAMAKKAL – 637 002, TAMILNADU, INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :29/03/2018
CHENNAI
EDUCATIONAL AND TEACHING SERVICES, EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANCY, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF
EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS, FOREIGN LANGUAGE EDUCATION SERVICES, LANGUAGE TRAINING, PROVIDING
FACILITIES FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, ORGANISATION OF EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR SUMMER CAMPS,
PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF BIBLICAL WORLDVIEW EDUCATION FOR THE PURPOSE OF ACADEMIC
STUDY VIA A WEBSITE, COMPUTER-BASED TRAINING, PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING, ADVISORY SERVICES
RELATING TO TRAINING
4124307  21/03/2019
JYOTSNA SRIKANTH
100/A, SHAADA, 20TH A MAIN ROAD, 1ST R BLOCK, RAJAJI NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 010
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIRMAL KUMAR
NEW NO.32, OLD NO.3, TRIVELYAN BASIN STREET, SOWCARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EDUCATIONAL, ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, LIVE MUSIC SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT PROVISION OF ENTERTAINMENT FACILITIES, ARRANGING OF MUSIC SHOWS, ARRANGING OF MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT, MUSIC CONCERT SERVICES, MUSIC FESTIVAL SERVICES, MUSIC PERFORMANCE SERVICE, MUSICAL PERFORMANCES, LIVE BAND PERFORMANCES, NIGHT CLUBS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, PRODUCTION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES.
4124350  21/03/2019
MR. M. VENKATACHALAM
NO.33, KANDASAMY GOUNDER STREET, RATNAPURI, COIMBATORE-641027
NA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. RENUKA
BALAJI APARTMENT, FLAT A-2, A-BLOCK, GROUND FLOOR, NO.38, PARANAGASUPURAM STREET, KODAMBakkAM, CHENNAI - 600 024

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EDUCATION SERVICES
4124468 21/03/2019
PYSTERS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
22, MUTHUSAMY CHETTIAR STREET, EASWARAN KOVIL STREET (NORTH), TIRUPPUR - 641604
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
4124622    22/03/2019
NAVZAR YAZDI ERANEE
133, Trishul, Cross Road No. 3, Lokhandwala Complex, Andheri West, Mumbai 400053
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUDISHA MUKHERJI
BUILDING NO.9, FLAT NO.10, SARASWAT COLONY, TALMAKI ROAD, SANTACRUZ(WEST), MUMBAI-400054.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4019928
MUMBAI
arranging and conducting of concerts, arranging and conducting of colloquiums, arranging and conducting of congresses, entertainer services, entertainment services, entertainment information, music composition services, production of music, providing online music, not downloadable, providing online videos, not downloadable, organization of competitions, organization of shows [impresario services], organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes, organization of cosplay entertainment events, presentation of live performances, presentation of variety shows, recording studio services, songwriting
4124623   22/03/2019

NAVZAR YAZDI ERANEE
133, Trishul, Cross Road No. 3, Lokhandwala Complex, Andheri West, Mumbai 400053
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SUDISHA MUKHERJI
BUILDING NO.9, FLAT NO.10, SARASWAT COLONY, TALMAKI ROAD, SANTACRUZ(WEST), MUMBAI-400054.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

arranging and conducting of concerts, arranging and conducting of colloquiums, arranging and conducting of congresses, entertainer services, entertainment services, entertainment information, music composition services, production of music, providing online music, not downloadable, providing online videos, not downloadable, organization of competitions, organization of shows [impressario services], organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes, organization of cosplay entertainment events, presentation of live performances, presentation of variety shows, recording studio services, songwriting
RANKA

4124868    22/03/2019

PRADEEP B. RANKA
1st Floor Ranka Chambers, 31 Cunningham Road, Bangalore - 560052

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES. ORGANIZATION OF
COSPLAY ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS
ANITABEN RAJENDRAKUMAR AGARWAL PROPRIETOR OF M/S. FIRST FLY PRE-SCHOOL
101, SUNRISE TOWNSHIP, PUNA KUMBHRIYA, NR. INTERCITY, DUMBHAL, CHORASI, BOMBAY MARKET, SURAT-395010, GUJARAT. INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
904, 9th Floor, BVR-1, Near, Westend Hotel, Near, Inder Residency, Gujarat College, Ellisebridge, Ahmedabad-380006

AHMEDABAD

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; ACADEMIES (EDUCATION); SERVICES OF SCHOOLS; COACHING; TEACHING / EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; INSTRUCTION SERVICES / TUITION; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS' CONFERENCES' SEMINAR AND SYMPOSIA; EDUCATION INFORMATION; EDUCATIONAL EXAMINATION, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATION PURPOSE, PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES; VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE (EDUCATION FOR TRAINING ADVICE).
RING HALO

Priority claimed from 27/09/2018; Application No. : 75984 ;Jamaica

4124898   22/03/2019

A9.com, Inc.
101 Lytton Avenue Palo Alto, CA 94301, United States of America
A Delaware corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Audio and video recording services; subscription video recording services; electronic library services for the supply of electronic information (including archive information) in the form of audio and/or video information; consultancy and advisory services relating to the aforesaid services.
CODEWITHME

4125009  22/03/2019
MR. RAJESH PATKAR
25, PATEL SHOPPING CENTRE, GROUND FLOOR, SAI NATH ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI - 400064, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SOLE APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; TRAINING SERVICES; PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS.
Evolving Perception

4125013  22/03/2019
MR. RAJESH PATKAR
25, PATEL SHOPPING CENTRE, GROUND FLOOR, SAI NATH ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI - 400064, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SOLE APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; TRAINING SERVICES; PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS.
MR. RAJESH PATKAR
25, PATEL SHOPPING CENTRE, GROUND FLOOR, SAI NATH ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI - 400064, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SOLE APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; TRAINING SERVICES; PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS.
RAJESH PATKAR.COM

4125016  22/03/2019
MR. RAJESH PATKAR
25, PATEL SHOPPING CENTRE, GROUND FLOOR, SAI NATH ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI - 400064, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SOLE APPLICANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1297235, 1297236

MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; TRAINING SERVICES; PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS.
CODEBOOK

4125017   22/03/2019
MR. RAJESH PATKAR
25, PATEL SHOPPING CENTRE, GROUND FLOOR, SAI NATH ROAD, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI - 400064, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SOLE APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; TRAINING SERVICES; PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS.
COMPLETE COURSE

4125128  22/03/2019
VIDYA PRAKASHAN MANDIR PRIVATE LIMITED
VIDYA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BAGHPAT ROAD, MEERUT-250002 (UP)
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAIVIR SINGH
OFFICE: 155/35, GALI No-10, HARI NAGAR, SHRADHA PURI, PHASE-I, KANKAR KHERA,MEERUT (UP)-250001
Used Since :01/01/2019

DELHI
4125254  22/03/2019
CAVOK AVIATION SIMULATORS PVT LTD
401, GALAXY HEAVEN, 10TH NORTH-SOUTH ROAD, JVPD, JUHU, MUMBAI- 400 049.
Used Since :13/06/2018
MUMBAI
AVIATION SIMULATION TRAINING SERVICES
MOHAMMED ZAKIR OSMAN
H.NO. 13-3-43/1, MUSTAIDPURA, KARWAN, ASIF NAGAR, HYDERABAD - 500006, TELANGANA STATE.,
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EDUCATION AND INSTRUCTION SERVICES, CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PROVIDED BY SCHOOLS, EDUCATION, EDUCATION SERVICES, EDUCATION INFORMATION, EDUCATIONAL INSTRUCTION
4125328    22/03/2019
MOHAMMED ZAKIR OSMAN
# H.NO. 13-3-43/1, MUSTAIDPURA, KARWAN, ASIF NAGAR, HYDERABAD - 500006, TELANGANA STATE,,
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EDUCATION AND INSTRUCTION SERVICES, CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PROVIDED BY SCHOOLS, EDUCATION, EDUCATION SERVICES, EDUCATION INFORMATION, EDUCATIONAL INSTRUCTION
4125414    22/03/2019
HEAVEN AHEAD VOYAGE PRIVATE LIMITED
8728, Landmark near Filmistan Cinema, Shidipura, New Delhi - 110005
A company registered under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUJ BEDI
B-21, Third Floor, Lajpat Nagar - I, New Delhi - 110024
Used Since :21/03/2015

DELHI
Arranging Meetings & Incentive Programs; Arranging and conducting of conferences, arranging and conducting of seminars, arranging and conducting of workshops [training], arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums.
IMDR

4125433  22/03/2019
DECCAN EDUCATION SOCIETY
Fergusson College Campus, Pune – 411004, Maharashtra, India
It is registered under Society registration Act, 1860
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KHERKAR
Bhate & Ponkshe 12, Venumadhav Apts, 104/7, Off Lane No.14, Prabhat Road, Pune, 411004, M.S, India +91-20-25437021,25437022
Used Since :13/05/1974
MUMBAI
Education, providing of training, educational services provided by schools, colleges, educational examination, arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums, organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes, teaching / educational services / instruction services, arranging and conducting of conferences
4125510 22/03/2019
ARUP SOANS. TRADING AS KITE INC..
H/5 Hindustan Estates, 2AB Mars Society, Kalyani Nagar, Pune – 411 006.
Proprietor-Indian National.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Sports education services, conducting organizing and producing educational, entertainment events, cultural events, live sports events, arranging and conducting business conferences, providing will-call ticket services for entertainment, sporting and cultural events, ticket reservation and booking services for sporting events, providing entertainment by means of television, radio, cinema, cable television, satellite television and the Internet; production and distribution of radio and television programs for the Internet and other media; production of live television programs for education, sound recording and video entertainment services, production of audio/visual presentations; recording, production and distribution of films, video and audio recordings, radio and television programs being services included in class 41.
VAISHALI VARMA
118, Dawane Chawl, Juhu Tara Road, Opp. Petrol Pump, Mangal Wadi, Juhu S.O., Santacruz West, Mumbai-400049, Maharashtra, India
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARESH ACHAREKAR
E-201, Sai Paradise CHS Ltd, Plot No. 64, Sector-8A, Airoli, Navi Mumbai-400708.
Used Since :21/03/2018
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING ACTIVITIES; SPECIAL EVENT PLANNING; CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; ORGANISING OF BEAUTY PAGEANTS; ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF FASHION SHOWS AND OTHER EVENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES INCLUDED UNDER CLASS 41.
EAEN

4125620    22/03/2019
SANDEEP DASRATH GUPTA
Siddhachal Phase No.1, CHS, Dhaval Giri, 1B/301, Pokharan Road No.2, Vasant Vihar, Thane West, Thane, Maharashtra-400601
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHAV GOEL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing training for personal and professional development, conducting awareness seminars, workshops, educational training programs, cultural programs and training programs covered under class - 41.
4125675  22/03/2019
SH. ASHOK MANWANI TRADING AS SHIBA NOVELTIES.
8743, SHIDIPURA, NEW FILMISTAN CINEMA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Entertainment services, Providing entertainment, Musical entertainment, Online entertainment services, Audio
entertainment services, Video entertainment services, Club entertainment services, Entertainment party planning, Theatre
entertainment services, Live entertainment services, Corporate entertainment services and Fan club services
(entertainment) included in Class 41.
M/S EFS INDIA
1193, SECTOR-37, NOIDA
Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANDEEP KUMAR
Sandeep K & Associates, 302, 3rd floor, F-17, Harsh Complex, Shubhash Chowk, Laxmi Nagar, Delhi-110092.

Used Since : 25/07/2012

DELHI

Exhibitions, Events, under entertainment category of class 41.
MAHESHWARI INSTITUTE
4125718    22/03/2019
KHUSHBOO MOHTA TRADING AS M/S. MAHESHWARI INSTITUTE
FLAT NO. 202, SOLACE-2, SKYE LUXURIA, NIPANIA, INDORE-452010 (M.P.)
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing of training
4125755  22/03/2019
ROOTER SPORTS TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
55, 2nd Floor, Community Centre, East of Kailash, New Delhi-110065
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AHlawat & Associates
A-33, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI 110024
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education, providing of training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities.
Nurani

4125831  22/03/2019
M/S. MARKAZU SSAQUAFATHI SSUNNIYYA
DOOR NO.KP VI/561, KARANTHUR PO, KUNNAMANGALM, KOZHIKODE - 673 571
Society, Registered under Societies Registration Act. Kerala 134_1982

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAFEQUE HUSSAIN AK
Adv. Ak Rafeeque Hussain, Hashmi & Associates, #7/750, Beechi’s Building, Eranhimavu, Pannicode PO, Mukkam Via, Calicut - 673 602, Kerala, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education, Training, Entertainment, Sporting & Cultural Activities
Noorani

4125832   22/03/2019

M/S. MARKAZU SSAQUAFATHI SSUNNIYYA
DOOR NO.KP VI/561, KARANTHUR PO, KUNNAMANGALM, KOZHIKODE - 673 571
Society, Registered under Societies Registration Act. Kerala 134_1982

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAFEEQUE HUSSAIN AK
Adv. Ak Rafeeque Hussain, Hashmi & Associates, #7/750, Beechi's Building, Eranhimavu, Pannicode PO, Mukkam Via, Calicut - 673 602, Kerala, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education, Training, Entertainment, Sporting & Cultural Activities
Kaboom

4125888   23/03/2019
M/S HORIZON BUSINESS HOUSE
445 Gokhale Cross Road, Model Colony Shivaji Nagar Pune 411 016
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Provision of play facilities for children; Recreational services; Recreational park services;
4125920  23/03/2019
KONARK VASHISTHA PARTNER OF M/S CONNECT GLOBES WEB SOLUTION LLP
A-2, VED VIHAR, GATORE, MALVIYA NAGAR, JAIPUR-302017
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT N.J-17D, J-17E, OFFICE NO. F-103 EARTH DESIGN TOWER, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION, EDUCATION SERVICES, ACADEMY FOR DIGITAL EDUCATION, EDUCATION INFORMATION SERVICES, DIGITAL SKILLS EDUCATION, DIGITAL TRAINING, EDUCATION CONSULTANCY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

RECORDING STUDIO AND TELEVISION STUDIO SERVICES, MOVIE STUDIO SERVICES, RENTAL OF FILM STUDIOS, MUSIC OR SOUND RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, RENTAL OF EQUIPMENT, APPARATUS AND STAGE SCENERY FOR THEATRICAL SETS OR TELEVISION STUDIOS OR FILM STUDIOS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
4126277  23/03/2019
MR. BOMMIDI LAKSHMI KANTH VARMA PROPRIETOR OF M/S. CHINTHUU KLICKS
773/E, RAILWAY QUARTERS, CALTEX ROAD, RE COLONY, VIJAYAWADA(URBAN), KRISHNA-520001, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG I39, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Photography, Photography services
4126624    24/03/2019
VIKRAM ARORA
A-62, SECOND FLOOR, NEAR JANAK PURI WEST METRO STATION, NEW DELHI - 110018
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWATI R JAIN
18E444, ICICI BANK LANE, CHOPASANI HOUSING BOARD, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, PIN 342008
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Providing online Publication of Journal, blogs, texts, other than publicity texts not included in the other class.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019  Class 41

4126751  24/03/2019
AJAY KUMAR CHAUHAN
S/O KULDEEP SINGH VILL.: TAPRE PO, TAUNI DEVI TEHSIL: HAMIRPUR, HIMACHAL PRADESH 177023
Providing of Gym training and sporting activities
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Providing of Gymnastics training and other sporting activities.
4126799  25/03/2019
HARDIK DINESH KOTECHA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019 Class 41

4126963 25/03/2019
RAGNI VISHAL PARIKH
A-4, VISHAL FLAT, APOLLO CITY CENTER LANE, AMBAVADI, AHMEDABAD
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.TRIVEDI & ASSOCIATES.
A-52, CAPITAL COMMERCIAL CENTRE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 009.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Education; providing & training; Entertainment; sport and cultural activities
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019 Class 41

4127064  25/03/2019
EQLYZE EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVE PRIVATE LIMITED
IV 265, Lower Parayil, Bhavana Road, Kunnamkulam Thrissur KL 680503
Private Company Limited by Shares
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VINEETH T
36/4933, RAJ BHAVAN, OPP.IDBI BHAVAN, SHORANUR ROAD, THRISSUR, KERALA-680551
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
academies [education] amusement park services providing amusement arcade services services boarding school education
booking of seats for shows calligraphy services cinema presentations / movie theatre presentations club services
[entertainment or education] coaching [training] arranging and conducting of colloquiums arranging and conducting of concerts arranging and conducting of conferences arranging and conducting of congresses correspondence courses cultural, educational or entertainment services provided by art galleries education information educational examination educational services provided by schools electronic desktop publishing entertainer services entertainment services entertainment information providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services conducting fitness classes
game services provided online from a computer network games equipment rental conducting guided tour conducting guided climbing tours gymnastic instruction health club services [health and fitness training] holiday camp services [entertainment] arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums karaoke services know-how transfer [training] language interpreter services layout services, other than for advertising purposes lending library services mobile library services / bookmobile services movie studio services providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions] music composition services nursery schools online publication of electronic books and journals providing online electronic publications, not downloadable providing online music, not downloadable providing online videos, not downloadable organization of competitions [education or entertainment] organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes organization of sports competitions organization of shows [impresario services] organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes organization of cosplay entertainment events party planning [entertainment] personal trainer services [fitness training] photographic reporting physical education practical training [demonstration] presentation of variety shows presentation of live performances publication of texts, other than publicity texts publication of books production of radio and television programmes providing recreation facilities recreation information screenplay writing scriptwriting, other than for advertising purposes arranging and conducting of seminars rental of show scenery production of shows sign language interpretation sport camp services providing sports facilities rental of sports equipment, except vehicles subtitling arranging and conducting of symposiums teaching / educational services / instruction services television entertainment providing television programmes, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services / providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services ticket agency services [entertainment] timing of sports events toy rental training services provided via simulators translation tutoring vocational guidance [education or training advice] vocational retraining arranging and conducting of workshops [training] writing of texts
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901 ,  13/05/2019           Class 41

4127446    25/03/2019
NAVPREET SINGH MEHRA
Sky Ship Education & Overseas Service , Near Bus Stand, Pohir Road, Ahmedgarh
Trade mark
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPAK
OFFICE ADDRESS :-Legal Roof Associates, Ward No. 15/248,Pathshalla Road, Dhuri, District SANGRUR.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education for English Spoken, ielts preparation course , Study Visa , Tourist Visa & included Class 41
R N KAO

4127655  25/03/2019

SUNIL BOHRA TRADING AS BOHRA BROS

Bungalow No. 146, Aaram Nagar Part – 2, J.P. Road, Versova, Andheri West, Mumbai – 400061

Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA

C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :15/03/2018

MUMBAI

Cinematography services,Entertainment.
TURRAM KHAN

4127963  26/03/2019

LUV RANJAN
R-11/40, Raj Nagar
individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BAGAI & CO.
327, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI-110003

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Media, entertainment, cinema presentations, cinematograph films, film production, movie studios, movie theatre presentations, production of radio and television programs, production of shows and films, publications of books and texts, providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable, recording studio services, movie studios, managing, distributing and monetizing the content rights, television entertainment, cine films (rental of), cinema facilities (providing), dubbing, editing (video tape), entertainment information, film production, movie projectors and accessories (rental of), motion pictures (rental of), movie studio, movie theatre facilities (providing), recording studio services, television entertainment, television programmes, production of radio shows, theatre productions, video editing, video film production.
KRIDIOUS

4128148  26/03/2019

RISHABH DUBEY

D7 41 GREEN FIELD D WING JOGESHWARI EAST MUMBAI- 400093

THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VANCHINATHAN

No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Publishing services, Book publishing, Publishing of booklets, Online digital publishing services
4128149 26/03/2019

WASIM MOHAMMED HANIF VOHRA
SHOP NO 03,RAZZAK CHAWL,BEHIND R.C.URDU SCHOOL,SB KADRI MARG,MAHIM WEST,MUMBAI-400016

THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019

MR. HEMANT SHARMA
RZ-I-30, WEST SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI-110046

individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities.
4129060    26/03/2019
PRAVIN PANDURANG WADKAR
PAWAN F-404,DSK VISHWA, DHAYARI PUNE MAHARASHTRA 411041
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJIT CHANDRAKANT NIMBALKAR
SERVE NO.16, FLAT NO.A-502, 5TH FLOOR, KAPIL CAPITAL, AMBEGAON PATHAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411046.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, PHOTOGRAPHY.
Amita S Jain
315, 3rd Floor, Duru House, Juhu Tara Road, Juhu, Mumbai – 400049
Sole Proprietress

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

Invictus IP
62, 2nd Floor, Raghuleela Arcade, Sector 30A, Opp Vashi Station, Vashi, Navi Mumbai 400703, Maharashtra, India

Proposed to be Used

Mumbai

Overseas education consultancy; Training for admissions; Education; Providing of trainings and counseling
ARADHANA SKILLS

4130114   27/03/2019
ARADHANA SKILLS PRIVATE LIMITED
Jayvilla, 275 Pallod Farms II, Street I, Baner Road, Pune-411045, Maharashtra, India
A company registered under the laws of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
OBHAN & ASSOCIATES
N 94 Second Floor Panchshila Park New Delhi 110017 India
Used Since: 21/08/2012

MUMBAI
Education; Educational and skill development services in the healthcare sector, namely providing courses and learning material relating to healthcare, educational testing, assessments; Provision of skill assessment courses; Providing training for certification in academic and skills disciplines, pertaining to healthcare professionals.
ICG International Combat Games

4132062  29/03/2019
BHUPENDRA KUMAR BHARAT PROP. OF IACS INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COMBATIVE SPORTS
39, Bironda, Sector- Pi-1, Greater Noida-201308
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Providing Traditional Martial Arts and Combative Sports Education, Training, Events, Seminar, Games and Sports in Class 41.
2513439  15/04/2013
UTTAM INFRA CARE PVT. LTD
SHOP NO 1 5TH FLOOR RAMAN TOWER SANJAY PLACE AGRA U.P
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :05/12/2012
DELHI
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT OF WEBSITES AND SERVICES THEREOF, DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN AND CREATION OF
SOFTWARE, COMPUTER CONSULTING SERVICES, REMOTE UPDATING, MODIFYING AND MAINTAINING SERVICES FOR
COMPUTER SOFTWARE, RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HOSTING COMPUTER WEBSITES ALL RELATED TO
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 42.
no exclusive right to the use of the word “UTTAM”. Mark shall be used as whole..
2722683  22/04/2014
DDREG PHARMA PVT LTD.
UNIT NO. 1007, 10TH FLOOR, TOWER B-4, SPAZE I TECH PARK, SOHNA ROAD, SECTOR 49, GURGAON, HARYANA-122018
SERVICES
Used Since :17/12/2012
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC & INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH & SERVICES THAT CANNOT BE CLASSIFIED IN OTHER CLASSES
2824971  10/10/2014
THERAPEOPLE MEDICAL SERVICES PVT LTD
trading as ;THERAPEOPLE MEDICAL SERVICES PVT LTD.
C393 DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SATYA PAL ARORA
6457, Sector C 6 and 7, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi-110070
Used Since : 01/01/2014
DELHI
Mobile Technology/Application/ Software which will provide location based services to customers enabling them to search, contact and reach the nearest ambulance, hospital
2895619  09/02/2015
JASPREEET KAUR
trading as ;STUDIO ARCRITI
N-163 PANCHSHEEL PARK, NEW DELHI 110017
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SEWAK & ASSOCIATES
316, RECTANGLE ONE D-4 DISTRICT CENTRE SAKET NEW DELHI-110017
Used Since :01/06/2004
DELHI
'CONSULTATION SERVICES IN THE FIELDS OF ARCHITECTURE, INTERIOR DESIGN AND PLANNING, URBAN DESIGN AND PLANNING, AND FURNITURE DESIGN
2921292    13/03/2015
AMAN PREET SINGH
ED-101, TAGORE GARDEN, DELHI-110027
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
INTERIOR DECORATING, INTERIOR DESIGN, INTERIOR SPACE PLANNING SERVICES, COMMERCIAL INTERIOR SERVICES, SHOP/OFFICE/HOMES INTERIOR SERVICES, INTERIOR DECOR DESIGN SERVICES
2926903    22/03/2015
LOTUS DAIRY PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 01, DISTRICT SHOPPING CENTER, 3rd FLOOR, MADHAV PLAZA, OPP. J.P. PHATAK. SAHAKAR MARG, JAIPUR-302015 RAJASTHAN
Manufacturer and merchants trading as
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :23/01/2004
AHMEDABAD
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
THE DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL GHAZIABAD SOCIETY
SITE NO # 03 MEERUT ROAD GHAZIABAD UP 201003
Service Provider
A SOCIETY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU,
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
Used Since :10/04/1981
To be associated with:
2536995, 2536996
DELHI
Scientific, technological, industrial, biological, chemical, cosmetic, geological and mechanical analysis, research & design Services; design, development & protection of computer hardware and software, search engines for the internet, Project Studies, consultancy; surveys; testing material; authentication of work of art; on-line education and web based services décor (design of interior), design services for packaging, graphic art, dress designing, textile testing,
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS SEPARATELY FOR DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL GHAZIABAD SOCIETY.
2993999    26/06/2015
ADIVA TECH SERVICES PVT. LTD.
KHASRA NO 13/10 AND 13/1 BHAGAT COLONY VILLAGE KAMALPUR SANT NAGAR BURARI NEW DELHI 110084
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AS PER PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJAY KUMAR JHA
308-309, VARDHAMAN FORTUNE MALL, OPP. GUJRAWALA TOWN, G.T KARNAL ROAD, AZADPUR, NEW DELHI-110033
Used Since :15/02/2013
DELHI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software relating to Assembling and Installation of web-camera and development for Software for Security of commercial as well as residential premises and Development of Software and other related computer work. Analysis of Web Camera storage of data in DVR and Development of related software research and Analysis.
Proposed to be Used

DELI

Cloud computing; Building and development applications and services for providing access to cloud, cloud services, cloud computing platform and infrastructure

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1623143.
MODA ELEMENTI INDIA PVT. LTD.
NEAR SUA ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA-C, DHANDARI KALAN, LAUDHIANA-141010 (PUNJAB).
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INCLUDING DRESS DESIGNING SOFTWARE.
3098652    16/11/2015
DR. ARVIND AGARWAL S/O. LATE SH. T.K. AGARWAL
C-25, BHAGAT SINGH MARG, TILAK NAGAR, JAIPUR Rajasthan
Service provider as
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :08/10/2015
AHMEDABAD
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matters.
CAREER KEY

3100182   18/11/2015

CAREER KEY, INC.
1517 Lincoln Street, Hood River, Oregon 97031, U.S.A

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Technical analysis and scientific study and research in the field of behavior, personality, personality evaluation, personality interpretation, personality assessment, personality testing; Temporary use of non-downloadable software and software applications in the field of behavioral testing, personality evaluation, personality interpretation, personality assessment, personality testing, used for employment, recruitment to help an individual select a career and/or a college major; Technical analysis and scientific study and research in the field of job skills, employment and career development; Technical analysis and scientific study and research in the field of identifying and correlating job skills to employment opportunities and career development; Providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for identifying and correlating job skills to employment opportunities and career development.
3103554    23/11/2015
NETWORK18 MEDIA & INVESTMENTS LIMITED
503-504 & 507 5th Floor Mercantile House, 15 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi-110001
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/07/2015
To be associated with:
3081242
DELHI
SOFTWARE AS A SERVICES FOR USE IN PRODUCING NEWS PROGRAMS; INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENTIFIC & TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES OF RESEARCH & DESIGN RELATING THERETO, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, NAMELY, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR OTHERS; MAINTENANCE AND UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN FOR OTHERS; RECOVERY OF COMPUTER DATA
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3081242.
ABSENTIA VIRTUAL REALITY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; engaged in the business of software designing, development, customization and dealing in computer software solutions.

RUNWAL NAGAR CHS LTD, PLOT B, BUILDING NO 2B, FLAT NO 25, KOLBAD, THANE- 400601, MAHARASHTRA
engaged in the business of software designing, development, customization and dealing in computer software solutions, provide or take up Information technology related assignments

Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHINAV SHRIVASTAVA
C/O Martand Legal Advisors 1st Floor, Plot No. 247, Road No 78, Jubilee Hills, Film Nagar Road, Hyderabad-500033

Used Since : 15/06/2015

MUMBAI
design and development of computer hardware and software.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019 Class 42

3110771  30/11/2015
VIVEK KHOSLA
trading as ;TURBO
C-1/193, JANAKPURI, NEW DELHI 110058
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE,
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :05/07/1999

DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGNING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, COMPUTER WEB PORTAL .
YOG GURU

3112671  02/12/2015
Patanjali Ayurved Limited
D-38, Industrial Area, Haridwar-249401, Uttarakhand, India
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Bansal & Company
210, Jop Plaza, (Opp Mc Donald”) P-2, Sector-18, Noida-201 301, NCR Delhi, India.

Used Since: 31/12/1996

To be associated with:
3108492, 3108545, 3108604, 3108649, 3111807, 3111852, 3112419, 3112464, 3112531, 3112576, 3112626

Delhi

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software.

This is subject to association with registered/pending registration no. 3108649, 3112419.
YOG GURU BABA RAMDEVJI MAHARAJ

3115512  04/12/2015

PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.

Used Since :31/12/1996

To be associated with:
3111807, 3112464, 3112531

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3112464. MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE.
YOG GURU SWAMI RAMDEV

3115608  04/12/2015

PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI {INDIA }

Used Since :31/12/1996

To be associated with:
3108492, 3108545, 3108604, 3108649, 3111807, 3112419, 3112531, 3112576, 3112626, 3112671, 3115512, 3115557

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3115590, 3112464..
HAPDEAL

3329553  05/08/2016

HEMANTH KUMAR RAMU
#165, 1ST FLOOR, 2ND MAIN, 4TH CROSS, CAMBRIDGE LAYOUT, HALASURU, BANGALORE-560008. KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
S. DINESH NARAYAN
#165, 1ST FLOOR, 2ND MAIN, 4TH CROSS, CAMBRIDGE LAYOUT, HALASURU, BANGALORE-560008. KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

AFSAR S PATCHA
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP, 2801 HEMAVATHY, NANDI ENCLAVE, BANASHANKARI III STAGE,
BANGALORE-560 085

Used Since :01/07/2016

CHENNAI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO: INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
SCHEMATIC DESIGN

3344325    23/08/2016

BRINDA KHAMBHAYATA
trading as ;SCHEMATIC DESIGN

22, Ranchhod A.P.T., Hemukalani Road Number 03, Near Sai-Raj Garden, Kandivali (West), Mumbai - 400067, Maharashtra

SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since : 05/05/2016

MUMBAI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO, DESIGN SERVICES, DESIGN OF INTERIOR DÉCOR, INTERIOR DESIGN, INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, STYLING [INDUSTRIAL DESIGN]
3351223  31/08/2016
DATACOMP WEB TECHNOLOGIES (I) PVT.LTD.
C-205/206, Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Lokhandwala, Andheri (West), Mumbai- 400053, Maharashtra, India
Software Development
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI SHAH
18, Hira Kunj, S.V.Road, Above Slender Shoes, Malad (w), Mumbai 400064
Used Since : 15/06/2015

MUMBAI
Software Development
3362128  15/09/2016
MODISPACES REAL-ESTATE PVT. LTD.
PREM SAGAR, 57 SWASTIC SOC, NS ROAD NO.3, JUHU SCHEME, VILE PARLE (WEST), MUMBAI-400056, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since: 27/04/1971
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY SERVICES, TESTING, AUTHENTICATION AND QUALITY CONTROL, DESIGN SERVICES, AND RENTAL, HIRE AND LEASING IN CONNECTION WITH THE AFORESAID, INCLUDED IN THE CLASS; AND ADVICE, CONSULTANCY AND INFORMATION FOR THE AFORESAID, INCLUDED IN THE CLASS
PALLAVI LAXMIKANT DESHPANDE
trading as; M/s Dsquare Graphics
B15, Heerai Niwas, Mahatma Society, Kothrud, S. No. 54/6A, Pune 411038, Maharashtra, India
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT NITIN DESHPANDE
c/O Inventillect Consultancy Services Pvt Ltd, 102 Shree Vidyanand, Dr. Ketkar Road, Erandwane, Pune 411004, Maharashtra, India
Used Since: 27/06/2016

MUMBAI
Graphic art designing; Designing layout and production design for printed or electronically published brochures, advertisements, magazines, corporate stationary, visiting cards, catalogues and menu cards; Design of promotional displays, posters and standees; Logo designing; Apparel design for casual and office wear; Designing of apparel graphics

No monopoly is claimed to the words “Graphics”, “Media Solutions” separately except substantially as shown in the form of application.
3396488 25/10/2016
FUSION BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
F-37, IT PARK, MADRI INDUSTRIAL AREA (EXTENSION), UDAIPUR-313003, RAJASTHAN.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :09/10/2006
AHMEDABAD
RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, INSTALLATION, UPDATING AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTANCY, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; DATA ANALYSIS, DATA CONVERSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS AND DATA [NOT PHYSICAL CONVERSION], CONVERSION OF DATA OR DOCUMENTS FROM PHYSICAL TO ELECTRONIC MEDIA, RECOVERY OF COMPUTER DATA, ELECTRONIC DATA STORAGE, OFF-SITE DATA BACKUP, COMPUTER SYSTEM ANALYSIS, SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH SERVICES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. FUSION..
Dream It Cube It
3408671  11/11/2016
CUBE CONSUMER SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Dream It Cube It
25, Silver Sands Cooperative Society, Juhu Tara Road, Juhu, Mumbai -400049, Maharashtra
Service Provider
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :09/02/2016
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
In Use
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
3415711   22/11/2016
MR. JIGISH SURYAKANT PATEL
MR. AMRUTBHAI HARGOVANDAS PATEL
MR. NIYAT VATSAL PATEL
trading as ;SETU INFRASTRUCTURE
308, ABHISHILP BUILDING, ABOVE HDFC BANK, VASTRAPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT
Used Since :12/07/2002

AHMEDABAD
DESIGN CONSULTANCY, CONSTRUCTION DESIGN, ENGINEERING DESIGN, CONSULTANCY AND INFORMATION SERVICES RELATING TO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ARCHITECTURE AND INFRASTRUCTURE, INFRASTRUCTURE AS A SERVICE, DESIGN PLANNING, TOWN PLANNING, URBAN PLANNING, CONSTRUCTION PLANNING, ARCHITECTURAL PLANNING SERVICES, SOIL TESTING SERVICES, URBAN DESIGN.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE Services is restricted in the state of Gujurat only..
Ticketnshow

3460199  17/01/2017
DIAMOND INFOSYSTEMS LIMITED
trading as ;Diamond Infosystems Limited

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/12/2016

AHMEDABAD
CREATION, HOSTING AND MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITES; DRAFTING, DESIGNING AND CREATION OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR TICKETING PROCESS AND MANAGEMENT, HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AND CHARITABLE FUND RAISING AND TRANSFER; PROVIDING A WEB SITE FEATURING SOFTWARE ALLOWING WEB SITE USERS TO UPLOAD, POST AND DISPLAY ONLINE VIDEOS, MOVIE TRAILERS AND PICTURES FOR SHARING WITH OTHERS FOR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; DESIGN OF MODELS, SETS AND PROPS FOR MOTION PICTURES, VIDEOS, COMMERCIALS AND MOVIE TRAILERS; CONVERSION AND PRESERVATION OF DATA DIGITALLY.
3477803  08/02/2017
RINKU MEHULKUMAR NAYAK
trading as ;M/S. SHREY INTERNATIONAL
2, SHANTISHIKHAR SOCIETY, DAXINI SOCIETY, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380 008, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/02/2017
AHMEDABAD
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DOWNLOADABLE AND NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE, MOBILE APPLICATION DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019  Class 42

3489990  22/02/2017
VENKATAKRISHNAN SANKARAN
trading as “LEVERGENT TECHNOLOGIES INC
824 S INSIGNIA CT, PALATINE, IL 60067, USA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLO PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIDHAR & SAI
NO. 319(OLD NO 155), LINGHI CHETTY STREET, III FLOOR, GEORGE TOWN CHENNAI 600001
Used Since : 31/12/2009

CHENNAI
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; COMPUTER PROGRAMS; COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE (UPDATING OF SOFTWARE); INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; LABORATORY SERVICES; MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; SOFTWARE DESIGN, MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; INSTALLATION OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; PROTECTION SERVICES; QUALITY CONTROL; RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FOR OTHERS; RENTAL OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; CONSULTANCY IN THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN.

No exclusive right over the descriptive matters appearing in the representation of the mark.
AZTRA

3524019    11/04/2017

MIHIR HASMUKHBHAI HIRANI
141, Classic County, Behind Bright Day (cbsc) School, Vasna-Bhayli Road, Vadodara 390012.
sole Proprietor Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Designing Services included Graphics Art, Computer Graphic, Interior decor, Computer Software and Industrial Designing; Drafting; Drawing; Computer Programming and Software Development; Creation, Hosting and Maintenance of Websites; Maintenance and Rental of Computer Software and Web Server; Urban Planning; Consultancy, Research and Development in field of Designing, Drafting, Architectural, Computer Hardware and Software; as included in Class – 42.
INTELENET GLOBAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
Intelenet Towers, Plot CST NO. 1406 - A/28, Mindspace Malad (West), Mumbai – 400090, Maharashtra, India
A company existing under the laws of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010
Used Since :21/01/2017

MUMBAI
Programming of software for database management; Providing online non-downloadable software for use in customer relationship management; Consultancy services relating to the planning and design of travel agencies; Rental of computer software relating to travel;
3572806   17/06/2017
NISHI SHAH
11, GREEN PARK COLONY, SOUTH TUKOGANJ, INDORE (M.P.)
NO
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
103 gold plaza,M.G. road indore
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICE PROVIDER OF INTERIOR DESIGN INCLUDED IN CLASS-42
3591720 14/07/2017
BALA MURUGAN NADAR
A-201, 2nd Floor, Galore Tech Lohia-Jain Bldg., Chandni Chowk, Road Opp. To HP petrol pump, Bh. Maratha Mandir Hall, Bavdhan (Khurd), Pune - 411021
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :03/07/2017
MUMBAI
Software services, software as a service (SAAS), cloud computing, creating and maintaining web sites for others, hosting web sites
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.GST.
3609435  09/08/2017
HIGH VALUE INFOTECH GLOBAL PVT LTD
No.:204, Adhunik Alpine, Church Street, Whitefield main road, Bangalore - 560066
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PATENTOMARK
#105, Sai Nandana Presidency, 11th cross, 5th main, Vijaya Bank layout, Bilekkahalli, Bannerghatta Road, Bangalore, Karnataka-560076
Used Since :01/05/2015

CHENNAI
ONLINE CLOUD PLATFORM FOR APARTMENT SOCIETY MANAGEMENT WITH SECURITY GOVERNANCE MODULE FOR SECURED ENTRY OF VISITORS, SERVANTS, RESIDENTS, VENDORS ETC. INTEGRATED WITH BIO-METRIC HARDWARE, BOOM-BARRIERS ETC; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER SOFTWARE (INSTALLATION, UPDATING, MAINTENANCE), CONSULTANCY (COMPUTER SOFTWARE), DRAFTING (CONSTRUCTION), HOSTING COMPUTER WEBSITES, MAINTAINING (CREATING AND) WEBSITES FOR OTHERS, SEARCH ENGINES (PROVIDING) FOR THE INTERNET
PINAKA AEROSPACE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
2nd Floor Vasundhara 7M-209, 80 Feet Road, HRBR Layout, Kalyan Nagar, Bangalore-560043
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANANDTEERTH V HIPPARAGI
M/S. ANANDTEERTH HIPPARAGI & CO., #368/B, 3RD FLOO

Used Since: 02/01/2007

CHENNAI
Providing Technical and Software Solutions and Services

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE DEVICE “GLOBE”.

LIQUIDHUB

3630649  08/09/2017
LIQUIDHUB INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
2nd Floor, Block - 1, DLF Cyber City, Plot No: 129 - 132, APHB Colony, Gachibowli, Hyderabad- 500019, Telangana, India
A company incorporated under the laws of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEERA CHATURE SANKHARI
Jupiter Law Partners Office # 123, First floor, Vipul Agora, MG Road, Gurgaon-122002
Used Since :18/06/2003

CHENNAI
consulting services in the field of design, selection, integration, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for others, in class 42
3654467  10/10/2017
PIMAC SERVICES PVT LTD
31-23-35/1, KURMANNAPALEM, VISAKHAPATANAM, ANDHRA PRADESH-530046

THE TRADEMARK ACT OF 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VRIJ KISHORE CHOUDHARY
No.52, General Muthaiya Mudali Street, Sowcarpet, Chennai-600 079

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
Subject to use the mark as shown in the form of representation.
gocycle
3656852  13/10/2017
R.RAJEEV KRISHNAN
PLOT NO.502-A, 4TH SOUTH MAIN ROAD, KAPALEESHWARAR NAGAR, NEELANKARAI, CHENNAI-600115, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
COMPUTER SERVICES, NAMELY , CREATING AND CONNECTING COMMUNITIES OF REGISTERED USERS TO ORGANIZE GROUPS, EVENTS, PARTICIPATE IN DISCUSSIONS, ENGAGE IN SOCIAL NETWORKING, SHARING OF CONTENT, IMAGES AND GRAPHICS IN THE AREA OF SPORTS; CUSTOMIZED WEB PAGES FEATURING USER DEFINED INFORMATION, PROFILES, CONTENT, IMAGES, TEXT, GRAPHICS AND DATA; PROVIDING A WEB HOSTING PLATFORM FOR USE OF NON - DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR FACILITATING INTERACTIVE GAMES FOR OTHERS.
3661544  23/10/2017
NIKI INFOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
1-7-289/A/2, 126, Jaya Mansion, Block-A, II Floor, S D Road, Secunderabad - 500 003
Body incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
20/10/1, OPP. GANESH BIDKARS OFFICE, ABOVE SHREE SAI ELECTRIC, 4th FLOOR, SOMAWARPETH, PUNE 411011

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Customized Software, Software Developers, Software For Providing An On-Line Database In The Field Of Transaction Processing To Upload Transactional Data, Providing Hosting, Managing, Developing, Software, Web Sites, Databases Of Others And It Consulting Services

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
ASIA PACIFIC LOAN MARKET ASSOCIATION LIMITED
32/F, Jardine House, 1 Connaught Place, Central, Hong Kong.
A company incorporated in Hong Kong
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VATASLA SINGH HASAN
Hasan and Singh, Flat No.04, Sree Nilayam Apartment, Plot No.12, Camelot Layout(Near Chirec Public School), Kondapur, Hyderabad-500084.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Setting of standards for primary and secondary loan documentation; scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services.
None
SUPERIDENTITY

3722764  09/01/2018

BITGRAM TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
1A5/1B1, BEHIND VINTAGE ELITE APARTMENTS, BTM 4TH STAGE, IIM POST, BANNERGHATTA ROAD, BTM 4TH STAGE, IIM POST, BANGALORE 560076

Private Limited

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARTIK PUTTAIAH
INVN TREE IP SERVICES, NO.399, 15TH CROSS 5TH MAIN, SECTOR 6, HSR LAYOUT, BANGALORE-560102.

Used Since: 24/09/2016

CHENNAI

software as a service [SaaS]; computer software design; computer programming; computer software consultancy; computer technology consultancy
3739319  30/01/2018
MAPLE SOFTWARE PRIVATE LIMITED
D. No: 10-50-84/C, 3rd Floor, Sun Towers, Waltair Main Road, Vizag 530002
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUBHAJIT SAHA
H.NO. 1-49/2/3, SHANKARNAGAR,CHANDANAGAR PO, HYDERABAD-500050.
Used Since :01/12/2017
CHENNAI
IT, ITES, Software Development and Product Development Services included in class 42
CURAKSHA trading as ;CURAKSHA
110, GROUND FLOOR, GREAT WESTERN BUILDING, MAHARASHTRA CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE LANE, KALA GHODA, FORT MUMBAI- 400023 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
3768350  02/03/2018
T.YOGISH CHANDRA - PROPRIETOR
TULASI DIGITAL STUDIOS, # 6-4-6, ARUNDELPET 4/5, GUNTUR-522 002
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. RAMJI, ADVOCATE
NO.18, JAISANKAR STREET, WEST MAMBALAM. CHENNAI - 600 033.
Used Since :11/11/2017
CHENNAI
Computer Aided Graphics, Computer-aided Design of Video graphics
3783390  20/03/2018
RR TRAN TECHNOLOGY
No.29, Brindhavan Nagar, Kurumpapalayam, Madukarai, Coimbatore - 641105
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAMMED HUSSAIN S.
45/1, NOOR MAHAL, SIVARAM NAGAR, 2ND CROSS, SUNGAM, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE-45.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019  Class 42

AKRITHI ARCHITECTS
NO 10(5), 2ND FLOOR, K.A.S COMPLEX, POOCHAKKADU 2ND STREET, MANGALAM ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641604
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Used Since : 14/12/2017

CHENNAI
Architectural services, Architectural and urban planning services, Architectural services relating to the development of land, Consultation services relating to architectural planning, Architectural consultation services, Interior design, Interior design services, Consultancy services relating to interior design, Architectural design for interior decoration, Interior and exterior design services, Design of interior décor, Architectural design for interior decoration

THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF SOUTHERN STATES OF INDIA ONLY.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019 Class 42

**PRECISO**

3796981 05/04/2018

BRAJESH KUMAR GUTGUTIA

FLAT 4B, BLOCK D, RAIN TREE APARTMENTS, 21, VENUS COLONY, ALWARPET, CHENNAI-600 018.

SERVICE PROVIDER

SOLE PROPRIETOR

**Proposed to be Used**

CHENNAI

INTERIOR DESIGN, DESIGN OF INTERIOR DECOR, GRAPHIC ARTS DESIGN, INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, PRODUCT PACKAGING DESIGN, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF WEBSITES.
Rediscover the joy of pure living.

3797786  05/04/2018

M/S ALEKHYA HOMES BUILDING SYSTEMS PVT LTD
Flat No: 302, Shreyas Apartment, Shilpa park, Kondapur 500084, Telangana, India
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Used Since :17/12/2004

CHENNAI

Landscape Design Services; Architectural Services Relating To Land Development; Land Surveying Services; Consultancy In The Field Of Architecture And Construction Drafting; Interior Design; Interior Decoration Consultancy; Interior Design Services, Design Of Building Interiors; Consultancy Relating To Interior Decoration; Advisory Services Relating To Interior Design; Design Of Building Interiors And Exteriors

 THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT THE USE OF THE TRADE MARK IS ONLY AS A TAGLINE ALONG WITH THE OTHER HOUSE MARK AND THE APPLICANT HAS NOT TO USE THE TRADE MARK FOR THE APPLIED SERVICES.
SCHIEPPER
4087219   14/02/2019
SCHIEPPER
OFFICE NO. 610 ELITE BUSINESS ICON NR. SHAPATH HEXA, OPP KARGIL PETROL PUMP, SG. HIGHWAY, SOLA
AHMEDABAD - 380060, GUJARAT.
42
PATNER
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
WE PROVIDE SERVICES OF DESIGNING WEBSITE, LOGO, BROUCHER AND DEVELOPING CUSTOMISING,
MAINTAINING THE WEBSITE, LOGO, BROUCHERS.
4098959    25/02/2019
IMPRESSION ENTERTAINMENT & HOSPITALITY PVT LTD
12 HAUS KHAS VILLAGE, NEW DELHI-110016
Service provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASM LAW OFFICES
M-19A, SOUTH EXTENSION-II, NEW DELHI-110049
Used Since :01/02/2019
DELHI

Design of restaurants, design and development of computer hardware and software
4099692  26/02/2019
JEF TECHNO SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED REPRESENTED BY ITS DIRECTOR KANESAN.K.
NO.2, 8TH STREET, NANDANAM EXTENSION, NANDANAM, CHENNAI - 600 035
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act., 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PENTALLECT PARTNERS
NO.50/3, LAKSHMI TALKIES ROAD, SHENOY NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 030.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO THE SAFETY OF PRODUCTS; CONSULTANCY IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY-SAVING; CONSULTANCY IN RELATION TO OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY (ERGONOMICS AND DESIGN); SAFETY TESTING AND TAGGING OF ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT; SAFETY TESTING OF PRODUCTS; ENERGY AUDITING MATERIAL TESTING; QUALITY CONTROL; ANALYSIS AND TESTING SERVICES RELATING TO ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING APPARATUS; TESTING OF APPARATUS IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING FOR CERTIFICATION PURPOSES; TESTING OF APPARATUS IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
4114005    11/03/2019
RedSky Technologies Private Limited
E1004, Poonam Estate Cluster 1, Shanti Park, Mira Road (E), Mumbai, Maharashtra 401107
A company registered under the Companies Act 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SELVAM & SELVAM, ADVOCATES
9/3, Valliammal Street, Kilpauk, Chennai - 600010
Used Since :27/11/2018
MUMBAI
Software as a service [SaaS]; platform as a service [PaaS]; data mining; database design; data analysis services; maintenance and backup of databases; design and upgrading of computer software; design and development of computer software for logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all of the aforesaid.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019

4117435    14/03/2019
DIHA TRUST
No.232, V.M.Street, Mylapore, Chennai - 600004
Trust
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4117434

CHENNAI

Scientific and Medical Research Services Being Services included in Class 42

THE APPLICANT SHALL NOT USE THE CROSS DEVICE IN RED OR IN ANY SIMILAR COLOUR OR IN MANNER PROHIBITED UNDER GENEVA CONVENTION ACT, 1960 OR WHITE CROSS ON GREEN BACKGROUND.
BASUCHI RESEARCH AND MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
67/263, PRATAP NAGAR, JAIPUR – 302033 (RAJASTHAN)
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASTHAN REGISTRATION CENTER
14-B, GOVIND MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Scientific And Technological Services And Research And Design Relating Thereto; Industrial Analysis And Industrial Research Services; Design And Development Of Computer Hardware And Software.
ITWIN
Priority claimed from 15/10/2018; Application No. : 88/155,144 ;United States of America

4118613  15/03/2019
BENTLEY SYSTEMS, INCORPORATED
685 Stockton Drive, Exton, PA, 19341, United States of America
A Delaware Corporation, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Electronic data storage; electronic data storage for modeling infrastructure projects and assets; cloud computing; cloud computing featuring software for use in database management; cloud computing featuring software for use in modeling infrastructure projects and assets; maintenance of on-line databases for others; software as a service (SAAS), namely, hosting software for use by others in modeling infrastructure projects and assets; providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for alignment and synchronization of data related to engineering, computer aided design, 2D and 3D visualization, construction and operational modeling and analysis, building information modeling (BIM), change management, project collaboration, and project analytics
HOWZAT GAMES PRIVATE LIMITED
1211, 12th Floor, DLF Tower B, Jasola District Centre, New Delhi-110025
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHASH BHUTORIA
D 905, Basement, New Friends Colony, new Delhi 110025
Used Since : 16/12/2003
To be associated with:
4119981

DELHI
Design and development of computer and video game software; Software development, programming and implementation; IT Consultancy, advisory and information services; Software as a service (SAAS) services; Advisory and consultancy services relating to computer and video games software.
4120730   18/03/2019
BLOCKLOGY EDUTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
E-511, TOWER II AND T, SEAWOODS GRAND CENTRAL, PLOT NO R-1 SECTOR 40 NAVI MUMBAI THANE-400614, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
HOSTING E-COMMERCE PLATFORMS ON THE INTERNET, WEB SITE, WEBSITE DESIGNING, SOFTWARE AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES.
WEALTHSMITH

4120863   18/03/2019

MR. RAJAN HARMESHLAL PATHAK
Iris Park, A-111, Patel Estate Road, Beside Amboli Police Station, Jogeshwari (West), Mumbai, Maharashtra - 400102

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S A ASSOCIATES

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Information technology services Included in class 42.
4121265   18/03/2019

GAURAV BHATNAGAR
B-191-A, UNIVERSITY MARG, UNIVERSITY OF RAJASTHAN, BAPU NAGAR, LAL KOTHI, GANDHI NAGAR JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN 302015
PROPRIETOR OF ARCHEUS DESIGN STUDIO

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALL INDIA PROFICIENT CORPORATE SERVICES
GANESHAM 1ST, BASEMENT, BEHIND LOTUS DAIRY, LALKOTHI MANDI, SAHKAR MARG, JAIPUR

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

architecture services, interior designing, Interior and Exterior design services included in class 42.
SHANKAR SUBRAMANIAN
801 A WING SHREE DARSHAN MHADA 4 BUNGALOWS ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI-400053.
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
IT SERVICES
4121524    18/03/2019
DMHO BUSINESS SOLUTION LLP
9/161J, POONOOR, UNNIKULAM PO, KOZHIKODE, KERALA PIN 673574
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUFEED VM
TP 9/131 F, SAKTHI BUILDING, CHUNGAM THAMARASSERY, KOZHIKODE, KERALA-673573.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESERCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESERCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
DVM SCORE

4122403    19/03/2019
GISKARD DATATECH PRIVATE LIMITED
422 Tzed, R Narayanpura, Hobli, KR Puram, Varthur Kodi, Whitefield, Bangalore-560066
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARAN SETIYA
ENNOBLE IP, B-17, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR 6, NOIDA-201301 (UP)

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software
ExdionEUREKA

4122481  19/03/2019
EXDION SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
5th Floor, STC Trade Centre, 7/A, Nandini Layout, Bangalore – 560096
An Indian company incorporated under the provisions of the Indian Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE
NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3624503

CHENNAI
Software as a service [SaaS]; Providing temporary use of web-based applications; Online provision of non-downloadable web-based applications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a web site.
4122482  19/03/2019
EXDION SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
5th Floor, STC Trade Centre, 7/A, Nandini Layout, Bangalore – 560096
An Indian company incorporated under the provisions of the Indian Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE
NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3624503
CHENNAI
Software as a service [SaaS]; Providing temporary use of web-based applications; Online provision of non-downloadable web-based applications; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a web site.
CRYOVIVA BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
F-2/7, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase-I, New Delhi-110020.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3131744, 3131745

DELHI
Scientific and technological services and research relating to stem cell; bacteriological research, biological research, chemical analysis, chemical research; scientific laboratory services; research and development for others.
ChavaraMatrimony.com

4123667  20/03/2019

JOHNSON ABRAHAM

CHAVARA FAMILY WELFARE CENTER, CHAVARA CULTURAL CENTER, MONASTERY ROAD, KARIKKAMURI,
ERNAKULAM-682011

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUNITHA A

NISSAN BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED, FIRST FLOOR, VIMA PRESS BUILDING, ERAIL KADAVU,
KOTTAYAM, KERALA – 686 001

Used Since :06/07/2003

CHENNAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software, building design services
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019

RS. DEEPALI NITIN SHINDE TRADING AS WRITE ATTITUDE
F 7, Sai Enclave Society, Sr. No 105 / 106, Near Sant Nirankari Satsang Bhawan Vijaynagar, Kalewadi, Pimpri, Pune 411017
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Used Since: 15/08/2015

MUMBAI
HANDWRITING ANALYSIS [GRAPHOLOGY]
4123792  20/03/2019
HITESH NATAVARLAL CHAVDA
61, VRUNDAYAN PARK, HALYAD, SURENDRANAGAR, GUJARAT-(INDIA)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMITA I. PARMAR, ADVOCATE
11,SUN SPOT RAW HOUSE, NEAR GURUDWARA, S.G.HIGHWAY, BODAKDEV-380059, AHMEDABAD

Used Since :09/02/2017

AHMEDABAD

PROVIDING SERVICES OF HOSTING AND MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITE FOR ONLINE SERVICES OF DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF MOBILE APPLICATION IN ANDROID AND IOS/APPLE PLATFORM (DESKTOP APPLICATIONS, WEB
APPLICATIONS (SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE) – SAAS, INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT), EDUCATIONAL APPLICATION)
INCLUDING IN CLASS-42

Transliteration : SHALA MITRA
ULIS
4123891  20/03/2019
KUSHAL NAVANDAR
Ram Raksha, Moti Nagar, Near Hanuman Temple, Amravati 444606
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KULDEEP DAVALDA RUCHANDANI
1203-05, KUMAR SURABHI, NEXT TO LAXMINARAYAN
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
IT Consultancy, advisory and information services, Computer Services, Technological services relating to computers, IT Services Namely Software Development, programming and implementation, Computer hardware development
4123892   20/03/2019
KUSHAL NAVANDAR
Ram Raksha, Moti Nagar, Near Hanuman Temple, Amravati 444606
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KULDEEP DAYALDAS RUCHANDANI
1203-05, KUMAR SURABHI, NEXT TO LAXMINARAYAN

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
IT CONSULTANCY, ADVISORY AND INFORMATION SERVICES, COMPUTER SERVICES, TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES RELATING TO COMPUTERS, IT SERVICES NAMELY SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, PROGRAMMING AND IMPLEMENTATION, COMPUTER HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
HAYAGEEK

HAYAGEEK TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
G1, SRI SAI DWARAKA RESIDENCY, NIZAMPET, HYDERABAD - 500090

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and industrial research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
4124017  20/03/2019
BACANCY TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
1207-1208, Times Square Arcade, Opp. Rambaug, Nr. Ravija Plaza, Thaltej-Shilaj Road, Thaltej Ahmedabad 380059
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPCOGITO LEGAL
IPCOGITO LEGAL Office No. 312A, 304, D Block, Lilamani Trade Center, Near Dudheshwar BRTS Bus Stop, Dudheshwar Road, Ahmedabad 380004
Used Since :26/03/2012

AHMEDABAD
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software, development of websites.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019 Class 42

4124156 20/03/2019
PEPPERPOTTS DEVELOPERS PRIVATE LIMITED
1211, 12th Floor, DLF Tower B, Jasola District Centre, Delhi-110025
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHASH BHUTORIA
D 905, Basement, New Friends Colony, new Delhi 110025

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; PROGRAMMING OF VIDEO GAME SOFTWARE; SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, PROGRAMMING AND IMPLEMENTATION; IT CONSULTANCY, ADVISORY AND INFORMATION SERVICES; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS) SERVICES FEATURING SOFTWARE ACCESSIBLE VIA THE INTERNET AND MOBILE, SERVICES FOR DELIVERING GEO-TARGETED INFORMATION, ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO COMPUTER AND VIDEO GAMES SOFTWARE.
SNAK INDIA CONSULTANCY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
H 85/1, SHIVAJI PARK, WEST PANJABI BAGH, NEW DELHI-110026
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTHI A.C.
B 160, Sector 44, Noida -201301, (U.P)
Used Since : 07/01/2018

DELHI
IT services; Software development, programming and implementation; Hosting services, software as a service, and rental of software; IT security, protection and restoration; Data duplication and conversion services, data coding services; Testing, authentication and quality control; Cloud computing services; Information technology services
4124344  21/03/2019
THRESHOLD SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
310B, JUBILEE HILLS, ROAD NO.25, HYDERABAD -500034
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
I SREENIVASA MURTHY
302, SRI RESIDENCY, PLOT NO. 4 & 5, NEW VIDHYA NAGAR COLONY, NEREDMET, SECUNDERABAD 500 056
Used Since :01/06/2015
CHENNAI
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND EMBEDDED MOBILE APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT
4124345  21/03/2019  
THRESHOLD SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED  
310 B, JUBILEE HILLS, ROAD NO. 25, HYDERABAD - 500034  
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
I SREENIVASA MURTHY  
302, SRI RESIDENCY, PLOT NO. 4 & 5, NEW VIDHYA NAGAR COLONY, NEREDMET, SECUNDERABAD 500 056  
Used Since: 01/09/2015  
CHENNAI  
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND EMBEDDED MOBILE APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT
4124409    21/03/2019
INFOLKS PRIVATE LIMITED
INFOLKS PRIVATE LIMITED, 10/236, KUMARAMPUTHUR, CHANGILERI PO, MANARKKAD, PALAKKAD, KERALA, INDIA- PIN 678762
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.G. MADHAVAN UNNI, ADVOCATE.
4TH FLOOR, PLAZA TOWER, MAIN ROAD, KOTTAKKAL POST MALAPPURAM - 676503, KERALA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
4124485   21/03/2019
BBSJ MANAGEMENT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NUMBER 19, SECTOR 20, DWARKA, DELHI - 110075
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and industrial research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
4124486  21/03/2019
DUXAT DESIGN SOLUTIONS LLP
D-166/27, SECTOR 50, NOIDA, UP-201301
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and industrial research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
ARYAAVART

4124726  22/03/2019
ARYAAVART LIFESTYLES PVT. LTD.
A-80, VIVEK VIHAR-I, DELHI-110095.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software.
RING HALO

Priority claimed from 27/09/2018; Application No. : 75984 ;Jamaica
4124899  22/03/2019

A9.com, Inc.
101 Lytton Avenue Palo Alto, CA 94301, United States of America
A Delaware corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use with home and environmental monitoring, control, and automation systems; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software for use with home and environmental monitoring, control, and automation systems; application service provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for home and environmental monitoring, control, and automation; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software for use to connect and control internet of things (IoT) electronic devices; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring computer software for connecting, operating, integrating, controlling, and managing networked consumer electronic devices; Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software for use to connect and control internet of things (IoT) electronic devices; Software as a service (SaaS) featuring computer software for connecting, operating, integrating, controlling, and managing networked consumer electronic devices; application service provider (ASP) services featuring software for controlling, integrating, operating, connecting; and managing voice controlled information devices, namely, cloud-connected and voice-controlled smart consumer electronic devices; security and anti-theft software applications; software applications permitting users to identify and communicate with persons at their door; voice command software applications; computer services, namely, providing an internet site featuring technology for use in home and environmental monitoring, control, and automation systems; computer services, namely, providing an internet portal featuring technology enabling users to remotely interact with home and environmental monitoring, control, and automation systems; providing online non-downloadable software for recording, viewing, storing, sharing and analyzing online audio and video; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for the management and transmission of data; design and development of computer hardware and software; hosting a website for the electronic storage of data; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; monitoring of camera systems by remote access; installation, maintenance and repair of computer software; cloud recording and storage services; electronic storage of electronic media, namely, images, text, audio, and video data; providing an online non-downloadable internet-based application featuring technology enabling users to share videos; providing an on-line network environment that features technology that enables users to share data; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for recording, viewing, storing, sharing, and analyzing data; information technology support services; provision of technical support; consultancy and advisory services relating to the aforesaid services.
4124939  22/03/2019
RICHARD ROHAN BARIGELA
NO 15-11, VENKATRAOPET, OPP. VANDANA COLLEGE, VENKATAPURAM, SECUNDRABAD – TELANGANA – 500015
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Information technology services
WESEO TECHNOLOGIES

4125164  22/03/2019
WESEO TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;WESEO TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 459-III,8-2-293/82/JIII/459, WARD NO.8 BLOCK NO.2, ROAD NO.86, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD-500096,
TELANGANA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PS SANDEEP
166/IV, PARAYICHIRAYIL, PERUMPALAM PO, ALAPPUZHA DIST, KERALA INDIA-688570

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING DATA MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SERVICES, CLOUD COMPUTING, SOFTWARE
DESIGN, UPDATING AND MAINTENANCE, SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE DESIGN FOR COMPUTERS AND MOBILE
DEVICES, AND ITS SUPPORT SERVICES, CREATION, DESIGN AND MAINTENANCE OF WEB SITES, TECHNICAL
PROJECT STUDIES IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, COMPUTER CONSULTING IN
CONNECTION WITH RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, COMPUTER SYSTEM ANALYSIS, SOFTWARE ADVICE AND
ASSISTANCE CONCERNING INTERNET, RENTAL OF COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE SERVICES
4125207    22/03/2019
SDOD TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
BVR LAKE FRONT, COSPAZE 2ND FLOOR, VEERANAPALYA MAIN ROAD, KANAKA NAGAR, NAGAVARA,
BENGALURU, KARNATAKA - 560045

THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and industrial research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
RANPRASHANK SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
25-4-147, 1ST STREET INDRA NAGAR,P.ROAD SPSR NELLORE NELLORE AP 524004 IN
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Computer software development, Computer software research, Software design services, Computer software updating, Computer software repair, Research, design and development services relating to software application solutions, Development of software application solutions
KRIKADO

4125329  22/03/2019

INDIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES LLP
502, Silver Square, Dattatray Road, Santacruz West, Mumbai 400054
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
4125415    22/03/2019
HEAVEN AHEAD VOYAGE PRIVATE LIMITED
8728, Landmark near Filmistan Cinema, Shidipura, New Delhi - 110005
A company registered under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUJ BEDI
B-21, Third Floor, Lajpat Nagar - I, New Delhi - 110024
Used Since :21/03/2015

DELHI
Creating App and Websites; Creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others; [information technology services] Creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others.
4125746   22/03/2019
MRS. JYOTI DARSHAN MEHTA TRADING AS: HOOK & EYE
FLAT NO. 101, VIDYAVIHR BUILDING, NEXT TO KAKAD NIKETAN, DERASAR LANE, GHATKOPAR (E), MUMBAI-400077, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :29/08/2016
MUMBAI
DESIGN OF CLOTHING AND CLOTHING ACCESSORIES, DRESS DESIGN, FASHION DESIGN, GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICES
studio H&P

4126030  23/03/2019

M/S SHP INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
H.No.40A,Ward No.4 New Anaj Mandi, Rohtak, Haryana-124001

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAGHAV GOEL

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

architecture services, interior designing, Interior and Exterior design services ,engineering design services, engineering consultancy services included in class 42.
4126217  23/03/2019
BRAINZOME TECHNOLABS
144 Nidhi, Aradhana Society, Thakor Dwara Road, Bharatnagar, Bhavnagar, Gujarat - 364001
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RANJITHKUMAR D
2/496, Nakeerar Street, Mogapair East, Chennai-600037
Used Since :07/02/2019
AHMEDABAD
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and industrial research services; design and development of computer hardware and software
4126659   24/03/2019
YOGESHWAR MANTHIHEINA
H NO. 6 - 1/42, 1ST FLOOR, PLOT NO. 5, B-BLOCK, SJB HILLS, ASR BRUNDAHAN COLONY, BACHUPALLY, MEDCHAL-MALKAJGIRI DIST., HYDERABAD, TELANGANA - 500090.
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNAL KHANNA & CO.
45/11, EAST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110008

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Hosting of digital content, namely, on-line journals and blogs, Creation and maintenance of software for blogs, Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for use in the creation and publication of on-line journals and blogs, Web site design, Web portal design, Website design services, Website design consultancy, Website design and development, Designing websites for advertising purposes, Design, creation, hosting and maintenance of websites for others, website maintenance, Creating, designing and maintaining web sites, Design, creation and programming of web pages, Technological research services, Design and creating web sites for others, Web hosting, Web hosting services, Hosting websites Hosting web portals, Hosting an online website for creating and hosting micro websites for businesses, Creating, maintaining and hosting the websites of others, Hosting and rental of memory space for websites, Design and development of computer hardware and software, Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto, IT services, Information technology [IT] consulting services, IT consultancy, advisory and information services, Development services in the field of computer software and advisory services relating thereto, creation of internet websites, Hosting e-commerce platforms on the internet, programming of software for e-commerce platforms, Product research and development included in class 42.
4127329   25/03/2019
VARSITY INSTRUMENTS PVT. LTD.
#29 B, Rd #6, TSIIC Hardware Park, Kongaraviryla PO, Shamshabad, Hyderabad –501510, TS, India
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Used Since :18/10/2010

CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software; implementation, maintenance and updating of computer software; Design and development of electronic data security systems; Product testing; Computer system design; Design of operating system software; Design and development of navigation systems; Computer system integration services; Consultancy and information services in the field of computer system integration; Component testing; Design of mechanical components; Aircraft design services; Design of communication systems; Development of software for communication systems; Design of tooling; Computer software integration; Technical testing; Testing the functionality of machines
VIBHUUTYAI

4127393    25/03/2019
VIBHUUTYAI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
2-2-1137/5/6/1 NEW NALLAKUNTA HYDERABAD TG 500044 IN
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Software consultancy, Industrial analysis and industrial research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
4127707    25/03/2019
GYANTI D SINGH trading as MEGHA POWER SOLUTIONS
201, HAWSA BUILDING, CHOLEGAON, NEAR MARUTI TEMPLE, THAKURLI-EAST, THANE-421201, MAHARASHTRA-
INDIA
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRIK CREATION LLP
1/8, LAXMAN BUILDING, BUDHAPPA NIVAS, KARVE ROAD, VISHNUNAGAR, DOMBIVLI(WEST)THANE-421202,MH-INDIA
Used Since :01/03/2014
MUMBAI
ELECTRICAL TRANSFORMERS OIL TESTING AND ANALYSIS; CONDITION MONITORING SERVICES OF TRANSFORMERS
AND SUB STATION.
DIGIFY PRO
4127728   25/03/2019
AJAY SINGH CHAUHAN
FLAT NO.-5, A-148, RAMPRASTHA COLONY, CHANDER NAGAR
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONU NEHRA & ASSOCIATES
OFFICE NO. 1, UPPER GROUND FLOOR, PLOT NO. 293, SEC-4, VAISHALI, GHAZIABAD-201010 U.P
Used Since :17/09/2018
DELHI
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES, DIGITAL MARKETING SERVICES, WEBSITE DESIGNING, WEBSITE
DEVELOPMENT, WEBSITE HOSTING, NETWORKING, SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, COMPUTER HARDWARE
DEVELOPMENT UNDER CLASS 42.
SCAAS

4127848    25/03/2019

NXTGEN DATACENTER AND CLOUD TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot no 25-P-13, Bidadi Industrial Area, Phase I, Rama Nagar Taluk, Bangalore – 562109
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and industrial research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software.
4129513    27/03/2019
MANAN HEMANTBHAI CHITALIYA (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS MSHINE TECHNOLOGIES
D-103, VASU PUJYA, BK HOMES, MAN SAROVAR CIRCLE, AMROLI, SURAT- 394107, GUJARAT
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3877372
AHMEDABAD
WEB SITE DESIGN SERVICES, WEB SITE DEVELOPMENT, SOFTWARE DESIGN, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, IT PROGRAMMING SERVICES
X3DPSI

4130094  27/03/2019

ALGOSURG INC
1013 CENTRE ROAD, SUITE 403-B, WILMINGTON, NEW CASTLE, DE 19805-1270, USA

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRIKANT TANNA
B-72, 62 PEREIRA NAGAR NO 7, KHOPAT., THANE (W) 400601

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER HARDWARE; SOFTWARE-AS-A-SERVICE; DEVELOPMENT SERVICES RELATING TO COMPUTER SOFTWARE APPLICATION SOLUTIONS
FITZCUBE

4130112  27/03/2019

GREESH KUMAR JUNEJA
A-4/14, SITE-4, INDUSTRIAL AREA, SAHIBABAD-201010, GHAZIABAD (U.P), INDIA

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUDDHA PAL & ASSOCIATES
35A, POCKET-F MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-II DELHI 110091

Used Since :01/03/2019

DELHI

“Research and development of new products for others; technological consultancy; Computer programming; Computer software design; Updating of computer software; Data conversion of computer programs and data [not physical conversion]; Conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; Computer virus protection services; Providing search engines for the internet; Off-site data backup; Electronic data storage; Providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; Rental of web servers; Software as a service [SaaS]; Information technology [IT] consultancy; Cloud computing; Design and development of multimedia products; Updating of web sites for others; Design of homepages and web sites; Development of driver and operating system software. Included In Class 42
4130181  27/03/2019
COMET H GUPTA
1 BALGEETA, JULLY TENAMENT, OPP. CHANDRAMANI HOSPITAL, ON BALURAM GUPTA ROAD, GIRDHNAGAR, SHAHIBAUG AHMEDABAD 380004

THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Software development, Website development software, Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and industrial research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
4131672  29/03/2019

NAINA SUDARSHAN
B-401, Century Celeste Apartment, Nehru Nagar, Shivanahalli, Yelahanka, Bangalore, Karnataka - 560064
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :01/01/2019

CHENNAI

Development of software application solutions, Software development, Computer hardware development services.
4131945  29/03/2019
INFOCREDIT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
6th Floor, 601, Empresa, 2nd Road, Khar (W), Mumbai – 400 052
INDIAN INHABITANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoob Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INFOCREDIT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
6th Floor, 601, Empresa, 2nd Road, Khar (W), Mumbai – 400 052
INDIAN INHABITANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
4131951   29/03/2019
INFOCREDIT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
6th Floor, 601, Empresa, 2nd Road, Khar (W), Mumbai – 400 052
INDIAN INHABITANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIBANI SUNIL DHAR
Mastermind Associates, 702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane(W)-400601

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
2439953  10/12/2012
MR ABHISHEK KUMAR
MR UMASHANKAR VERMA
trading as ;SIR JOHN FOODS
G-228, SECTOR 63, NOIDA, UTTAR PRADESH
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHNAT ASSOCIATES
K1/125 LOWER GROUND FLOOR CHITTARANJAN PARK NEW DELHI-19
Used Since :08/06/2012
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; RESTAURANT; CAFE; CAFETERIA; BANQUETING SERVICES; SNACK BAR; COFFEE SHOP SERVICES; FAST FOOD OUTLETS & SNACK BAR SERVICES, PREPARATION OF FOOD FOR TAKE-AWAY SERVICES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019 Class 43

2453100 02/01/2013

S. KANWALPREET SINGH trading as ;BASANT CATERERS
220-R MODEL TOWN LUDHIANA PUNJAB MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/01/1999

DELHI

MOTELS, BANQUET HALLS, MARRIAGE PALACE, ENTERTAINMENT PARK, PROVIDING OF FOOD, DRINKS AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, RESTAURANTS (INCLUDING SELF SERVICE AND FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS), CAFE SHOPS, FAST FOOD JUNCTIONS (EXCEPT ICE CREAM PARLOURS, PROVIDING OF SWEETS, ICE CREAMS AND KULFL) INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
CROWN CASINO

2592954  06/09/2013
CROWN MELBOURNE LIMITED
8, Whiteman Street, Southbank Victoria 3006, Australia
Service Provider
a company organized and existing under the laws of Australia
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Hotels, hotel reservations, hotel services, rental of temporary accommodation, accommodation reservations and accommodation bureaux; provision of food and drink; cocktail lounge services; bars; cafes; snack bar; self-service restaurants and restaurant services; catering services; hospitality services; providing facilities for exhibitions.

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS OVER THE WORD CASINO.
CROWN RESORTS

2592993  06/09/2013
CROWN MELBOURNE LIMITED
8, Whiteman Street, Southbank Victoria 3006, Australia
Service Provider
a company organized and existing under the laws of Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Hotels, hotel reservations, hotel services, rental of temporary accommodation, accommodation reservations and accommodation bureaux; provision of food and drink; cocktail lounge services; bars; cafes; snack bar; self-service restaurants and restaurant services; catering services; hospitality services; providing facilities for exhibitions.

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS OVER THE WORD RESORTS.
2679519 14/02/2014
MONIKA DIWAN
Vimoshi Hospitality, A-1203, Swapnalok Towers, Pimpripada Road, Malad East, Mumbai-400097
Service Provider
An Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AGNIHOTRI & JHA ASSOCIATES
FLAT NO. 102, TULSI NIWAS, PUSHTIKAR SOCIETY, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI 400 102
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
Providing services relating to Restaurants, Bar Services, Cafe & Cafeterias, Hotels & Motels
Wave One
2683092 20/02/2014
JKC HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
C-1, SECTOR 3, NOIDA-201301, UP
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.
Used Since: 01/10/2010
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
YOGA RAVE

2689087  28/02/2014
JUSPREET SINGH WALIA
trading as ;PANORAMA INC
401, DELPHI APARTMENTS, 73-H NARGIS DUTT ROAD, PALI HILL, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050
SERVICE PROVIDER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJJI HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2013
To be associated with:
2658664
MUMBAI
PROVIDING OF FOOD, DRINKS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, HOTEL AND RESTAURANT INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
2727120  29/04/2014
SAMS SNOOZE AT MY SPACE PRIVATE LIMITED
A-63, NEW FRIENDS COLONY, NEW DELHI 110025, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SR4IPR PARTNERS
FLAT NO.18(GF),RADHIKA APARTMENTS,POCKET-1,SECTOR-14,DWARKA,NEW DELHI 110 078,INDIA.
Used Since :18/10/2010
To be associated with:
2049096
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK AND TEMPORARY ACCOMODATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 43SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK AND TEMPORARY ACCOMODATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
CONNECT WITH YOUR SELF

2764706  30/06/2014
MR. UTTAM DAVE
A-51, VASANT MARG, VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110057
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AUGUST LEGAL
S-553, (LGF), GREATER KAILASH -II, NEW DELHI-110048

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
BOARDING HOUSES, CAFES, HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, MOTELS, RETIREMENT HOMES, RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, TOURIST HOMES, BAR SERVICES, CAFETERIAS, FOOD AND DRINK CATERING, HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES [LODGING], ACCOMMODATION BUREAUX [HOTELS, BOARDING HOUSES], BAR SERVICES, CAFETERIAS, PROVIDING CAMPGROUND FACILITIES, CANTEENS, HOTEL RESERVATIONS, HOTELS, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS, SNACK-BARS, RENTAL OF TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS.
CELLULAR
2771280  10/07/2014
SAMBARI RAVI
trading as ;CELL INDUSTRIES
D.NO.5-1-89, GAJULPET, METPALLY, KARIMNAGAR DIST, ( A.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/01/2010

CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
BELLEVILLE PARK

2871839  30/12/2014
JKC HOLDINGS PVT.LTD.
C-1 SEC-3, NOIDA-201301 U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2682870

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
2956547  02/05/2015
THE DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL GHAZIABAD SOCIETY
SITE NO # 03 MEERUT ROAD GHAZIABAD UP 201003
Service Provider
A SOCIETY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU,
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
Used Since :10/04/1981
To be associated with:
2536995, 2536996, 2536997
DELHI
Services for providing food & drinks, school canteens, self service outlets, fast food outlets, cafes and cafeterias, hostel
accommodation, lodging and temporary accommodation, research & development of new technology in the field of hotel
industry and food processing.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS SEPARATELY
FOR DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL GHAZIABAD.
Curry2Go

3037937    20/08/2015

PRESORG NUTRITION PRIVATE LIMITED
2/311, VISHWAS KHAND, GOMTINAGAR, LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH - 226001

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA

Used Since: 01/01/2015

To be associated with:
2886652, 2891451

DELHI

Providing food and drink, restaurant, café, snack bars, canteen, sweets, hotel & bar services, outdoor catering services, providing of temporary accommodation; all being services included in class 43
3045070  01/09/2015
VIJAYPREET SINGH LAMBA
38, CC, BASANT LOK MARKET, VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110018.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/08/2015
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
3047751  04/09/2015
BTW INDIA PVT. LTD.
A-14, LAWRENCE ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110035.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUKI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIVALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since: 02/02/2014
DELHI
RESTAURANT, RESTAURANTS (SELF SERVICES), HOTELS, SNACK- BARS, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS, CATERINGS, COMERS, DHABAS, BAR AS PER CLASS-43.
3051624 09/09/2015

CAFE MANDOLY'S
SABEER MANDOLY
ABDUL JALEEL
ABDUL NASIR
MOHAMMED IMRAN

trading as: CAFE MANDOLY'S

#38 / 16-12-693, 5TH FLOOR, OBERLE TOWERS, Balmatta, MANGALORE - 575001

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SENTHIL KUMAR N
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT. LTD., 176, INDRA COMPLEX, SARAKKI MAIN ROAD, SARAKKI, JP NAGAR 1ST PHASE,
BANGALORE - 560 078, KARNATAKA

Used Since: 01/09/2015

CHENNAI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK NAMELY RESTAURANT, FAST FOOD CHAIN OUTLETS, FOOD AND
BEVERAGE SERVICES, TAKE AWAY AND ONLINE FOOD ORDERING SERVICES

DISCLAIM GENERIC WORDS SHOWN IN IMAGE.
3051979  10/09/2015
MELODY FOOD MERCHANT PVT. LTD.
L-15 GALI NO 7 NEW MAHAIVR NAGAR NEW DELHI 110018
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE.
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :23/11/2013
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2731135..
MOTORINO
3065535  28/09/2015
MATHIEU FRANCOIS PALOMBINO
60 Broadway, Apt. 8F, Brooklyn, NY 11211, United States of America
Service providers
A citizen of Belgium and a resident of New York
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Restaurant and take-out services.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

3065799

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS

no exclusive right to the use of the word "SUSHI". Mark shall be used as whole.
Punjabi Version 2.0

3065805  29/09/2015
MASSIVE RESTAURANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
A-52/4, DLF PHASE-1, GURGAON-122001, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DUTT MENON DUNMORR SETT, ADVOCATE
30, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI-13
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE PUNJABI.
DIRTY APRON

3094139  05/11/2015

INNOVATIVE CAFES LLP
A-11/5, Vasant Vihar, Ground Floor, New Delhi, Delhi NCR - 110057
Service Providers
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
3097674   13/11/2015
INDER JEET SHARMA
trading as ;HOTELBIDS INC.
6415 E STONEBRIDGE LANE, ANAHEIM CA 92807 USA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHAUHAN CONSULTANCY COMPANY
2F-1 MOHAN BABA NAGAR TAJPUR ROAD BADARPUR BORDER NEW DELHI-110044

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HOTEL RESERVATIONS, SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
MARK SHOULD BE USE AND READ AS A WHOLE. NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE "STAY @ YOUR PRICE".
3098686  16/11/2015
KUNAL ROCHWANI
trading as ;AAZAD
J/803,SARJAN TOWER,GURUKUL ROAD,MENAGER,AHMEDABAD,GUJARAT,INDIA.
SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/11/2015

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK,TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
3107058  26/11/2015
S. CHARANJIT SINGH
trading as ;BASANT ICE CREAM (REGD.)
16-17, LAL BAGH, NEAR RAJGURU NAGAR, BACKSIDE MBD MALL, OCTROI POST, FEROZEPUR ROAD, LUDHIANA-141012 , PB.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/01/1952

DELHI
ICE CREAM PARLOURS, PROVIDING OF SWEETS, ICE CREAMS AND KULFL ONLY (EXCEPT MOTELS, BANQUET HALLS, MARRIAGE PALACE, ENTERTAINMENT PARK, PROVIDING OF FOOD, DRINKS AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, RESTAURANTS INCLUDING SELF SERVICE AND FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS), CAFE SHOPS, FAST FOOD JUNCTIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD THE REAL TASTE.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.,1649758,2129221.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019 Class 43

3107241  24/11/2015
YASH TEKWANI
E-291 (BASEMENT), GREATER KAILASH-1, NEW DELHI-110048
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/1965
To be associated with:
2654172, 2985570
DELHI
Services for providing food and drinks, restaurant & catering services
This is condition of registration that no exclusive right to use the word CATERERS.
PATANJALI YOG GURU
3108127  27/11/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI, INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/1996
To be associated with:
1915266
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
3110708  30/11/2015
POOJA AHUJA
VANDANA CHAUDHURY
trading as ;PRV HOSPITALITY
1512, SECTOR -21, GURGAON, HARYANA-122001.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :30/06/2015
DELHI
RESTAURANT, RESTAURANTS (SELF SERVICES), BANQUET HALLS, HOTELS, SNACK- BARS, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS, CATERINGS, DHABAS, BAR, FOR ONLY IN HARYANA & DELHI. AS PER CLASS - 43.
YOG GURU
3112672    02/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LIMITED
D-38, INDUSTRIAL AREA, HARIDWAR-249401, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/1996
To be associated with:
3108493, 3108546, 3108605, 3111808, 3111853, 3112420, 3112465, 3112532, 3112577, 3112627
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3108605, 3108650, 3112420..
YOG GURU BABA RAMDEV JI MAHARAJ

3115558  04/12/2015
PANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD”S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since : 31/12/1996
To be associated with:
3108506, 3108605, 3108650, 3111808, 3111853, 3112420, 3112465, 3112532, 3112577, 3115513
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO., 3108605, 3108650, 3112420.
YOG GURU SWAMI RAMDEV

3115609  04/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD"S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. {INDIA }

Used Since :31/12/1996

To be associated with:
3108493, 3108546, 3108605, 3111808, 3111853, 3112420, 3112465, 3112532, 3112577, 3112627, 3115513, 3115558

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
CHAIFETERIA

3188777  17/02/2016
CHAIFETERIA
WINISH SHUBH
CHIRAG JAI
trading as ;CHAIFETERIA
G 3,19 - 20,MOUNT APARTMENT,DETYAMAGRI,UDAIPUR,RAJASTHAN,INDIA.
services provider
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :02/02/2015

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK PREFERABLY SERVICES FOR TEA,HOTEL OR GUEST HOUSE,RESTAURANT SERVICES.
THE BEACH CLUB-JUHU

3210404  15/03/2016

SADAFULI FINVEST PVT. LTD
UNIPHOS HOUSE, C. D. MARG, 11TH ROAD, KHAR (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 052, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, BOARDING SERVICES, BAR SERVICES, CAFE, RENAL OF MEETING ROOMS FOR CONFERENCE.
3252192  06/05/2016
MAYFAIR HOTELS & RESORTS LIMITED
PLOT NO.8B, JAYADEV VIHAR, BHUBANESWAR-751013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since : 09/06/2008
KOLKATA
PROVIDING SERVICES OF RESTAURANT
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORD "TEA POT". THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION..
FOR PROVIDING SERVICE/GOODS IN THE STATES OF "ORISSA" ONLY..
3252193   06/05/2016
MAYFAIR HOTELS & RESORTS LIMITED
PLOT NO.8B, JAYADEV VIHAR, BUBANESWAR-751013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :09/06/2009
KOLKATA
PROVIDING SERVICES OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES/BAR/PUB
FOR PROVIDING SERVICE/GOODS IN THE STATES OF "ORISSA" ONLY.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
3252195 06/05/2016
MAYFAIR HOTELS & RESORTS LIMITED
PLOT NO.8B, JAYADEV VIHAR, BHUBANESWAR-751013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :09/01/1999
KOLKATA
PROVIDING SERVICES OF RESTAURANT
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF WORD "DHABA".
FOR PROVIDING SERVICE/GOODS IN THE STATES OF "ORISSA"ONLY..
3252196  06/05/2016
MAYFAIR HOTELS & RESORTS LIMITED
PLOT NO.8B,JAYADEV VHIAR,BHUBANESWAR-751013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :09/06/2000
KOLKATA
PROVIDING SERVICES OF RESTAURANT
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION FOR PROVIDING SERVICE/GOODS IN THE STATES OF "ORISSA" ONLY..
MILOO KI BIRYANI

3310894  16/07/2016

MILAN SONI

trading as ;MILOO KI BIRYANI

8A, GANESH BHAVAN, OMKAR SOCIETY, NEAR WATER TANK ROAD, AJWA ROAD, VADODARA, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

YASH SURYAWALA

N/7, 1st floor, Dhavalgiri Apartment, B/h Dr. Swadiya”s Hospital, Nr. Kuber Bhuvan, Kothi, Vadodara, Gujarat.

Used Since :28/10/2015

AHMEDABAD

RESTAURANT FOR FOOD, DRINKS AND CATERING SERVICES, SERVICE PROVIDING FOR TEMPORARY ACCOMODATIONS AND ALLIED SERVICES
3316889  23/07/2016
NISHANT GUPTA
trading as ;M/s. NKG HOSPITALITY
# 4-50/47, THE LIME, JAYABHERI ENCLAVE, GACHIBOWLI, HYDERABAD - 500032, TELANGANA STATE.,
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121
Used Since :23/05/2014
To be associated with:
3280755
CHENNAI
PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINK
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
SHIVA'S HOTEL

3342031    22/08/2016

SHIVAKUMAR
NITHIN S KUMAR

trading as ;SHIVA'S HOTELS
NO.1002,1ST FLOOR,2ND MAIN, 4TH CROSS, VIDYARANYAPURAM MYSORE-570 008, KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

PARTNERSHIP FORM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
V. BALAKRISHNAN
17/18, MILL ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, COIMBATORE - 641 001.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, RESORT, BOARDING AND LODGING, RESTAURANT
3347579  29/08/2016
SWATHI BHAGAVAT
VIJAYA BHAGAVAT
trading as ;TINDIES RESTAURANT LLP
NO. 2906, D5/5, GOKULAM ROAD, V.V. PURAM, MYSORE CITY (KARNATAKA) - 570002.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V. BALAKRISHNAN
17/18, MILL ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, COIMBATORE - 641 001.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PROVIDING OF FOOD, DRINK AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
Subject to restrict the area to Karnataka only.
TINDIES Restaurant LLP

3347581  29/08/2016
SWATHI BHAGAVAT
VIJAYA BHAGAVAT
trading as: TINDIES RESTAURANT LLP
NO. 2906, D5/5, GOKULAM ROAD, V.V. PURAM, MYSORE CITY (KARNATAKA) - 570002.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V. BALAKRISHNAN
17/18, MILL ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, COIMBATORE - 641 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Providing of food, drink and temporary accommodation
subject to the mark should be used as represented in the trademark application within the state of Karnataka.
3374112   28/09/2016
GIRISH CHANDRAHASA SHETTY
MRS. DIVYA GIRISH SHETTY
trading as ;RECIPE RESTAURANTS
3, JAGRUTI APARTMENTS, SAINATH ROAD, OPP. PATEL SHOPPING CENTRE, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR Parsi Fire Temple, Dr. B.A. Road,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :24/08/2016
MUMBAI
RESTAURANT, RESORTS, CAFETERIA, HOTELS, PROVIDING SNACKS AND FOODS, CATERING SERVICES INCLUDED IN
CLASS 43
3375029  29/09/2016
MRS. SUREKHA SHANKAR JADHAV
trading as ;HOTEL GAJANAN BHOJNALAY
SHREE DATTA KRUPA, 173, SHANIWAR PETH, HAVELI, PUNE-411 030, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :23/03/2005
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, RESTAURANT SERVICES
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL No: 1901, 13/05/2019

3398974 28/10/2016

SHRI HARESHBHAI KANTILAL DAVDA
SMT. USHABEN HARESHBHAI DAVDA
SHRI RAJESHBHAI KANTILAL DAVDA
SMT. HETALBEN RAJESHBHAI DAVDA

trading as; KUBER ASSOCIATES
"KRISHN SHRUSTI", GROUND FLOOR, 10 - JUCATION PLOT - RAJKOT - 360007, (GUJARAT), INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
CLUB AND RESORT.
PATHANS

3440864  23/12/2016

ABHILASH ASOKAN
trading as ;PATHANS HOTEL

ABHILASH ASOKAN,CHULLIPARAMBIL HOUSE,PUSHPANJALI,CHEROOR ROAD,THRISSUR CITY P.O.,THRISSUR-680020,KERALA,INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Used Since :20/10/1988

To be associated with:

3440863

CHENNAI

RESTAURANT SERVICES;SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND WATER BY WAY OF HOTEL AND BAKERY;
3471264  01/02/2017

MRS. FORAM KAUSHAL SHAH
D.1, 13, DWARKESH PARK, SAI BABA NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI-400092
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIVIDUAL RESIDENT OF INDIA
Used Since :01/07/2016

MUMBAI
SERVICES OF PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS, SELF SERVICES RESTAURANT, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, CATERING SERVICES, BOARDING, LODGING AND HOSPITALITY
3479562   09/02/2017
RAJSHREE RESORTS (A UNIT OF DINESH IRRIGATION PRIVATE LIMITED)
Khasra No. 131/1, 132/1, Saladwas, Chandwaji, NH-8, Tehsil-Amber, Jaipur (Rajasthan)-303104
Service provider as
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/06/2016
AHMEDABAD
Hotel, Restaurants, Resort hotels, Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation in class 43.
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL No: 1901, 13/05/2019

CLASS 43

CHHAGANLAL BHAIJAWALA PVT. LTD.
trading as ; CHHAGANLAL BHAIJAWALA PVT. LTD.
210-H, TITANIUM CITY CENTER, NEAR SACHIN TOWER, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD-380015, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India / Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since : 01/02/2017

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS, HOTEL RESTAURANT SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
NAKLI DHABA

3485498   16/02/2017
MAYFAIR HOTELS & RESORTS LIMITED
trading as ;MAYFAIR HOTELS & RESORTS LIMITED
8B, JAYDEV VIHAR, BHUBANESWAR - 751013, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248,
HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :09/01/1999
KOLKATA
PROVIDING SERVICES OF RESTAURANT.
FOR PROVIDING SERVICE/GOODS IN THE STATES OF "ORISSA" ONLY..
3488973  21/02/2017
KISHORE KUMAR GUPTA S/O. LATE SH. KANHAIYA LAL HALWAI
trading as ;KANHAIYA LAL HALWAI
MAIN MARKET, SANGANER, JAIPUR-RAJASTHAN
Service provider as
Single firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :24/02/1964
AHMEDABAD
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation in class 43.
subject to restriction of the services in the state of RAJASTHAN only.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019 Class 43

3488991  21/02/2017
RITESH SHARMA S/O. SH. RATAN LAL SHARMA
34, SIDHARTH NAGAR, AJMER ROAD, SODALA, JAIPUR- RAJASTHAN
Service provider as
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :15/02/2017
AHMEDABAD
Catering services in class 43.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE Service is restricted in the state of Rajsthan only..
3527006    17/04/2017
MR. KAILASH DALMIA PROP. OF GG CATERER
8D/1, GURUDAS DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA-700067
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
CATERING SERVICES, RESTAURANT, Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE LETTER G AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS..
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN STATE OF INDIA...
3561600 01/06/2017

SURESH BHANDAARY
126/127, PANDURANG SADAN, GROUND FLOOR, CORNER OF 1st and 10th ROAD, KHAR WEST, MUMBAI – 400 052, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMU & ASSOCIATES.
253, SHANTIVAN CO-OP HOUSING SOCIETY, NEW LINK ROAD EXTN., ANDHERI (W) MUMBAI 400 053

Used Since:01/04/2017

MUMBAI
Restaurant; Service for providing food and drink
3576001  21/06/2017
MR. LAXMAN R. CHEKKAPELLY TRADING AS: LAXMAN'S OM VADA PAV
104/19, SATIKRUPA SHOPPING CENTRE, GARODIA NAGAR, GHATKOPAR (EAST), MUMBAI – 400077, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD, DRINK, VADAPAV AND SNACKS
Westwood Residence

3579631  27/06/2017
FRESCO HOSPITALITY & HOTELS LLP
House No 264/80, Alto Savleo Chogam Road, Pilerne, Bardez Goa, North Goa -403114
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Hotel services, Hospitality services [accommodation], Hospitality services [food and drink]

area restricted to the state of Goa only.
3613476  16/08/2017
ALPS HOSPITALITY
10 A-B, ARAM NAGAG PART-2, J. P. ROAD, VERSOVA, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 061
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJJI HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RESTAURANT SERVICES
3658142  16/10/2017
K.MALARVAN
trading as ;GRINGOS FOODS
NO.M107/5, 29TH CROSS STREET, KALAKSHETRA COLONY BESANT NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 090
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJAGOPAL VASUDEVAN
New No. 326, Old No. 170, 3rd floor, Sai Kripa Building, Thambu Chetty Street, Chennai - 600 001
Used Since :15/10/2016

CHENNAI
ESTABLISHMENT TO PREPARE FOOD AND DRINK FOR CONSUMPTION AND SERVICE.
3659461  17/10/2017
BLACK ORCHIDS PVT. LTD
OFFICE NO 30, 2ND FLOOR, MOHID HEIGHT, RTO LANE, OFF. LOKHANDWALA ROAD, ANDHERI (W) MUMBAI – 400 053.
MAHARASHTRA INDIA.
An Indian Private limited company incorporated under the companies act 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT & CO.
Mr. Sunil Sakpal, At-Flat No.0704, Bldg. No.1, 7th floor,22-Storey Mhada Tower, Nr. Post Office, Shailendra Nagar,Dahisar(E),
Mumbai-400068, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Restaurant services; Delicatessens [restaurants]; Hotel, restaurant, café-restaurant and bar services; Café and restaurant services; Restaurant and hotel services; Restaurant and catering services; Restaurant, bar and cocktail lounge services; Fast-food restaurant services; Self-service restaurant services; Salad bars [restaurant services]; Bar and restaurant services; Hotel, motel, restaurant, bar and catering services; Providing food and drink in restaurants and bars; Fast food and non-stop restaurant services; Provision of food and drink in restaurants;
M/s. HOTEL RADHA PRASAD PRIVATE LIMITED,
Plot No. 26-A, 4th Main Road, Sipcot IT Park, Siruseri, Chennai - 603 103
Company Incorporated
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. RAJAKUMAR
Inpro Trade Mark Services, 16/19, Jayalakshmiapuram 1st street, Nungambakkam, Chennai-600 034.
Used Since :30/03/2017
CHENNAI
Hotel & Bar Services, Providing Food & Drinks, Restaurant & Cafe Services.
Subject to use the mark as shown in the form of representation.
KERALA LIVE RESTAURANT
NO.43, SWETHA COMPLEX, KAMMANAHALLI MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE - 560084.
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOWRISHANKAR S
UPPLIAN THOTTAM, RAVATHUR PO, IRGUR VIA, COIMBATORE-641103.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD KERALA SEPARATELY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KARNATAKA STATE ONLY.
GODUCHY

3734267    22/01/2018

M/S. CASH MEDIA
#440, 2nd floor, 20th main road, Rajajinagar, 1st block, Bangalore-10, Karnataka, India
Sole Proprietrix

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Used Since : 11/12/2017

CHENNAI

Services of providing food and drink; Cafés; Café services; Cafeteria and restaurant services; Cafeterias; Carry-out restaurant services; Catering services; Carry-out restaurants; Coffee shops; Fast-food restaurant services; Food and drink catering by bakeries; Food and drink takeaway services; Food preparation; Hotel and restaurant services, Outdoor Catering, Motels, Canteen, Snack bar.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019  Class 43

3742737  02/02/2018
SAURABH PRADIPKUMAR DHOOT
DHOOT BUNGLOW, STATION ROAD, AURANGABAD-431001 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, RESORTS CANTEENS, RESTAURANTS, TEA STALLS, SNACKS BARS, FAST FOOD, TIFFIN SERVICES AND CATERING, OUTLETS, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
HONEY NIMBUS

3742742 02/02/2018
SAURABH PRADIPKUMAR DHoot
DHoot Bunglow, Station Road, Aurangabad-431001 Maharashtra, India
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, RESORTS CANTEENS, RESTAURANTS, TEA STALLS, SNACKS BARS, FAST FOOD, TIFFIN SERVICES AND CATERING, OUTLETS, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
3749929  08/02/2018
C S KARTHIK
Vijayanagar, Metro Station, Reach 2, Vijayanagar, Bengaluru 560040
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Accepted address:
INTELECTIA
35/6, II FLOOR, KRISHNA RESIDENCY, LANGFORD ROAD CROSS, BANGALORE 25,
Used Since :01/03/2017

CHENNAI
Services of providing food and drink

subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application within the state of Karnataka.
SELVA’S LADIES HOSTEL

3761805  23/02/2018
MR. N. SELVARAJ TRADING AS M/S. SELVA’S LADIES HOSTEL
No. 11/244, 1st Bharathi Street, Perumbakkam Main Road, Medavakkam, Chennai – 600 100, Tamil Nadu
Sole Proprietary Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. RAJAKUMAR
Inpro Trade Mark Services, 16/19, Jayalakshmipuram 1st street, Nungambakkam, Chennai-600 034.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Temporary Accommodation; Services for Providing Food and Drink
No separate claim over LADIES HOSTEL.
CAFESTORIES

3799634  07/04/2018
M/S. ZEIT IMPEX PRIVATE LIMITED (CIN- U51393KL2010PTC025922)
G 4, Al Amana Tower, Olavanna, Calicut, Calicut District, 673019 (PIN), State of Kerala, India, duly represented by its Managing Director Mr. ABDUL NAZEER K.P (DIN- 02168123),
Private Limited Company duly represented by its Managing Director

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639

Used Since :29/04/2010

CHENNAI
Cafe and cafeteria services, hotel, restaurant and catering services, providing food and drink and temporary accommodation, Providing of food and drinks in restaurants and bars, mobile cafe services for providing food and drink, tea room services, hotel reservation services, coffee shop services, snack bar and canteen services, hotel, motel and boarding house services, resort lodging services, providing food and beverages.
3800396  09/04/2018
SHANMUKHA CATERERS PRIVATE LIMITED
1-9-646/1, TO 4, VIDYA NAGAR, HYDERABAD
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRIYANKA
RZ 18E/2, STREET NO.3, MAIN SAGAR PUR, NEW DELHI-110046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
• CATERING SERVICES
Subject to restrict the area to Andhra Pradesh and Telangana only.
VAARA
3990911 02/11/2018
MEHRANGARH MUSEUM TRUST
UMAID BHAWAN PALACE, JODHPUR 342006, RAJASTHAN STATE, INDIA
A TRUST REGISTERED UNDER THE TRUST ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since: 02/07/2013
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, CATERING SERVICES.
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4098960 25/02/2019
IMPRESARIO ENTERTAINMENT & HOSPITALITY PVT LTD
12 HAUZ KHAS VILLAGE, NEW DELHI-110016
Service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASM LAW OFFICES
M-19A, SOUTH EXTENSION-II, NEW DELHI-110049
Used Since: 01/02/2019

DELHI
restaurants, restaurant services, salad bar restaurant services, self-service restaurants, restaurant services for the provision of fast food.
DELIISH BBQ

4107843  05/03/2019
NAKUL KAPOOR
360-A, Pocket – 2, Mayur Vihar, Phase-1, Delhi
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHWETA AGGARWAL
H. No 1025, G F, Mohan Meakins Society, Sec-5, Vasundhara, Ghaziabad-201012

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CAFE SHOPS, FOOD COURTS, RESTAURANTS INCLUDING SELF SERVICE AND FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS
4111719  08/03/2019
BHARHARI ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
FULL BAZZAR, D D SHAH MARG, KODINAR, JUNAGADH - 362720
THE TRADEMARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Bar services, Restaurant services, Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019    Class 43

4117507    14/03/2019

NADEEM KHAN
B-142, SINDHU NAGAR, NAHARI KA NAKA, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAILENDRA KUMAR GUPTA
51/346, SECTOR 5, PRATAP NAGAR, SANGANER, JAIPUR

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CAFETERIA SERVICES, CATERING IN FAST-FOOD CAFETERIAS, COCKTAIL LOUNGE SERVICES, COCKTAIL LOUNGE BUFFETS
4117639  14/03/2019
NAINA ROHIT UPADHYAY
Flat no 301, Plot no 99 Sree Datta Apartment, Bhrtiya Grah Nirman Society, Somalwara Nagpur 440005
Individual
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINKS, BURGER, PIZZA, BAKERY PRODUCTS, SANDWICHES, SHAKES, MOCKTAILS, COFFEE SHOPS AND TEA SHOPS
OMAR KHAYAM. P
'Pattarmadathil', Koodathai Bazar Post, Thamarassery, Pin - 673 573, Kozhikode District, Kerala, India
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.
Used Since :17/12/2018

CHENNAI
Providing food and drink; cafeteria, coffee shop, tea shop, snack bar and restaurant
4117936  14/03/2019
RAJHANS NUTRIMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
3rd Floor, Rajhans House, Opp. Gitanjali Petrol Pump, Varachha Road, Surat - 395 006 - GUJARAT
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPCOGITO LEGAL
IPCOGITO LEGAL Office No. 312A,304, D Block, Lilamani Trade Center, Near Dudheshwar BRTS Bus Stop, Dudheshwar Road,
Ahmedabad 380004
Used Since :01/09/2011
To be associated with:
2514041, 2584824
AHMEDABAD
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation.
PUSHPA RAI TRADING AS THE PASSWORD.
SHOP NO. F-1 TO F-10, MANISH TWIN PLAZA-II, PLOT NO.-3, MLU POCKET, SECTOR-11, DWARKA, DELHI-110075.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since :09/02/2019

DELHI

Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation including Restaurant and catering services used only in Delhi, U.P., Punjab and Haryana State.
4120063  16/03/2019
SHAILESH DAULATRAM PAHALWANI
B-606, SHARDA GRAM, LINK ROAD, DAHISAR EAST, MUMBAI, 400068, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. G. MAHAJAN & CO.
PLOT NO. 25, SADASHIV NAGAR, GOVIND NIWAS, MEHRUN ROAD, JALGAON 425 003, DIST-JALGAON, M. S.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK IN RESTAURANTS, RESTAURANTS, HOTEL, RESTAURANT, CAFÉ RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES PROVIDING TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION AS A PART OF HOSPITALITY SERVICES, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK AS A PART OF HOSPITALITY SERVICES. PROVIDING FOOD, DRINK AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION FOR GUESTS
4120079  16/03/2019
HEMENDRA GHANSYHAM PARIHAR M/S HONEY ENTERPRISE
C/179, Radhe Bunglow, Nr Rohit Mill Circle, Khokhra, Ahmedabad – 380 008
INDIVIDUAL (SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
701, Kaivanna towers, Near Central Mall, Ambawadi 380006

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
4120733   18/03/2019
AJAY GUPTA
SHOP NO-105, A6 BLOCK, DDA (LSC) PASCHIM VIHAR
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VKT PARTNERS
IPR ARCADE, CHAMBER NO-347, WESTERN WING, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI-110054
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; catering services; Temporary accommodation
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4121211 18/03/2019
JAMSHAD PALLAKKAL
CHERUKUNNANTAKATH SARA MANZIL, ANDAYAMKULAM, C POYIL PO , PARIYARAM, KANNUR, KERALA-670502, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :19/01/2019

CHENNAI
PROVIDE SERVICES OF RESTAURANTS.

Trade Mark : PAATHIRAKOZHI
4121234   18/03/2019
BONAGIRI MANIKANTA
5-9-127 OPPOSITE: POLICE HEAD QUARTERS, KISHANPURA, HANAMKONDA, WARANGAL-506001
The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Ice cream parlour services, Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
SHUVRA MITRA,
trading as; READERS CAFE
4/118 VIDYASAGAR COLONY, LP 155/6/2/5, UPANIBESH, NAKTALA, KOLKATA, PIN:-700047, WEST BENGAL

SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNIL KUMAR SINGH
S.K. SINGH AND ASSOCIATES, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO.4(P),36, GANESH CHANDRA AVENUE, KOLKATA-700013.

Provision to be Used:
KOLKATA
COFFEE SHOPS, COFFEE SHOP SERVICES
4121487  18/03/2019
AJAY KUMAR MANGLANI (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS AJAY FOOD PRODUCTS
Chapra Baag, Near Kiran Talkies, Ward No. 32, Shahdol - 484001, Madhya Pradesh
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drinks
4121548 18/03/2019

Smiles 4 Miles
Plot No. 176, Unit No.5, Abhinav Nagar, Near National Park, Borivali East, Mumbai, MAHARASHTRA 400066

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PUNIT KUMAR GOYAL
Office No.137, 1st floor, BC Wing, Sonam Shopping Centre, Golden Nest Phase VI, Near Balaji Hospital, Mira Bhayandar Road, Bhayandar East, Thane-401107

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
4121550 18/03/2019
HARJINDER KAUR
1772, AHLUWALIA MANSION, SECTOR-23A, FARIDABAD- 121005
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LUV KUMAR
c-7-72 east of kailash

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Services for providing food and drink, temporary accommodation.
4121725  18/03/2019

GINGER DESSERTS
A/9, Chidanand Society, Vignaharta Chowk, Pushan Sus Road, Pune- 411021, Maharashtra
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :12/02/2019

MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
4122664  19/03/2019
KINGSGLORY FRANCHISE PRIVATE LIMITED
12, 3RD FLOOR, SURYA TREASURE ISLAND MALL Bhilai DURG CG 490020
PAN- AAGCK7534A, GST - 22AAGCK7534A1ZZ & CIN-U74995CT2017PTC008151
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPAKR SAMADDAR
307-309, CHOUHAN TOWER SUPELA, BHIILAI

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
4123289 20/03/2019
AKSHAT SETH
D-27, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIVAM RASTOGI
C-39, SECTOR 12, NOIDA-201301, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Services for providing food and drink and temporary accommodations
4123413  20/03/2019
MRS. PRITI RAO TRADING AS PUMPKIN PATCH DAYCARE
S NO. 204/2, NEXT TO PINC CITY, WAKAD, PUNE- 411057, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHILDCARE SERVICES/ DAYCARE SERVICES.
4123457 20/03/2019
MUHAMMED ALI UMMALIL
S/O JAMEELA U C,RUSHIDAS,MUZHUPPILANGAD,AKG ROAD,KANNUR,KERALA, PIN 670 662
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUSINESS CARE
PRESTIGE CENTRE, NEAR GOVT.TRAINING SCHOOL, SUB-REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, KANNUR, KERALA, PIN-670002.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
DEVI RATN

4123459  20/03/2019
BOUTIQUE HOTELS INDIA PVT. LTD.
Ballupura Farms, Village Jamdoli, Agra Road, Jaipur- 302031, Rajasthan
Indian Company registered under the provisions of Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAISH ASSOCIATES
1st & 11th FLOORS, MOHAN DEV BUILDING, 13 TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI-110001
Used Since :02/08/2010

AHMEDABAD
RESORTS, HOTELS, MOTELS, RESTAURANTS, HOTEL SERVICES, BAR & CATERING SERVICES, HOTEL RESERVATIONS
SHAILESH ANANDA MUDGAL TRADING AS DARPAN FAMILY AND RESTAURANT
Lara Prestige, S. No. 140/3, Sus Road, Pashan- 411021
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Used Since :15/09/2009

MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD, DRINKS & TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
BHARYAANI

4124000  20/03/2019
SIDEDISH ZONE PRIVATE LIMITED
DNO 1-98, SF2, SAI NILAYAM ,VIJAYANAGAR COLONY, PORANKI RURAL, KRISHNA DISTRICT VIJAYAWADA KRISHNA AP IN-520008
THE TRADEMARKS ACT,1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
THE PERI-PERI CLUB

4124070    20/03/2019
PYRROS GLOBAL PRIVATE LIMITED
E 304, NILKANTH GREENS, BESIDE DPS SCHOOL, KALALI ROAD, VADODARA 390012
PYRROS GLOBAL PRIVATE LIMITED
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Restaurant services
4124080  20/03/2019
VISHAL DEV PAHWA
135, Mohan Raj Niwas, Near- Guru Ram Rai Public School, Shiva Enclave Colony, Rishikesh - 249201, Uttarakhand,
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

**Proposed to be Used**
DELHI
Restaurant services,Hotel services,Hotel accommodation services,Hotel and restaurant reservation services.
4124212  20/03/2019
OJI CONSULTANCY PVT LTD
Plot No-873, ROOM NO-01, GROUND FLOOR, INFRONT OF PALASUNI DURGA MANDAP, RASULGARH, BUBANESWAR,DIST-KHORDA, PIN-751010, ODISHA
DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JITENDRA BHATTACHARYA, ADVOCATE
AE-228,V.S.S. NAGAR,BUBANESWAR,PIN 751007,ODISHA.
Used Since :18/12/2018
KOLKATA
Room hire services, Hospitality services (accommodation) Temporary accommodation.
PAATI VEEDU

4124304    21/03/2019
CLASS WORLDWIDE PVT. LTD
No - 2, Bhagirathi Ammal Street, T Nagar, Chennai – 600 017, State of Tamil Nadu
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

RESTAURANT SERVICES; SNACK-BAR SERVICES; CAFE AND SNACK-BAR SERVICES; COFFEE-HOUSE AND SNACK-BAR SERVICES; FAST-FOOD RESTAURANT SERVICES; TAKE-AWAY FAST FOOD SERVICES; FAST FOOD AND NON-STOP RESTAURANT SERVICES; SERVING FOOD AND DRINKS; PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINKS IN RESTAURANTS AND BARS; PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINKS IN BISTROS; PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINKS FOR GUESTS; Provision of food and beverages; Providing of food and drinks for guests in restaurants; Cafe and cafeteria services; Cafe and restaurant services; hotel, restaurant, cafe and bar services; providing accommodation in hotels and motels; providing travel lodging information services and travel lodging booking agency services for travelers; providing food and lodging in health resorts that specialize in promoting patrons’ general health and well-being; pubs; cocktail lounge services
4124336  21/03/2019
MR. M.VENKATA CHALAM
NO.33, KANDASAMY GOUNDER STREET, RATNAPURI, COIMBATORE-641027
NA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.RENUKA
BALAJI APARTMENT, FLAT A-2, A-BLOCK, GROUND FLOOR, NO.38, PARANAGASUPURAM STREET, KODAMBKAM,
CHENNAI - 600 024

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
OLD PEOPLE’S HOME SERVICES, HOSTEL SERVICES, PROVIDING DAY CARE CENTERS FOR CHILDREN, THE
DISABLED OR ELDERLY
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4124493  21/03/2019
M/S. 9PAX RESTAURANT CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO: B130,YADAVAGIRI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, YADAVAGIRI, MYSORE-570020, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :09/03/2019

CHENNAI
HOTEL, RESTAURANT AND CAFE SERVICES, MOBILE RESTAURANT SERVICES, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK IN RESTAURANTS, HOTEL ACCOMMODATION RESERVATION SERVICES, TAKE-AWAY FOOD AND DRINK SERVICES.
RANKA
4124883   22/03/2019
PRADEEP B. RANKA
1st Floor Ranka Chambers, 31 Cunningham Road, Bangalore - 560052
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.RESTAURANT SERVICES
4125355  22/03/2019
LEISURE RESTOBAR PRIVATE LIMITED
250, NAVI PETH, OPPOSITE AGRAWAL CLASSES PUNE 411030
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ISHAN MILIND PADHYE
B4/14, SARITA VAIBHAV SOCIETY, PUNE-411030.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FOOD AND BEVERAGE SERVICE, HOSPITALITY BUSINESS
4125530   22/03/2019
LAKSHAY GOYAL
# 3533/14, Adarsh Nagar, Rupnagar, Punjab-140001
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/10/2018
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
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4125546 22/03/2019

MEENU R
1st Floor, 7M-211, 80 Ft Road, Kalyan Nagar, HRBR Layout 2nd Block, Bangalore-560043, Karnataka
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :04/11/2017

CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
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4125779 22/03/2019
MR. P P KUNHI KRISHNAN
Plot No-217, Bapuji Nagar, Bhubaneswar, Dist-Khurda, Pin-751009, ODISHA
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JITENDRA BHATTACHARYA, ADVOCATE
AE-228, V.S.S. NAGAR, BHUBANESWAR, PIN 751007, ODISHA.
Used Since: 17/02/2004

KOLKATA
RESTAURANT SERVICES
4126326  23/03/2019
JAYAKRISHNAN.G
Dhanwanthari Vihar, (Vakasseril), Kottayam, Kerala Pin – 686001
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRAHAM CHERIAN P
C/o Cherian & Associates, Advocates, Kallath Apartments, Mathai Manjurans Road, Cochin - 682018
Used Since : 15/12/2017
To be associated with:
3703335
CHENNAI
Providing food, drink and temporary accommodation included in class 43
4126341  23/03/2019
ZULFIKKAR ABBAS AGHARIYA
Jahirwas, Vadu, Patan, Gujarat - 384265
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Restaurant services.
NAVNAND
4126344  23/03/2019
SAPNA SHUKLA
20, LAXMAN VIHAR-I, VIJAY VEER STADIUM KE SAMNAY, KUNHADHI, KOTA (RAJ.)
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
MHK

4126361  23/03/2019

CLASICO BRANDS UK LIMITED
Station Court 409-411 London Road MITCHAM Surrey CR4 4BG United Kingdom.
A company incorporated and existing under the laws of United Kingdom.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; cafes; cafeterias, canteens, catering of food and drink, self-service restaurants; snack bars.
4126623  24/03/2019
KAMAL MAHIMA PROPRIETOR OF M/S DELHI GATE
E-127, KUBER NAGAR RAJAVEER CIRCLE, AHMEDABAD.
A Sole Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE MRS. PARVEEN ARYA
P2 LEX PERITUS, Advocates & Solicitors, E-48, 3rd Floor, Jhilmil Colony, Delhi - 110095

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Restaurant Services & Catering services Including in Class 43
4126878 25/03/2019
M/S. VITTLES & BEATS (PARTNERSHIP FIRM)
1,2,3GOODWILL ENCLAVE SOCIETY, OPP. BANK OF MAHARASTRA, KALYANINAGAR, PUNE-411006
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RICHA GOYAL, FCS, LLB
302A, INTERNATIONAL TRADE CENTRE, MAJURA GATE, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395007

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing Food and Drink, Temporary Accommodation, Cafes, Cafeterias, Bars, Hotels, Club, Motels, Resorts, Restaurants, Canteens, Banquet Hall, Coffee Shops, Ice Cream Parlours, Takeaway and Catering Services included in class 43.
TRIPTEASE

4126882   25/03/2019

RENNIL INITIATIVES PRIVATE LIMITED
81/1, M B ROAD, P.O- NIMTA, NIMTA,KOLKATA - 700049
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY (COMPANY LIMITED BY SHARES)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KEERTHANA GRANDHI
PLOT NO 42, SECOND MAIN ROAD, NEW COLONY, ALWARTHIRUNAGAR, CHENNAI - 600087

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

Services provided by us whose aim is to prepare food and drink for consumption, Catering, Fast food services, Restaurant services, Services provided to obtain bed and boarding and Temporary accommodation services.
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4127022  25/03/2019
ANKIT AGGARWAL
RZ 6A, Gali No. 10, Durga Park, Nasirpur
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMIT TIWARI
C-122, Ground Floor, Back Side, Sector-10, Noida-201301, Uttar Pradesh, India
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
BUNKZY
4127608  25/03/2019
BEDBUNGS HOSPITALITY PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE 571, VANIPETH, GAJENDRAGAD, GADAG-582114
The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Hospitality services [accommodation], Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
4127659  25/03/2019
SAFFRONIAA HOSPITALITY LLP
Amar Cottage, PLNO 202, S 157/17/1+19/3, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028, Maharashtra
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Restaurant services.
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4127869 25/03/2019
MUTUAL SOLUTIONS
# 9/36, Vaishnavi Sapphire Centre, 3rd Floor (Opp to PVR), Bangalore - Tumkur Road, Yeshwanthpur, Bangalore-22.
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pubs; restaurant and bar services; restaurant, bar and cocktail lounge services; serving of alcoholic beverages; providing of food and drink namely beer garden services; beer bar services.
4127881   25/03/2019

GAUTAM SINGH
C/o ZAHID MIRZA BAIG, SAI SAMRATH APPARTMENT, PLOT NO. 136, GROUND FLOOR, G-01, NEW COLONY, NAGPUR-440001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAJAL DUTTA
PO-Prafullanagar, PS-Ashoknagar, District-24 Parganas (North), Pin-743268, West Bengal, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Hotel, motel & restaurant services; Providing food & drinks; Cafe services; accommodation services; Event management by booking the hall; Boarding house bookings.
Briny Bistro
4128395  26/03/2019
MRS. RASHMI AGRAWAL TRADING AS M/S BRINY BISTRO
1ST FLOOR, ISHWARI PLAZA, CIVIL LINES, TELIBANDHA LAKE, MARIN DRIVE, RAIPUR-CHHATTISGARH-492001
Indian National
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SOURAV P. GHOSH
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Provision of food and drink, Food and drink catering, Cafeterias, Catering in fast-food cafeterias, Restaurant services, Hotel restaurant services, Mobile restaurant services
4129495   27/03/2019
AMIT BHARDWAJ
D-147, GANGA VIHAR, SABAPUR
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHIT GULATI
GM & ASSOCIATES, A-341, DDA COLONY, CHOWKHANDI, TILAK NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110018.
Used Since : 01/04/2018
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
4129645  27/03/2019
JUST BE LLP
trading as ;JUST BE LLP
JUSTBE CAFE, 383/31, 13TH CROSS ROAD, SADASHIVA NAGAR, ARMANE NAGAR, BENGALURU, KARNATAKA -560 080
SERVICE PROVIDER
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
TAUZIA

4129891  27/03/2019
GREEN OAK HOTEL MANAGEMENT PTE. LTD.
168 Robinson Road, #30-01 Capital Tower, Singapore 068912.
A company incorporated under the laws of Singapore

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
C-915, Kailas Business Park, Hiranandani Link Road, Parksite, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai - 400079, India

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Accommodation bureaux (hotels, boarding houses); provision of temporary accommodation; rental of temporary accommodation; booking of temporary accommodation; temporary accommodation reservation services; restaurant, bar and catering services; banqueting services; hotel services; provision of food and drink; information services relating to provision of temporary accommodation; information services relating to hotel services; advisory and consultancy services relating to provision of temporary accommodation; advisory and consultancy services relating to hotel services; arranging, letting and rental of holiday accommodation; holiday lodging and accommodation reservations; room hire; provision of conference facilities; provision of facilities for conventions and exhibitions; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services; child-care services; day care services for children; day-care centres (day-nurseries); all of the above services also provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet.
4132221  29/03/2019
GALLI KITCHEN
Sutar house, Navapada, Near Harbadevi temple, Madh-Island, Malad (West), Mumbai–400 061
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM & CO. (TRADE MARKS ATTORNEYS)
103, Om CHSL, Opp. Saint Rock College, Eksar Road, Borivali (West), Mumbai–400 092, Maharashtra, India
Used Since :04/05/2018
Mumbai
Restaurant Services, Providing Food and Drink, Take away food and drink services included in Class 43
SURESH KUMAR TRADING AS MOLLY'S NEST
Molly's Nest, Junaswada Mandrem, North Goa-403527.
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Used Since :08/10/2011

MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD, DRINK & TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
2501268 22/03/2013
PLEXISION INC
4424 Penn Avenue, Suite 202 Medical Building, Pittsburgh, PA 15224, USA
service provider
Company registered in United States.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HASAN AND SINGH
FLAT NO. 04, SREE NILAYAM APARTMENT, PLOT NO. 12, CAMELOT LAYOUT (NEAR CHIREC PUBLIC SCHOOL) KONDAPUR, HYDERABAD-500084, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICAL AND DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES.
2537469  24/05/2013
UNIVERSAL ASSISTANCE S.A.
TUCUMAN 466 (1049) CITY OF BUENOS AIRES ARGENTINA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A CORPORATION ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF ARGENTINA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VUTTS & ASSOCIATES
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. words separately. Mark shall be used as a whole as shown.
SCULPT AESTHETIC & COSMETIC CLINIC

2710560  02/04/2014

DR. VIVEK KUMAR
R/O F-440, FIRST, FLOOR, NEW RAJINDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110060.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NARESH KUMAR JOSHI ADVOCATE
60C, DDA FLAT, NEAR ANAND VIHAR POLICE STATION ANAND VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Used Since: 01/04/2013

DELHI
MEDICAL HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE SERVICES INCLUDING COSMETIC/AESTHETIC DERMATOLOGY, COSMETIC SURGERY, COSMETIC/AESTHETIC PROCEDURES
SUVIR GUPTA
LG-3A, SHANTI MADHUBAN PLAZA, DELHI GATE, AGRA (U.P.) AND ALSO 402, SIDDHARTH APARTMENTS, AGRA (U.P.).
SERVICES.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHELTER BUREAU OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
A-3 NEELKANTH BHAWAN PART-II MAIN BURARI ROAD DELHI
Used Since : 23/07/2014
DELHI
Medical services, veterinary services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals, agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
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2887523  22/01/2015
MANJU GUPTA
272, RAJENDRA NAGAR BHARATPUR RAJASTHAN - 321001
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRANOW KUMAR
201-A, Basant Complex, 38, Veer Savarkar Block, Vikas Marg, Shakarpur, Computer Market, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 01/01/1990
AHMEDABAD
MEN AND WOMEN SALON, BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN, SPA SERVICES, BEAUTY SALON AND BEAUTY CLINIC.
2914440 03/03/2015

MS. ANURADHA
KK 64 KAVI NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201002 U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VED P. SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
107-C/AG-1 VIKASPURI, NEW DELHI-18
Used Since :19/12/2003

DELHI

Providing services of and running beauty saloons, beauty parlours, beauty clinics, consultancy for beauty saloons and parlours, body and face treatment services, hygiene, medical and beauty care services included in class 42.

Registration of this trade mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the words beauty clinic..
2934451 06/04/2015
SH. LOOVESH GOEL
trading as; MASTER CUTS FAMILY BEAUTY PARLOR
17&17 A, 1ST FLOOR, OPPOSITE DEN SAYA CHANNEL, MODEL TOWN, YAMUNA NAGAR, HARYANA-135001
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TOTAL IP SERVICES
121, FIRST FLOOR, JEEWAN PARK, NEAR M.C.D. PRIMARY SCHOOL, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110059
Used Since: 01/01/2015
DELHI
SERVICES FOR SPA AND PARLOR, BEAUTY SALON, MESSAGE THERAPY, PRE BRIDAL, BRIDAL AND GROOM MAKE UP, HAIR CARE & STYLING, BEAUTY TREATMENT; HEALTH SPA, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS INCLUDING CLASS 44.
2962068   13/05/2015
ROSHANDEEP SINGH BAGGA
trading as ;THERAPY FOR ABILITY
J-13/26, BASEMENT, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI 110027
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELI
MEDICAL SERVICES & CLINIC SERVICES, THERAPY FOR MENTAL DISORDER CHILDREN & PATIENTS
Lab At Home

2990078  19/06/2015

MR. MIHIR SHAH

trading as ;Lab At Home

901, Tridev Tower 1, Bhakti Marg, Mulund West, Mumbai-400080, Maharashtra

Service Provider

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PREM RAJA KUMARI

F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar East, Chennai- 600102

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS
KASTURBHAI LALBHAI GROUP

3037483  20/08/2015
SANJAYBHAI LALBHAI
LALBAUG, SHAHIBAUG, AHMEDABAD – 380 004, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
ADULT, AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
3064096   26/09/2015
SAROJ BALA
trading as ;M/S. SAKHI BEAUTY PARLOUR
A-122/2, STREET NO.-8, MADHU VIHAR, PATPAR GANJ, DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :31/01/2000
To be associated with:
1773095
DELHI
SPA, BEAUTY CARE AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES
3071225  06/10/2015
L.B. JAYAPRAKASH
trading as : DHARMA AYURVEDA CENTRE FOR ADVANCED HEALING
APSARA, AYIROOPPARA POST, POTHENCODE, KERALA, SOUTH INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE BUSINESS CYTALYST.
CATALYST VILLA KANIYAPURAM POST TRIVANDRUM, KERALA - 695301

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
AYURVEDIC HEALING CENTRE.
DREAMZ FERTILITY AND IVF
Give birth to your dream

3081368 19/10/2015
DR. AJAY JAIN
DR. SHIKHA JAIN
trading as ;DREAMZ FERTILITY AND IVF
88 RAJ NAGAR PITAMPURA DELHI 110034
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since: 01/09/2015

DELHI
INFERTILITY TREATMENT, REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE, DONOR INSEMINATION AND SURROGACY INCLUDED IN CLASS 44

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS OVER THE WORD FERTILITY AND IVF.
INDUMATI SHUKLA
trading as ;THE PANACEA MULTI SUPER SPECIALITY HOSPITAL
117/473 L-BLOCK, KAKADEV KANPUR (U.P.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
U.K. SONI
PREMISES NO. 130/90/7, L-1, BAGAHI, BAKARGANJ, KANPUR-23.
Used Since : 19/05/2014
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES, HYGIENIC & BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN ONLY
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE "MULTISUPER SPECIALITY & NEUROSCIENCES HOSPITAL"
APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN. MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE.
3106759   26/11/2015
DR. DATINDERJEET SINGH TULLA.
FLAT NO.-201, TOWER-6, CHD 71 AVENUE,SECTOR-71,GURGAON, HARYANA-120003.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/11/2015
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES, HOSPITALS AND NURSING HOMES; SERVICES RELATED TO PHYSIOTHERAPY; CARDIAC & PULMONARY REHABILITATION; WELLNESS CLINICS; PROVIDING MEDICAL SERVICES; MEDICAL ASSISTANCE; ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO HEALTH, ORGANIZING WORKSHOPS FOR WELLNESS & HEALTH, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE; PHYSIOTHERAPY AND MASSAGE THEREPY; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO MEDICAL, HEALTH HYGIENIC & BEAUTYCARE SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 44.
PATANJALI YOG GURU
3108128    27/11/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/1996
To be associated with:
1915266
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES, AYURVEDIC THERAPY.
3108547  30/11/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD"S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/1996
To be associated with:
3108494
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS,
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES, AYURVEDIC THERAPY.
YOG GURU
3112673   02/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LIMITED
D-38, INDUSTRIAL AREA, HARIDWAR-249401, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/1996
To be associated with:
3108494, 3108547, 3108606, 3108651, 3111809, 3111854, 3112421, 3112466, 3112533, 3112578, 3112628
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES, AYURVEDIC THERAPY
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.3108651, 3112466.
YOG GURU BABA RAMDEVJI MAHARAJ

3115514  04/12/2015

PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.

Used Since : 31/12/1996

To be associated with:
3112466, 3112533

DELHI

MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES, AYURVEDIC THERAPY

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3112466,3112466. MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
YOG GURU SWAMI RAMDEV

3115610  04/12/2015

PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401, UTTARAKHAND, INIDA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. {INDIA }

Used Since :31/12/1996

To be associated with:
3108494, 3108547, 3108606, 3111809, 3111854, 3112421, 3112466, 3112533, 3112578, 3112628, 3112673, 3115514, 3115559

DELHI

MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS,
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES, AYURVEDIC THERAPY

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3112466.
3131399 19/12/2015

GOYAL FASHIONS PVT. LTD.
GOYAL HOUSE 24, AJMER ROAD, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, INDIA

Service provider as
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :01/01/2007

AHMEDABAD

MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES, GYM, SPA, YOGA, MEDI SPA, BEAUTY THERAPY
SERVICES, BEAUTY SALONS, HEALTH AND BEAUTY TREATMENT SERVICES.
3168991  27/01/2016
DR. MUDDANGULA NARASIMHA RAJU
trading as :DR. RAJU’S HOMOEOPATHY
D.NO.2-14-122, BEERAPPAGADDA, MUNICIPAL OFFICE LANE, UPPAL RING ROAD, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASILGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since :02/01/1991
CHENNAI
HOMOEOPATHIC CLINICS, HOSPITALS AND MEDICAL SERVICES THEREOF
3182267  11/02/2016
SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
SUN HOUSE, PLOT NO.201 B/1, WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI-400063, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Used Since: 01/04/2002
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS.
COUGHOLOGY

3206367  10/03/2016

GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI-400026

SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICAL SERVICES, MEDICAL CLINICS, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, PHARMACY ADVISE, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS
3303416  06/07/2016
DR. ROHIT SHAH
trading as ; ALOPECIA TREATMENT CENTER
1/3839, NANI DESAI POLE, SONI FALIA, OPP. RUPAL HOSPITAL, SURAT - 395003, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICAL SERVICE FOR CURING HAIR LOSS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word THERAPY & other descriptive matters.
3336392   11/08/2016
VESAA\N TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;\Vesaan Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
Nasscom Warehouse, Diamond District, Middle Wing, Tower D, Old Airport Road, Bangalore 560008
Service Provider
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage Bangalore 560070
Used Since :17/10/2015
To be associated with:
3067725, 3067727
CHENNAI
Medical and medical problems advisory services, issuing of medical reports, Medical information retrieval services, services for the preparation of medical reports, Medical information services provided via the internet, maintaining personal medical history records and files, providing medical advice in the field of pregnancy, dermatology, administering medications and geriatrics, Providing news and information in the field of medicine, medical advice for individuals with disabilities, pharmacists’ services to make up prescriptions and telemedicine services.
3436794  19/12/2016
UNISON PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.,
"UNISON HOUSE, 93/2, NEAR PRERNATIRTH DERAASAR, SATELLITE, JODHPUR, AHMEDABAD - 380 015 - GUJARAT
BODY INCORPORATE.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. R. SHAH & CO.
2, TIRTH NAGAR SOCIETY PART-I, NEAR NIKITA PARK, NEAR BHUYANGDEV CHAR RASTA, SOLA
ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380061
Used Since :11/12/1980
AHMEDABAD
MEDICAL SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS.
GLADIATOR LIFESCIENCE

3463391  20/01/2017

PATEL JIGARKUMAR BHARATBHAI

trading as ; GLADIATOR LIFESCIENCE

2/19/77, UNCHISHERI, AGHARA DARWAJA, PATAN-384265, GUJARAT – INDIA.

SERVICES PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

T.C.PATEL & CO.,

229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

SERVICES RELATED TO PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 44
3464341 23/01/2017
RAVI GONDALIYA
trading as; HAIR DIRECTORS UNISEX SALON CALL US HD
UG-16, MAHARAJA ARCADE, OPP. AGRASEN BHAVAN CITYLIGHT, SURAT-395007, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BEAUTY SALON AND HAIR DRESSING SALON
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word HAIR device of Scissor & all other descriptive matters.
3495863 01/03/2017
KRISHNA KUMAR DUBEY
trading as KIRAN EDUCATION AND MEDICAL FOUNDATION TRUST
FLAT NO- 302/ BLDG, NO-12, HAWARE CITY, G.B. ROAD, THANE- 400 615
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :15/02/2017
MUMBAI
SERVICE PROVIDER OF INDIAN, MEDICAL COUNSELLING, MEDICAL CARE, MEDICAL SERVICES
SMILE BAY
3523730  11/04/2017
DR. RAHUL R LODAYA
201 Garden Plaza, Near Five Garden, Near HP Petrol Pump, kalewadi Phata, Jagtap Dairy Signal Road, Rahatani, Pune - 411 017
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH,BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL,PUNE-411011
Used Since :01/05/2012
To be associated with:
2982342
MUMBAI
Dental Clinic Services
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2982342.
3547848   12/05/2017
NAVADIA DENTAL LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
PLOT NO-29, GR.FLOOR +1ST FLOOR, SIDDHESHWAR SOCIETY PART-3, DABHOLI , SURAT-395004
LLP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :11/01/2016
AHMEDABAD
DENTAL CLINIC SERVICES
3547849  12/05/2017
DR. MEGHNA MAYUR JARAG
MANTRA FERTILITY AND IVF CENTRE, 21, 3RD FLOOR, SHEETAL SHOPPING SQUARE, OLD ELBEE CINEMA, BHATAR ROAD, SURAT-395007
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :20/12/2012
AHMEDABAD
HOSPITAL SERVICES (WOMEN’S HOSPITAL, FERTILITY AND IVF CENTRE AND TEST TUBE BABY CENTRE)

restriction of services for providing in the state of GUJARAT only.
3595871  20/07/2017
ENRICH HAIR & SKIN SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
trading as :ENRICH HAIR & SKIN SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
KAMLA EXECUTIVE PARK, J. B. NAGAR, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 059
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3595771, 3595794, 3595819, 3595839
MUMBAI
SALON, SPA & RELATED SERVICES, BEAUTY SALON, BEAUTY PARLOUR
F2
3617932    22/08/2017
GANESAN
trading as ;F2 HAIRDRESSERS
16/1, SANJAYNAGAR, 4TH STREET, MANNARAI, TIRUPPUR, TIRUPPUR EAST - 641 607 , TAMIL NADU , INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. ANISH KUMAR
NO.12, (OLD.NO.22), 1ST FLOOR, V BLOCK, 14TH STREET, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI-600040.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE SERVICES TO UNISEX INCLUDING HAIRDRESSING SALON , HAIRCUTTING, HAIR COLOURING, BEAUTY SALON, SPA, SKIN CARE, COSMETIC TREATMENTS, FACIALS, MAKEUP, PEDICURE, MANICURE , MASSAGE, NAIL ART.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019 Class 44

3702295 14/12/2017
SHEENA SAJAN
trading as; KAILAS SUPER SPECIALITY DENTAL CLINIC AND IMPLANT CENTRE
OPP: SHANKER'S HOSPITAL JUNCTION, KOLLAM DIST, KERALA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
COLLEGEUM KCONSULTANTS
T-10, EMPIRE BUILDINGS, OPP CENTRAL POLICE STATION, ERNAKULAM, KOCHI 18
Used Since: 18/09/2007

CHENNAI
DENTAL CLINIC AND MEDICAL SERVICES.
*subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.*
3704389    16/12/2017
R. KRISHNA MOORTHY, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS HITECH DIAGNOSTICS
136-C, KURUVIKARAN SALAI, OPPOSITE. GANESH THEATRE, MADURAI-625 009, TAMIL NADU.
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :05/03/1995

CHENNAI
MEDICAL LABORATORY SERVICES FOR THE ANALYSIS OF SAMPLES TAKEN FROM PATIENTS; MEDICAL ANALYSIS SERVICES RELATING TO THE TREATMENT OF PERSONS PROVIDED BY A MEDICAL LABORATORY; LABORATORY ANALYSIS SERVICES RELATING TO THE TREATMENT OF PERSONS; MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES [TESTING AND ANALYSIS]; MEDICAL TESTING FOR DIAGNOSTIC OR TREATMENT PURPOSES
3711850  26/12/2017

DR. NAEEM SADIQ
NO.503, 3RD MAIN, 5TH CROSS, 3RD A MAIN ROAD, OMBR LAYOUT, BANASWADI, BANGALORE-560043
Servicing as PLEXUS NEURO AND STEM CELL RESEARCH CENTRE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medical services.

No exclusive right over the descriptive matters appearing in the label and Subject to association with application no:2560378.
SKINKRAFT

3718614  04/01/2018

INCNUT LIFESTYLE RETAIL PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 12, 2nd Floor, Raj Cyber Vihar, Huda Techno Layout, Sector - II, Hi-Tech, Hyderabad - 500 081, Telangana, India
Service Providers
A Company Registered Under Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Cosmetic Body Treatment Services; Consultancy In The Field Of Cosmetics; Cosmetic And Plastic Surgery; Cosmetician Services; Cosmetic Body Care Services; Cosmetic Laser Treatment Of Skin; Plastic And Cosmetic Surgery Clinic Services; Health Advice & Consultancy; Beauty Consultancy; Nutritional Advice; Consultancy In The Field Of Cosmetics; Dietary Advice; Advice Relating To Hair Care; Lifestyle Counselling And Consultancy For Medical Purposes; Consultancy And Information Services Relating To Pharmaceutical Products; Weight Reduction Diet Planning And Supervision; Dietitian Services; Dietetic Advisory Services; Providing Health Information Via A Web Site; Providing Health Care Information Via Electronic Means; Health Care And Beauty Care; Providing Information In The Fields Of Health And Wellness.
Food FarmAcee

3728128 16/01/2018
SUSHMA JAISWAL
H 902, Rohan Vasantha, Near Spice Garden, Marathahalli, Bangalore-560037
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmacy services; Nutritional advice; Guidance on nutrition; Advise relating to nutrition; Information relating to nutrition; Dietary and nutritional guidance; Providing nutritional information about food; Providing information about dietary supplements and nutrition; Provision of information relating to nutrition; Nutrition counselling; Nutrition consultancy; Food nutrition consultation; Consultancy relating to nutrition; Nutrition and dietetic consultancy.
3745182  05/02/2018
DR. S. DHANVANTHRI PREMVEL’S DHANVANTHRI NILAYAM AYURVEDA VAIDHYASALAI PRIVATE LIMITED
No. 131-A, Balaji Street, Alagappan Nagar, Madurai – 625 003, Tamil Nadu
Company incorporated

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. RAJAKUMAR
Inpro Trade Mark Services, 16/19, Jayalakshmipuram 1st street, Nungambakkam, Chennai-600 034.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Dietary advice, Dietician services, Counseling relating to diet, Diet planning and supervision, Nutrition and dietetic consultancy, Advisory services relating to diet, Weight reduction diet planning services, Clinics, Weight loss clinics, Health clinic services, Medical clinic services, Physical therapy, Therapy services, Ayurveda therapy, Massage therapy services, Beauty therapy services.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3752657 13/02/2018
RELIANCE HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/702, Raheja Point-1, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Vakola, Santa Cruz (E), Mumbai 400055, Maharashtra
An Indian company.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medical Services.
3752658  13/02/2018
RELIANCE HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/702, Raheja Point-1, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Vakola, Santa Cruz (E), Mumbai 400055, Maharashtra
An Indian company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medical Services.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3378278, 3378279, 378280 & 3378281.
3752659  13/02/2018
RELIANCE HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/702, Raheja Point-1, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Vakola, Santa Cruz (E), Mumbai 400055, Maharashtra
An Indian company.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3752658
MUMBAI
Medical Services.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019 Class 44

RELIANCE HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/702, Raheja Point-1, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Vakola, Santa Cruz (E), Mumbai 400055, Maharashtra
An Indian company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3752658, 3752659

MUMBAI
Medical Services.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..ASSOCIATED WITH ACCEPTED APPLICATION NO.3752658..
3752661  13/02/2018
RELIANCE HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/702, Raheja Point-1, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Vakola, Santa Cruz (E), Mumbai 400055, Maharashtra
An Indian company.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3752658, 3752659, 3752660, 3752661
MUMBAI
Medical Services.
3752662  13/02/2018

RELIANCE HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/702, Raheja Point-1, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Vakola, Santa Cruz (E), Mumbai 400055, Maharashtra
An Indian company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3752657, 3752658

MUMBAI
Medical Services.
3752663  13/02/2018
RELIANCE HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/702, Raheja Point-1, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Vakola, Santa Cruz (E), Mumbai 400055, Maharashtra
An Indian company.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3752657, 3752658
MUMBAI
Medical Services.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..ASSOCIATED WITH ACCEPTED APPLICATION NO. 3752657 AND 3752658..
3752664    13/02/2018
RELIANCE HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/702, Raheja Point-1, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Vakola, Santa Cruz (E), Mumbai 400055, Maharashtra
An Indian company.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3752658, 3752659, 3752663

MUMBAI
Medical Services.
3752665  13/02/2018
RELIANCE HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/702, Raheja Point-1, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Vakola, Santa Cruz (E), Mumbai 400055, Maharashtra
An Indian company.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3752658, 3752660

MUMBAI
Medical Services.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO., THIS IS CONDITION OF
REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER, ASSOCIATED WITH ACCEPTED APPLICATION
NO. 3752658, 3752660.
3752666  13/02/2018
RELIANCE HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/702, Raheja Point-1, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Vakola, Santa Cruz (E), Mumbai 400055, Maharashtra
An Indian company.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3752658, 3752661, 3752663

MUMBAI
Medical Services.
3752667  13/02/2018
RELIANCE HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/702, Raheja Point-1, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Vakola, Santa Cruz (E), Mumbai 400055, Maharashtra
An Indian company.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3752657, 3752658, 3752662, 3752663
MUMBAI
Medical Services.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..ASSOCIATED WITH ACCEPTED APPLICATION NO. 3752657,3752658,3752662..
MAGIC PLANTER BOX

3762979   24/02/2018

M/S IMAGINE ENTERPRISES AND MARKETING SOLUTIONS
4, 4th cross, OMBR Layout Banaswadi, Near Pallotti Church, Bangalore 560043

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PRADEESH P.L
TRUMARX, 1ST FLOOR, NO.2, 5TH CROSS,, 80 FEET ROAD, INDIRA NAGAR, 1ST STAGE(NEXT CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL), MICHELPALYA, BANGALORE-560038.

Used Since: 15/10/2013

CHENNAI

Agriculture; Horticulture & Forestry services.

SUBJECT TO NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS/WORDS PLANTER BOX SEPARATELY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION.
3774615  10/03/2018

DR. V. MUTHULAKSHMI
NO 69, VIKRAM HOSPITAL, WEST VENKATASAMY ROAD, R.S.PURAM, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu, 641002
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Used Since : 05/01/2007

CHENNAI

Hospital services, Medical services, Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals, Medical treatment services provided by clinics and hospitals.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND RESTRICT THE AREA TO TAMIL NADU ONLY.
SHEKAR EYE HOSPITAL
3774687    10/03/2018
DR. RAJASHEKAR Y. L.
No. 633, 100 Feet Ring Road, 15th Cross, JP Nagar III Phase
Sole Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJIV K.
WAUM, 3rd floor, Springdew, Karingachira, Kochi-682 301, Kerala
Used Since: 01/01/2016
CHENNAI
Hospital services Medical treatment services provided by clinics and hospitals Clinics Health clinic services Medical clinic services Mobile medical clinic services Medical and healthcare clinic services Disease diagnosis services Medical and surgical diagnostic services Optical imaging for medical diagnostic use Medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes Medical analysis for the diagnosis and treatment of persons Eye bank services Eyeglass fitting services Fitting of eyeglasses Ophthalmology services Optician services Opticians’ services Fitting of contact lenses Fitting of optical lenses Information services relating to contact lenses Medical clinics Medical clinic day care services for sick children Advice relating to the medical needs of elderly people Advisory services relating to health care
VARASIDDI HOSPITALS
3774689  10/03/2018
DR. RAJASHEKAR Y. L.
No. 633, 100 Feet Ring Road, 15th Cross, JP Nagar III Phase - 560078
Sole Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJIV K.
WAUM, 3rd floor, Springdew, Karingachira, Kochi-682 301, Kerala

Used Since :22/12/2015

CHENNAI
Hospital services Medical treatment services provided by clinics and hospitals Clinics Health clinic services Medical clinic services Mobile medical clinic services Medical and healthcare clinic services Disease diagnosis services Medical and surgical diagnostic services Optical imaging for medical diagnostic use Medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes Medical analysis for the diagnosis and treatment of persons Eye bank services Eyeglass fitting services Fitting of eyeglasses Ophthalmology services Optician services Opticians' services Fitting of contact lenses Fitting of optical lenses Information services relating to contact lenses Medical clinics Dental clinic services Homeopathic clinical services Plastic and cosmetic surgery clinic services Medical clinic day care services for sick children Lung cancer screening services Breast cancer screening services Bowel cancer screening services Cervical cancer screening services Prostate cancer screening services Providing cancer screening services Testicular cancer screening services Health care services for treating cancer Medical services for the treatment of skin cancer Medical analysis services for the diagnosis of cancer Medical analysis services for cancer diagnosis and prognosis RNA or DNA analysis for cancer diagnosis and prognosis Providing information in the field of cancer prevention, screening, diagnosis and treatment Provision of information in the field of cancer prevention, screening, diagnosis and treatment Advice relating to the medical needs of elderly people Advisory services relating to health care Fertility treatment Beauty treatment Surgical treatment services Facial treatment services
EXPERTISE, EMPATHY AND ETHICS

DR. RAJASHEKAR Y. L.
No. 633, 100 Feet Ring Road, 15th Cross, JP Nagar III Phase - 560078
Sole Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJIV K.
WAUM, 3rd floor, Springdew, Karingachira, Kochi-682 301, Kerala

Used Since: 01/01/2016

CHENNAI

Hospital services Medical treatment services provided by clinics and hospitals Clinics Health clinic services Medical clinic services Mobile medical clinic services Medical and healthcare clinic services Disease diagnosis services Medical and surgical diagnostic services Optical imaging for medical diagnostic use Medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes Medical analysis for the diagnosis and treatment of persons Eye bank services Eyeglass fitting services Fitting of eyeglasses Ophthalmology services Optician services Opticians' services Fitting of contact lenses Fitting of optical lenses Information services relating to contact lenses Medical clinics Dental clinic services Homeopathic clinical services Plastic and cosmetic surgery clinic services Medical clinic day care services for sick children Lung cancer screening services Breast cancer screening services Bowel cancer screening services Cervical cancer screening services Prostate cancer screening services Providing cancer screening services Testicular cancer screening services Health care services for treating cancer Medical services for the treatment of skin cancer Medical analysis services for the diagnosis of cancer Medical analysis services for cancer diagnosis and prognosis RNA or DNA analysis for cancer diagnosis and prognosis Providing information in the field of cancer prevention, screening, diagnosis and treatment Provision of information in the field of cancer prevention, screening, diagnosis and treatment Advice relating to the medical needs of elderly people Advisory services relating to health care Fertility treatment Beauty treatment Surgical treatment services Facial treatment services
NOVA IVF CLINICS

3794327    02/04/2018
NOVA PULSE IVF CLINIC PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;NOVA PULSE IVF CLINIC PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.128, 05TH FLOOR, GOLDEN TOWERS, KODIHALLI, BANGALORE 560017
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.N. SHIVA SHANKAR
5TH FLOOR, MOOKAMBIKA COMPLEX, 4, LADY DESIKA ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI 600 004

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES.
NOVA IVF AND FERTILITY

3794329    02/04/2018
NOVA PULSE IVF CLINIC PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;NOVA PULSE IVF CLINIC PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.128, 05TH FLOOR, GOLDEN TOWERS, KODIHALLI, BANGALORE 560017
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.N. SHIVA SHANKAR
5TH FLOOR, MOOKAMBIKA COMPLEX, 4, LADY DESIKA ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI 600 004

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES.
associated with the registered application no. 3794331.
NOVA IVF AND HOSPITAL

3794333  02/04/2018
NOVA PULSE IVF CLINIC PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; NOVA PULSE IVF CLINIC PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.128, 05TH FLOOR, GOLDEN TOWERS, KODIHALLI, BANGALORE 560017
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.N. SHIVA SHANKAR
5TH FLOOR, MOOKAMBIKA COMPLEX, 4, LADY DESIKA ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI 600 004

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2355899

CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES.
NOVA IVF HOSPITAL
3794334    02/04/2018
NOVA PULSE IVF CLINIC PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;NOVA PULSE IVF CLINIC PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.128, 05TH FLOOR, GOLDEN TOWERS, KODIHALLI, BANGALORE 560017
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.N. SHIVA SHANKAR
5TH FLOOR, MOOKAMBIKA COMPLEX, 4, LADY DESIKA ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI 600 004
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES.
3972448 12/10/2018
NEELIMA RANA
PLOT NO.-44, SECTOR-10, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE MONETIC CO.
J-62, GOEL NIWAS, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
Used Since :28/08/2017
DELHI
Surgical diagnostic services, Medical diagnostic services, Pathology services, Medical radiology services, Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services included in class 44.
PRIYA PANDEY  
GHUTIATAND G.M. COLONY, P.O./P.S. BERM0, JHARKHAND-829104  
PROPREITOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAIBHAV GARG  
RZ-195A, ROSHAN GARDEN, NAJAFGARH, NEW DELHI-110043

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA  
It pertains to beauty salons, massage, hair implantation, manicure etc.
4110288  07/03/2019
KARAN SAINI
C/O MANOJ KUMAR SAINI, V.P.O LOHARA, TEHSIL BALH, DISTT. MANDI, 175027
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHER SINGH THAKUR
VILLAGE BAGLA, P.O. NAGCHALA, TEHSIL BALH, DISTT. MANDI, H.P., 175021
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HEALTH CONSULTANCY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 44.
4115694    13/03/2019

JITENDRA THAKUR
trading as ;THE HAIR HACKER
BOMIKHAL, PLOT NO.- 606/735, RASUL GARH, BBSR- 751 010, ODISHA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ODISHA TRADE MARK ASSOCIATION
SRIMAA LANE, MADHUPATNA, KALYANI NAGAR, CUTTACK- 753013
Used Since : 16/04/2016

KOLKATA
MEDICAL SERVICES, MEDICAL TREATMENT CENTRE AND BEAUTY SALON INCLUDED IN CLASS-44.
KOBIZSTAR CO., LTD.
4F, 16-18, Yanghwa-ro 8-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
A company duly organised and existing under the Laws of Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO
UNIT NO. 201D, TOWN SQUARE, NEW VIP ROAD, VIMAN NAGAR, PUNE 411014

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Beauty salon services; Beauty consultancy; Beauty treatment services; Hair care services; Skin care salons; Skin beauty consultancy; Skin beauty salons; Manicure and pedicure services; Manicuring; Nail salon services; Nail treatment services; Make-up services; Providing information about beauty; Hairdressing, Health Care; Managed health care services; Hair replacement; Depilatory treatment
**Proposed to be Used**

**MUMBAI**

Medical services; Veterinary services; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
4118056 15/03/2019

MRS. KANWALPREET KAUR
trading as ;NIYAAZ MAKEOVER & TRAINING CENTRE
4819, ST. NO. 3, NEAR - POLICE CHOWKI, SUNDER NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141007 PB
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
IMPEX TRADE MARK CO.
B-V/332, BENJAMIN ROAD, NEAR DIVISION NO.3, LUDHIANA.
Used Since :23/06/2015

DELHI
BEAUTY CARE, HAIR DRESSING, HAIR CUTTING, BEAUTY THREAPHY,BEAUTY PURLOUR, BEAUTY SALOONS, HAIR TREATMENTS,SKIN CLINIC AND COSMETIC TREATMENTS.
4118807    15/03/2019
UDAY MAHADEO GHARE (KARTA), SHUBHA UDAY GHARE, SHIVAM UDAY GHARE & SAI UDAY GHARE
1-A, SANDESH BHUVAN, BAJAJ CROSS ROAD, KANDIVALI WEST, MUMBAI - 400067, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
HINDU UNDIVIDED FAMILY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901 , 13/05/2019 Class 44

4119103 15/03/2019

NCDS HEALTH CARE (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO-160, NEAR SAI TEMPLE, VITTHALWADI, KANDALI VILLAGE, ACHALPUR, DI. AMRAVATI, MAHARASHTRA - 444805

THE TRADEMARKS ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Health care, Medical services; Veterinary services; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
4120657    18/03/2019
DR. PRATIK J MAVANI (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS FLORAL WOMEN'S HOSPITAL
402, 4th FLOOR, DEEPKAMAL-2, OPP. ROYAL ARCED, NEAR ZOO AND NATURE PARK, SARTHANA, SURAT- 395006,
GUJARAT
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since :24/12/2017

AHMEDABAD
HOSPITAL SERVICES, MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES.
STELMI-AM (40+5MG)

4121342   18/03/2019
RAJKUMAR POPATLAL GANDHI
FLAT NO 12, SHREE KRUPA BLD.,BIBVEWADI PUNE-411037 MAHARASHTRA
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4120889
MUMBAI
PROVIDING MEDICAL AND HEALTH CARE SERVICES
STENLIP-M 500MG (20+500MG)

4121344  18/03/2019

RAJKUMAR POPATLAL GANDHI
FLAT NO 12, SHREE KRUPA BLD.,BIBVEWADI PUNE-411037 MAHARASHTRA
INDIVIDUAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING MEDICAL AND HEALTH CARE SERVICES
ArtCurate

4121811 18/03/2019

PURVAI SANGHA RAI
3B Green View Apt., Jain Mandir Dada Bari Road, Mehrauli, New Delhi-110025
Indian Citizen

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHASH BHUTORIA
D 905, Basement, New Friends Colony, new Delhi 110025

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ART THERAPY; BODY ART SERVICES;
MCT

4122670  19/03/2019

VIJAY SARVOTHAM
S/O, VEERABHADRA SARVOTHAM, #1/1, ASSAYE ROAD, APARTMENT PRIMA ROHAN, FLAT F, NEAR ULSOOR LAKE & NEXT TO BODY CRAFT, BANGALORE – 560042, KARNATAKA STATE
AN INDIAN CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANIL KUMAR.H.
ALEXION, 2ND CROSS, 2ND MAIN, HANUMANTHAPURA, TUMKUR - 572103, KARNATAKA

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES UNDER INDIGENOUS SYSTEMS OF MEDICINES PARTICULARLY, AYURVEDA, UNANI, AND SIDDHA; PHYSIOTHERAPY; PHARMACISTS’ SERVICES; MEDICAL CLINICS AND HEALTH CARE CENTERS THEREOF.
4122859  19/03/2019
CRYOVIVA BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
F-2/7, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase-I, New Delhi-110020.
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3131748, 3134287

DELHI
Medical services; health care; medical assistance; treatment and processing of human blood, umbilical cord blood and umbilical cord tissues; blood bank services; hygienic and beauty care.
4123468  20/03/2019
MAXX FITNESS MANAGEMENT PVT. LTD.
2nd Floor, Good Wood Building, Patanwala Compound, Opp. Shreyas Cinema, Off. LBS Road, Ghatkoper (W) - 400086
A Company Incorporated under Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Diet planning and supervision
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019  Class 44

4124054  20/03/2019
NIKHIL BABAJI NIGHOT
Flat No 29, Kishori Park, Sno 38/A/1 Erandewana, Pune -411038
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Dental clinic services
4124075  20/03/2019  
ANUBHA CHAUDHARI  
H - 331, Govindpuram, Ghaziabad - 201013, Uttar Pradesh  
Individual  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
NADAR VENNILA  
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
Lifestyle counselling, Ayurveda therapy.
MOVE ONN

RAJ CHANDULAL RANA

1004, Mars Apartment, Rajhans Campus, Opp. Rajhans Cinema, Hazira Road, Pal, Adajan, Surat - 395009

Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAKESHKUMAR MAGANBHAI VEKARIYA

B-80, 1st Floor, Ramkrishna Soc., L.H.Road, Varachha, Surat-395006, Gujarat, India

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Beauty Salon Service, Beauty Care Service for Human Beings or Animals, Medical Services, Spa Parlor, Tattoo Printing on Human Body, Veterinary Services, Agriculture, Horticulture and Forestry Services
VIGO

4124432    21/03/2019
CONNECTED CARE INDIA PVT LTD
Flat No 301, Ashoka Vishnu Capitol, Road No 2, Banjara Hills- 500034, Hyderabad, Telangana, India
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Used Since : 21/11/2018

CHENNAI

Professional consultancy in the field of medical technology, medical surgery and orthopaedics; Rental of apparatus and installations in the field of medical technology; Medical consultancy; Medical assistance; Medical testing; Medical screening; Medical information; Medical services; Medical nursing; Medical counselling; Medical consultations; Medical care services; Medical clinic services; Emergency medical assistance; Medical diagnostic services; Medical evaluation services; Medical information services; Mobile medical clinic services; Medical and surgical services; Medical and pharmaceutical consultation; Medical and healthcare clinics; Provision of medical information; X-ray examinations for medical purposes; Individual medical counselling services provided to patients; Provision of medical information from a website; Preparation of reports relating to medical matters; Medical analysis services relating to the treatment of patients.
4124479  21/03/2019
B. NIRMAL
110 L.I.G COLONY, M.S.P. NAGAR, VIRDHUNAGAR -626001
THE TRADEMARKS ACT,1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medical services; Veterinary services; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
M/S. DR HAIR & SKIN CLINIC
No.23, Ground Floor, 10th Cross, SP Extension, Malleshwaram, Bengaluru
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPA T KULKARNI
House No. 3212, Second Floor, Block No. 223, Sector-1, Kane Nagar, Antop Hill, Mumbai.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medical Services, Hygienic and beauty care for human beings
ASHOK PHARMACY

4124969    22/03/2019
MR. PANNALAL ASHOK KUMAR
NO.454, R.K. SHANMUGAM SALAI, K.K. NAGAR, CHENNAI – 600078
Individual
Address for service in India/Angents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Used Since :01/01/1988
CHENNAI
Pharmacy services.
NOVO Technique
4125266  22/03/2019
DR JAYESH SONAJE
plot no 21, Shree Bungalow, Janta raja colony, makhmalabad naka, Panchavati, Nasik 422003
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034
Used Since :07/12/2018
MUMBAI
Surgical treatment services
NEW SAKUNTHALA ENGINEERING AND COMPANY
Pallavi Complex, D.No.10-06-13, Station Road, Guntur - 522001, Andhra Pradesh
A Registered Partnership Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Agriculture services
ELEPHANT

4125342  22/03/2019
NEW SAKUNTHALA ENGINEERING AND COMPANY
Pallavi Complex, D.No.10-06-13, Station Road, Guntur - 522001, Andhra Pradesh
A Registered Partnership Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4125341

CHENNAI
Agriculture services
4125491    22/03/2019
DR. PRADEEP KOLHE
2nd Floor, Shreewardhan Complex, Besides Big Bazar, Panchesheel Square, Wardha Road, Nagpur MH 440010
Active
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHANTANU JOG
U, 41, UJWAL SOCIETY, NARENDRA NAGAR, NAGPUR-440015, MAHARASHTRA
Used Since :08/09/2016
To be associated with:
3819451
MUMBAI
Counseling and Treatments for Sex Disorders and Premarital Counseling
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019  Class 44

4125749   22/03/2019
MR. RAJESH PANDHARINATH PAWAR TRADING AS: BLUE BELLS THAI SPA
401, NEW LIFE CHSL, SECTOR NO. 1, BEHIND TULSI VIHAR HOTEL, CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (W), MUMBAI- 400067, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HEALTH SPA SERVICES FOR HEALTH AND WELLNESS OF THE BODY AND SPIRIT INCORPORATING MASSAGE, FACIAL AND BODY TREATMENT SERVICES AND COSMETIC BODY CARE SERVICES, BEAUTY SALON & SPA SERVICES
4125997  23/03/2019
SARFARAZ AHMED SIDDIQUI
HOUSE NO, 2128, NEAR LAL MASJID, M.P. STREET, PTAUADI HOUSE, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-- 110002
individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.
BLOCK A-1/15, NEAR SANT HOSPITAL, SHASTRI MARG, SANT NAGAR, BURARI DELHI-110084
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
FRANK LIFECARE PRIVATE LIMITED
FIMS Hospital, Bahalgarh - Sonipat Road, Sonipat, Haryana- 131001
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088
Used Since :03/09/2016

DELHI
Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
DHEEMAHAI
AYURVEDA

4126327  23/03/2019
JAYAKRISHNAN.G
Dhanwanthari Vihar, (Vakasseril), Kottayam, Kerala Pin – 686001
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRAHAM CHERIAN P
C/o Cherian & Associates, Advocates, Kallath Apartments, Mathai Manjuran Road, Cochin - 682018
Used Since :15/12/2017

To be associated with:
3703336

CHENNAI
Providing Health, Medical and Spa services included in class 44.
ANJALI TATER
No. 1496, 3rd Floor, 9th Main, 6th Cross, Srinivasanagar, Bank Colony, Bangalore-560 050
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHESH CHOWDHARY
A Mahesh Chowdhary No. 189, 7th Main Srinivasanagar, BSK 1st Stage, Bangalore- 560050

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
aromatherapy services, beauty salons, hairdressing salons, health spa services, manicuring, massage, sauna services
CIPHER HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD
Plot no.349, Road no 80, Filmnagar, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad-Telangana 500096
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.RAMYA KRISHNA
SHUBHAM, SHUBAM BOTANIKA, 270, SRIRAM NAGAR COLONY, KONDAPUR, HYDERABAD-500 084, TELANGANA INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3538647, 3538648, 3538649

CHENNAI
Medical Services;
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901 ,  13/05/2019   Class 44

4126965   25/03/2019
MANASI MAHADIK
C-605, SUNDW SWASTIK PARK, VILLAGE ROAD, NEAR BHANDUP PHATAK, BHANDUP (WEST), MUMBAI – 400078, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDES GOPAL ALHAT
ROOM NO. B/6, SONANI NAGAR CHS, BEHIND PENINSULA HOTEL, OPP GANESH TEMPLE, NEAR METRO STATION, SAKINAKA, MUMBAI - 400072
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MAKE-UP SERVICES, SALON SERVICES (HAIRDRESSING -) INCLUDED IN CLASS 44.
MUHARVI HEALTHCARE (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
PRATHMESH APARTMENT, FL. NO.4, BHADRAPAD SECTOR-01, PLOT NO.01. NASHIK CIDCO NASHIK MH 422009 IN
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Health care services,
AL-KAINAT HEALTHCARE

4127811    25/03/2019
MAHFUZURRAHMAN
R-50, THIRD FLOOR, GALI NO-1, JOGA BAI EXTN, NEW DELHI 110025
Sole Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
Rahimullah Ansari Advocate F-12/9, G.F, Sir Syed Road, Joga Bai Jamia Nagar, New Delhi 110025 India.

Used Since :15/01/2019

DELHI
Medical services, veterinary services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
SAS CLINICAL LABORATORY

4127844  25/03/2019

PRITPAL SINGH RANA
HNO. 659, PH 10, MOHALI-160062
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GURSUHKMAN SINGH
SCO. 25,PH-9,Industrial Area,Mohali

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICAL AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES, MEDICAL LABORATORY SERVICES FOR THE ANALYSIS OF SAMPLES TAKEN FROM PATIENTS. ALL OTHER SERVICES COVERED UNDER CLASS 44.
MR. HEMANT SHARMA
RZ-I-30, WEST SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI-110046
individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medical services; Veterinary services; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
2556284  28/06/2013
YESHU DARBAR TRUST
YESHU DARBAR TRUST REWA ROAD NAINI ALLAHABAD UP
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :01/06/2010
DELHI
SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE CROSS.
AKSHAY KUMAR
trading as; BHARTIYA MANAV ADHIKAR MORCHA
3155/13 SHIV COLONY RADAUR DISTT. YAMUNA NAGAR HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since: 24/11/2006
DELHI

PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS IN CLASS 45.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS i.e., BHARTIYA MANAV ADHIKAR MORCHA and mark to be used as a whole.
WAVE
2683131   20/02/2014
JKC HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
C-1, SECTOR 3, NOIDIA-201301, UP
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.
Used Since :01/06/1999
DELHI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
2892264 29/01/2015
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (ISED)
trading as ;INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT (ISED)
No 17/569, 17th Cross, Kanaka Nagar, R.T. Nagar Post, Bangalore-560032
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SENTHIL KUMAR N
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT. LTD., 176, INDRA COMPLEX, SARAKKI MAIN ROAD, SARAKKI, JP NAGAR 1ST PHASE,
BANGALORE - 560 078, KARNATAKA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS, SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY,
PROVIDE INFORMATION HOW TO HANDLE ISSUES CONCERNING EDUCATIONAL, VOCATIONAL AND WELFARE;
CHARITABLE SOCIAL AND COMMUNITY SERVICES, POOR AND NEEDY PEOPLE MEDICAL, SHELTERING AND
REHABILITATION OF OLD AGED ISSUES, VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND SKILL DEVELOPMENT ISSUES TO NEEDY,
ECONOMICALLY AND SocialLY BACKWARD PEOPLE UPLIFTMENT ISSUES, COORDINATION BETWEEN PUBLIC AND
GOVT DEPTS, NGOS CO-ORDINATION, FORMATION OF SELF HELP GROUPS, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
ISSUES; COMPUTER BASED EDUCATIONAL SOCIAL SERVICES, MEDITATION, AND ALL OTHER SERVICES INCLUDES
IN CLASS 45.
LOTUS DAIRY PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 01, DISTRICT SHOPPING CENTER, 3rd FLOOR, MADHAV PLAZA, OPP. J.P. PHATAK. SAHAKAR MARG, JAIPUR-302015 RAJASTHAN
Manufacturer and merchant s trading as
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :23/01/2004

AHMEDABAD
LEGAL SERVICES, SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
3033552  14/08/2015
PAWAN PANDIT & NAVEEN SHARMA
E 31, IFFAA House, Laxmi Nagar, Delhi 11092
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
Used Since :01/08/2015
DELHI
Social welfare and charitable services; being included in Class 45
3075837   12/10/2015
MODA ELEMENTI INDIA PVT. LTD.
NEAR SUA ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA-C, DHANDARI KALAN, LAUDHIANA-141010 (PUNJAB).
MERCHANDS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
All World Gayatri Pariwar

3090133  02/11/2015
SHRI VEDMATA GAYATRI TRUST
SMT. SHAILBALA PANDYA
DR. AMAL KUMAR DUTTA
DR. PRANAV PANDYA
SHRI A.K.P.VERMA
GAURI SHANKER SHARMA
SHRI HARISH THAKKAR
VIJAY KUMAR KHARE
GAYATRI NAGAR BHUPATWALA HARIDWAR UTTARANCHAL
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Used Since :01/01/1969

DELHI

SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS, TRUST ACTIVITIES
PIVOTAL VENTURES
Priority claimed from 08/05/2015; Application No.: 86/623,375; United States of America
3095567 06/11/2015
PIVOTAL VENTURES LLC
6000 Carillon Point, Kirkland, Washington 98033
Service providers
A Washington Limited Liability Company
Address for service in India/Angents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Think tank services performed for others, namely, providing new ideas and concepts to address and promote public awareness of gender related issues in the fields of human cultures, beliefs, and lifestyles
3099632  18/11/2015
SAHI DISHA FOUNDATION
FLAT NO F1 PLOT NO 41 FF. TAJPUR ROAD MOLAR BAND EXTENSION BADARPUR NEW DELHI 110044
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHAUHAN CONSULTANCY COMPANY
2F-1 MOHAN BABA NAGAR TAJPUR ROAD BADARPUR BORDER NEW DELHI-110044
Used Since :29/10/2015
DELHI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE TERM "SAHI DISHA”. MARK SHOULD BE USE AND READ AS A WHOLE..
3101878  20/11/2015  
SHASHANK SHEKHAR  
AMAZONA-6, TOP FLOOR, ELDECO GREEN MEADOWS, PI-1, GREATER NOIDA-201308, U.P.  
SERVICE PROVIDERS  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
DUBEY & PARTNERS  
601 DLF TOWER, TOWER-A, PLOT NO. 10-11 DDA DISTT. CENTRE JASOLA NEW DELHI-110044  
Used Since: 08/10/2015  
DELHI  
SERVICES RELATED TO LEGAL SERVICES AND CONSULTANCY ON LEGAL & SOCIAL ISSUES
PATANJALI YOG GURU

3108129  27/11/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI, INDIA.

Used Since :31/12/1996

To be associated with:
1915266
DELHI

LEGAL SERVICES, SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS SO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.

This is condition of registration that no exclusive right to use the word YOG GURU.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2254618..
YOG GURU RAMDEVJI MAHARAJ

3112467    02/12/2015

PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI, INDIA.

Used Since :31/12/1996

To be associated with:
3108495, 3108548, 3108607, 3108652, 3111810, 3111855, 3112422

DELHI

LEGAL SERVICES, SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS SO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE.
YOG GURU
3112674  02/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LIMITED
D-38, INDUSTRIAL AREA, HARIDWAR-249401, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD’S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI, INDIA.
Used Since: 31/12/1996
To be associated with:
3108495, 3108548, 3108607, 3111810, 3112422, 3112467, 3112534, 3112579, 3112629
DELHI
LEGAL SERVICES, SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS SO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3108652, 3111855.
YOG GURU SWAMI RAMDEV
3115611 04/12/2015
Patanjali Ayurved Ltd
D-38 Industrial Area Haridwar-249401, Uttarakhand, India
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Bansal & Company
210, Jop Plaza, { Opp. MC Donal“D”s} P-2, Sector-18, Noida-201 301, NCR Delhi. {India }
Used Since: 31/12/1996
To be associated with:
3108495, 3108548, 3108607, 3111810, 3112422, 3112467, 3112534, 3112579, 3112629, 3112674, 3115515, 3115560
Delhi
Legal Services, Security Services for the Protection of Property and Individuals, Personal and Social Services Rendered by Others So Meet the Needs of Individuals
This is subject to association with registered/pending registration no.. 3108652, 3111855..
3223754  31/03/2016
NATHAN AND NATHAN CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD
trading as ; NATHAN AND NATHAN CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD
NO.41, OLD NO.730, 1ST MAIN VYALIKAVAL EXTN, ARAMANE NAGAR, BENGALURU-560003
SERVICE PROVIDER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHARATH BABU
SEAGULL LAW,UNIT NO.B-101,'VICTORIA LAWNS'10/1,VICTORIA ROAD,BANGALORE-560047

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
SUBJECT TO NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS/WORDS SEPARATELY Except SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN ON THE FORM OF REPRESENTATION.
3396476  25/10/2016

MODE trading as ;MODE
A-404, SAHJANAND HOMES, CHENPUR ROAD, NEW RANIP, AHMEDABAD - 382 470, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
TRUST

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :10/06/2013

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES OF RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES, SOCIAL ACTIVITIES, CHARITABLE SERVICES AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE WORD "INDIA".
3429160 08/12/2016
KRAPALSINGH D. TOMAR
trading as ;BLACK FOX PROTECTION
408, 4th Floor, ABC Campus, Opp. Rabari Colony, BRTS Bus Stop, C.T.M. Road, Ahmedabad, -382610, Gujarat
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :08/07/2013
AHMEDABAD
SECURITY SERVICES, FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY, AND INDIVIDUALS, LIKE BODY GUARD, PISTOL MEN, GUNMEN, Bouncers, INCL. IN CLASS 45.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1901, 13/05/2019  Class 45

3443919  28/12/2016  
MARWADI SEVA SANGH  
trading as ;MARWADI SEVA SANGH  
A-2, 4TH FLOOR, J. D. TEXTILE MARKET, OPP. SILK PLAZA MARKET, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395 002,GUJARAT STATE, INDIA  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
TRUST  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES  
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002  
Used Since: 01/04/2012  
AHMEDABAD  
SOCIAL SERVICES  
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MARWADI, SURAT AND ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS..
3492093  23/02/2017

MAFATLAL NATAVARLAL PATEL

trading as ;MAFATLAL NATAVARLAL PATEL

NO. 403, MARUTI ELANZA VERTEX, OPP. GLOBAL HOSPITAL, SINDHU BHAVAN ROAD, S. G. HIGHWAY, BODAKDEV, NR. GTPL HOUSE, AHMEDABAD-380 054, GUJARAT, INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE

E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKarBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since :01/02/2017

AHMEDABAD

LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
3541812 04/05/2017
DR. PURVISH MEHENDRA PARIKH
trading as ;MEDIC LAWGIC
1505 HRISHIKESH APARTMENTS, 874 VEER SAVARKAR ROAD, PRABHADEVI, DADAR WEST, MUMBAI 400028
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3223858

MUMBAI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND
SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 45

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
OM SAI MARRIAGE CONSULTANCY

3577400    23/06/2017
MR. KISHOR CHANDRAKANT PATANKAR TRADING AS: OM SAI MARRIAGE CONSULTANCY
SR. NO. 05, KESHNAVAGAR MUNDHWA, BEHIND GRAMPANCHAYAT OFFICE, PUNE – 411036, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MARRIAGE COUNSELING, MARRIAGE BUREAU SERVICES, MARRIAGE AGENCY SERVICES, MARRIAGE PARTNER
INTRODUCTION OR DATING SERVICES
Tag Line "Your Strategy First"

3677475   14/11/2017
ARJUN KARTHIK BALA
No.10, Rajaram Villa, Marudhagiri Enclave, TAUTA Nagar, Vadavalli, Coimbatore 641 041
INDIVIDUAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF LLP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.P. RAMANATHAN
D. NO. 12/7, SRI ARAVINDAR ANNAI ILLAM, CLASSIC GARDEN, NEW THILLAI NAGAR, COIMBATORE 641 041
Used Since :07/11/2012

CHENNAI

LEGAL SERVICES, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES, CONSULTING AND ADVISING ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MATTERS, PATENT PREPARATION AND PROSECUTION, PATENT RESEARCH

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS subject to the mark should be use along with the house mark METAYAGE device.
AGILE GROUP

3787155  23/03/2018

M/S AGILE SECURITY FORCE PRIVATE LIMITED
3rd Floor, Uma Enclaves, Road No 9, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad – 500 082, Telangana,
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Used Since :05/04/1995

CHENNAI

Security guard services; Security services for buildings; Security screening of baggage; Security guarding for facilities; Leasing of security surveillance equipment; Baggage screening for security purposes; Security screening of airline passengers; Security services relating to vehicles; Airport baggage security inspection services; Rental of security surveillance equipment; Airline passenger security screening services; Security inspection services for others; Monitoring burglar and security alarms; Security guard services for buildings; Security clearance for preparation of identification cards; Provision of information relating to security guard services; Control of building environmental access and security systems; Consultancy services in the field of home security; Security assessment of risks to individuals or property; Consultancy services in the field of national security; Consulting services in the field of national security; Surveillance services relating to the security of tangible property; Investigation services relating to the security of tangible property; Security services for the protection of property and individuals; Investigation and surveillance services relating to the physical safety of persons and security of tangible property; Providing information on the development of privacy, security and data governance law from a web site.
3787944  24/03/2018
KIRAN KUMAR A
No – 12, E Block Govt Apartment, Srinivas Pura Kogilu Main Road, Yelahanka, Bangalore - 560064
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, Providing information regarding political issues.

EAERNEST FRIENDS OF HUMANITY FOUNDATION
NRUSINHA HSG SOC., PLOT NO.16, SHITOLE NAGAR, OLD SANGVI PUNE 411027
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
Section 8 company
Used Since: 02/02/2019
MUMBAI
45- Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
4120282   16/03/2019
MASCOTS BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICES PVT LTD
A808, JASWANTI ALLIED BUSINESS CENTER, RAMCHANDRA LANE EXTN, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI – 400064
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham
Used Since :17/10/2017
MUMBAI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF TANGIBLE PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS, RENTAL OF SAFES, CONCIERGE SERVICES
SUMATHI CHANDERASEKARAN
trading as ;NEHA FOUNDATION
153 BELLS ROADS, CHEPAUK, CHENNAI-600 005,TAMILNADU INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMUDHA MURTHY
PLOT NO.268,269, ZION STAR, TVS NAGAR 4TH CROSS STREET, KORATTUR, CHENNAI-600 076
Used Since :10/11/2018
CHENNAI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF THE INDIVIDUALS
4121147  18/03/2019
SATKARTAR HUMANS DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION
59, NEEJHRA FARM, JASPUR KHURD KASHIPUR, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, UTTARAKHAND-244713
Society

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Social services
4121262  18/03/2019

SHYAM KUMAR
A-207, Dr. Ambedkar Colony, R.K. Puram, Sector-1, New Delhi-110022
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEENA KHURANA
WZ-86, Om Vihar, Phase-2, Uttam Nagar, New Delhi-110059

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Providing an online platform for wedding planning and wedding arrangements.
4121902  19/03/2019
HANGZHOU VISION INSIGHT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Room 1009, Zhejiang Middle And Small Enterprise Building, No.553, Wensan Road, Xihu Dist., Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the People’s Republic of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Monitoring of burglar and security alarms; physical security consultancy; escorting in society [chaperoning]; house sitting; night guard services; fire-fighting; dating services; rental of fire alarms; inspection of factories for safety purposes; licensing of computer software [legal services].
4122116  19/03/2019
PURULIA VIDYAPITH-ER ASHRAMBELA
SAILA APARTMENTS, 319 LASKAR HAT ROAD, KOLKATA- 700039
A society registered under the West Bengal Societies Registration Act, 1961.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
4SEEINGIP
13,Ground Floor, Pocket- E, Sector-17, Dwarka, New Delhi-110078

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Legal services; security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
SARVSAHARA

4122500    19/03/2019

SARVSAHARA FOUNDATION
S-191/C, 2nd FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, EAST DELHI-110092, NDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
HIMALAYAN

4122502  19/03/2019
JEEN FOUNDATION
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, NEW DELHI-110092, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
BHOLA SINGH, VIJAYKARAN SINGH, trading as VIJAY INDUSTRIAL SECURITY SERVICE
SHOP NO. 2, HOUSE NO. 802, BONKODE, NEAR VITTHAL MANDIR, SECTOR 12, KOPAR KHAIRANE, NAVI MUMBAI 400709, MAHARASHTRA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

LEGAL SERVICES, SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 45
DIPEN JAIN
A52, KALUMAL ESTATE, AB NAIR ROAD, JUHU, MUMBAI-400049
Individual Applicant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NEHHA SAHIL SHAH
Room No.58/B, 2nd floor, Plot No.202, Parekhwadi, V.P. Road, Tilak Nagar, Girgaon, Mumbai-400004.
Used Since :15/03/2017

MUMBAI
Personal and social services rendered to meet the needs of individuals
AIDEN LEGAL SERVICES LLP
22, Biplabi Rash Behari Basu Road, 3rd Floor, Room No 26, Kolkata – 700001, West Bengal.
Limited Liability Partnership.

Address for service in India/A Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since :16/09/2016

KOLKATA
Tax consultancy services, company registration services, legal consultancy services, registration services (legal), legal services related to company formation and registration.
4124264  21/03/2019
VEMULAKONDA SHASHANK KUMAR
D-55/3B, NARAINA VIHAR, NEW DELHI - 110028
THE TRADEMARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Legal services; Security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
RING HALO
Priority claimed from 27/09/2018; Application No. : 75984 ;Jamaica
4124900   22/03/2019
A9.com, Inc.
101 Lytton Avenue Palo Alto, CA 94301, United States of America
A Delaware corporation
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Home security monitoring services; consultancy, advisory and information services relating to home security monitoring;
etronic monitoring and security services for residential and commercial properties; providing information about safety
and crime prevention; consultancy, advisory and information services relating to home security monitoring; providing a
website featuring information about safety and crime prevention.
4125252  22/03/2019
ANIKA SINGH
32/57, West Punjabi Bagh, New Delhi, Delhi, 110026, India
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK DAHIYA
Boudhik IP, 204, DLF Star Tower, Sector 30, Gurgaon-122001, Haryana, India Email: vivek@boudhikip.com Phone: 9971546304

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Personal and social services regarding individual needs, Personal and social services regarding community needs, Personal and social services regarding organisation needs, personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
4126001  23/03/2019
SHIBHANI
3/1, DAVIS ROAD, PILLANNA GARDEN, BANGALORE - 84
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Legal services; Security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
4126120  23/03/2019
BRAJENDRA NATH ROY
D-2003, PALAM VIHAR, CHOMA(62), GURGAON, HARYANA-122017
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ KUMAR
C-116, First Floor, Vyapar Kendra, Palam Vihar, Gurgaon, Haryana - 122017

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
social service
EXONCORP PRIVATE LIMITED
NO 05/X2, HARI OM 2ND STREET, PHASE 3, SATHUVACHARI, VELLORE - 632009

THE TRADEMARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Legal services; Security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
4126316  23/03/2019
DHARA JITENDRAKUMAR PATEL, AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF DR. DHARA'S SPIRITUALITY
B/FF/103, TITANIUM CITY CENTER (BUSINESS PARK), 100FT ANAND NAGAR ROAD, SATELLITE – 380015, AHMEDABAD,
GUJARAT - INDIA.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C. PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since:07/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO ASTROLOGY SERVICES AND SPIRITUALITY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-45.
DHARA JITENDRAKUMAR PATEL AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF DR. DHARA’S SPIRITUALITY
B/FF/ 103, TITANIUM CITY CENTER (BUSINESS PARK), 100FT ANAND NAGAR ROAD, SATELLITE – 380015, AHMEDABAD.
GUJARAT - INDIA.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :07/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO ASTROLOGY SERVICES AND SPIRITUALITY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-45.
4126607 23/03/2019
SANTHOSH KUMAR NS
Cloud Nine, 7 B, Vidhya Nagar Cross Road, Panampilly Nagar, Near Passport Office, Kadavanthara, Ernakulam, Kerala-682020
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JUSTIN PAUL
KIZHAKKE PALLIPURATHU HOUSE, PALACKAMATTOM, KINGINIMATTOM PO, ERNAKULA, KERALA-682311.
Used Since :23/09/2015

CHENNAI
Security guard services, Security guard services for the protection of property and individuals, Safety, rescue, security and enforcement services, Advisory services in relation to safety, Guard services, Physical security services, Providing information relating to security guard services, Security consultancy, Rental of safety equipment and apparatus, Escort services, Alarm monitoring services, Firefighting services, Consulting in the field of workplace safety, Consulting services in the field of national security, Contract guarding.
4126646 24/03/2019
AJAY PARTAP SINGH
PURE BHODHAR NAGAR PANCHYAT, KHARAGUPUR ROAD, KHARGUPUR IMILIA, GONDA 271204
proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL REGISTRATION SERVICE
33 DURGA VIHAR PHASE-II HOSHIARPUR ROAD JALANDHAR CITY 144004

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3782459, 3958074

DELHI
Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
DRIK ASTROLOGY
4128123  26/03/2019
SHARAD UPADHYAY
187-D, RADHA NAGAR, KRISHNA NAGAR POST OFFICE, MATHURA (U.P.), INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :07/07/2011
DELHI
Horoscope Casting, Horoscope Matching, Horoscope Consultancy, Prediction, Muhurta Consultancy, Face Reading, Gems Advisor, Palmistry, Tarot Card Reader, Vastu & Feng Shui, Vastu Shastra Consultancy, Matchmaking Consultancy, Numerology.
4128264    26/03/2019
VRUTTI
2nd FLOOR, SRI RAGAVENDRA NILAYA 25, AECS LAYOUT, RMV 2nd STAGE, ASWANTHNAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 094, KARNATAKA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAME CHANGER LAW ADVISORS
304, HULIGADRI RENAISSANVE LANDMARK, 10TH MAIN ROAD, 17TH CROSS, MALLESWARAM, BANGALORE - 560055
Used Since :15/01/2019
CHENNAI
PROVISION OF SOCIAL AND CHARITABLE SERVICES TO SMALL PRODUCERS AND VULNERABLE COMMUNITIES.
CHOWKIDAR

4130169   27/03/2019
CORPSOUL ADVISORY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO. A - 303, S. NO. 127/2A/1, EISHA ERICA SOCIETY, NEAR DSK VISHWA, DHAYRI, PUNE - 411041 , MAHARASHTRA
ACTIVE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL DAHAPUTE
CORP AID CONSULTANCY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
Used Since :07/06/2017
MUMBAI

Legal services included in class 45
Bel-La Monde

4130173  27/03/2019

GURMEET SINGH
1562, OUTREM LINE, GTB NAGAR, NEW DELHI
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA SINHA ADV.,
B-9, 2ND FLOOR, HOUSING SOCIETY SOUTH EXTN PART-I, NEW DELHI-110049

Used Since :14/02/2012

DELHI

PLANNING AND ARRANGING WEDDING CEREMONIES, CONDUCTING CIVIL MARRIAGE CEREMONIES, CONSULTING SERVICES RELATED TO PLANNING AND ARRANGING WEDDING CEREMONIES.